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Swedish Missiological Themes, 91, 4 (2003)
Editorial
The apostolate of the missionary is the theme of this last number of SMT
for 2003. The first eight articles were originally presented at a conference
held in Denmark in October 2003 and organised by the Nordic Institute for
Missionary and Ecumenical Research (NIME) and the Nordic Ecumenical
Council. These articles offer important Nordic perspectives on the
remarkable adaptability in role and office of the missionary. This issue
contains five other articles on a variety of themes, of which all are in one
way or another related to the missionary theme.
The missionary has always been a fascinating figure, right from the
beginning of Christian history, and motivated by the Great Commission of
spreading the ‘Good News’. Lauded as heroes in the past, Christian
missionaries have more recently been excoriated as cultural imperialists
by the modern and secularised Western world.  Sometimes, they have been
more benignly regarded as hapless, ineffective or naïve. Yet, the impact of
Western missionaries in the developing world, particularly in Africa, has
engendered a remarkable internationalisation of Christianity, the momentous
significance of which is still being comprehended. Christian missionary
endeavour, motivated by a revolutionary admixture of theology and
technology, can be seen as an exceptionally successful example of what, in
modern jargon, is termed globalisation. The stereotype of the missionary,
at least in the popular perceptions of Western Europe, has been perplexingly
rigid. Fortunately, the term is now in the process of being liberated from its
Eurocentric associations, as evidenced by the extraordinary vigour of
Christianity in Latin American, Africa and Asia, and in the growing witness
of ‘Southern’ Christianity to the northern hemisphere.
This publication of this number of SMT coincides with the retirement of
the present Editor, at the end of 2003.  After editing SMT for over eight
years, he will hand over this task to Dr Magnus Lundberg, who will begin
his editorship in January 2004. SMT has undergone various transformations
since 1995, when the present Editor became responsibility for the journal.
The Editorial Board has played a constructive role in initiating and approving
many of these alterations. Major changes have concerned the journal’s name,
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language and format. Firstly, SMT gained an English language title along
with its Swedish name, to match its Swedish abbreviation. Secondly, SMT’s
readership has become international, with the switch to publishing most
articles in English. This has allowed Swedish scholars and researchers to
reach an international audience while still publishing in a national, or ‘home’,
periodical. Thirdly, from being mainly connected with the University of
Uppsala, the Editorial Board has expanded to reflect a more nationally
balanced representation of mission studies in Sweden. In particular, this
has meant harnessing the recent growth of the discipline at the University
of Lund, and also appointing members from other Swedish universities
and colleges.
The international character of SMT has similarly attracted our Nordic
missiological colleagues, as it has given them the opportunity to write in an
international language while still permitting them to be published in a
Scandinavian/Swedish journal. This Nordic input has been especially
appreciated, not least the co-operation with the Nordic Institute for
Missionary and Ecumenical Research, whose annual papers SMT have
published during recent years.
SMT has always encouraged scholars and doctoral students from developing
countries to submit papers, especially when it may be difficult for them to
publish their research locally. Every Editor of a periodical has his or her
own specific research interests and academic connections; the present Editor
has particular associations with Africa. This has meant, for example, that
we have been able to publish a large number of articles from Nigerian and
Zimbabwean academics, many of whom may otherwise have been impeded
in having their research disseminated internationally.
It remains for the retiring Editor to express his appreciation for the support
and encouragement he has received since 1995 from SMT’s Editorial Board,
the two Consultant Editors, and the Editorial Secretary. Finally, he wishes
the future Editor much successful and satisfaction in helping to steer SMT
to its centenary.
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Who has Taken Care of the Missionary
Task of the Church Through the Ages?
Tormod Engelsviken
Our topic is a very comprehensive one and it can hardly be treated satisfactorily
in one lecture if interpreted in a wide sense. In light of the theme of the
conference, “The Missionary – Person and Ministry”, I choose, however, to
interpret it more narrowly in the following direction: Who have the
missionaries been? If one tries to establish an overview over the missionary
ministry in a historical perspective, it is expedient to present it in a diachronic
way and simultaneously group or categorise the missionaries in some way.
What then would be the criteria for the different groups or categories of
missionaries? In addition, even more basically: What is a missionary?
Who is a missionary?
The fundamental question is: What or who is a missionary? It is almost as
difficult to define the concept of a missionary as it is to define the concept
of mission itself. David Bosch maintains under the headline “Mission: An
interim definition” that “mission remains undefinable” and yet he presents
several “approximations of what mission is all about”.1 We cannot enter
into this discussion here, and we do not want to arrive at a simple definition
of what it means to be a missionary. Nevertheless, we have to say something
in order to know what we are looking for in the history of the church.
In a certain sense, all Christians are missionaries, because the missionary
obligation or commission as expressed e.g. in Matt 28 is given to the whole
Christian church as sent to the world by the Triune God (missio Dei).2 All
Christians are called to a ministry of witness to the world (Acts 1:8; 1 Pet.
2:9). This is not only a theoretical statement; there are several examples in
the history of the church where the most effective growth of the church,
also cross-culturally, happens when all – or at least many – Christians in
1
 Bosch 1991:9-11
2
 See Engelsviken 2003.
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different ways share their faith with others.3 This seems to happen especially
when the church grows through popular movements or revivals. The gospel
of Christ most likely reached the largest cities in the Roman Empire: Rome,
Alexandria and Antioch, through such “ordinary” Christians who shared
their faith through words and demonstrated it by their lives. We do not
know any apostles or other ecclesiastical envoys who brought the gospel
for the first time to these cities (cp. Acts 11:19-21). The same would apply
to the areas surrounding the major cities that Paul visited on his missionary
journeys and most of the rural areas.
Down through the history these “anonymous Christians” have played a
major role in the mission of the church.4 It would not be, however,
appropriate to call them “missionaries”. This may be a parallel to the saying
that all Christians are priests (“Priester”) but not all are “pastors”
(“Pfarrer”). All Christian are called to mission, but not all to become
missionaries. This distinction might in a biblical perspective correspond
with the fact that all Christians have received the Spirit of God, all belong
to the same body, yet they are different members with various gifts and
ministries (1 Cor. 12-14; Rom 12:4-8).
Without disparaging the importance of the mission of the whole church, we
would in this article only call those “missionaries” whom Bill Taylor in the
Evangelical Dictionary of World Missions describes in the following way.
“These men and women are cross-cultural workers who serve within or
without their national boundaries, and they will cross some kind of linguistic,
cultural, or geographic barriers as authorised sent ones.”5 Admittedly, there
is a flaw in defining missionaries as “cross-cultural workers” because it
excludes those who labour within their own culture to reach people with the
3
 Sundkler/Steed expresses this with a view to the growth of Christianity in North-East-
Africa: “Christianity spread via the Red Sea as it had done in the Mediterranean: by Christian
traders bringing their goods and their witness”, Sundkler/Steed 2000:36. To the debate
whether Christianity during the first century A.D. spread primarily through organised
planned mission or by “microcommunication”, by “private und berufliche Kontakte, Face-
to-Face Kommunikation in Primär- und Quasiprimärgruppen”, see Reinbold 2000 and
Stenschke 2003:8-10.
4
 See for example the emphasis placed on this by Sundkler/Steed in their whole approach
to African church history, Sundkler/Steed 2000:81-91, where three categories are especially
mentioned: kings and chiefs, the young men, the slaves and other socially marginalised
groups.
5
 Moreau 2000:645
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gospel, people who may have not yet heard or not yet understood the gospel
in such a way that they have had a real opportunity to believe and be baptised.
Paul and his co-workers for instance were also missionaries when they were
working among people who belonged to their own culture, had the same
language, and lived in the same area as they did.6
It may nevertheless be advantageous for practical purposes in this connection
to reserve the term “missionary” for cross-cultural workers and rather speak
of evangelism and evangelists as far as proclamation within one’s own
culture or among church members is concerned, even if there is no
theological distinction of principle.
If we then return to the question of how to categorise the missionaries to
present their characteristics at different times, we could utilise several
perspectives. The following will be mentioned in our presentation:
1. Church background
2. Ecclesiastical status
3. Profession
4. Social status
5. National or regional affiliation
6. Gender
7. Age
Obviously, there are possibilities of various combinations of these and other
characteristics, and the missionaries down through the ages have represented
enormous ecclesiastical, social and cultural variations. What we will attempt
here, however, is a rather rough historical overview.
The missionaries in the Early Church
In the New Testament, it is the concept of apostle that comes most close to
“missionary”. The meaning of the two is of course the same, being a “sent
one”. In the New Testament it is used in a more narrow sense about the
6
 When Paul “defines” his own missionary ministry in Rom 15:16-20, the main emphasis
is not on the cross-cultural aspect, although he mentions particularly the Gentiles (v. 17),
but preaching the gospel “where Christ was not known” (v. 20). This he did both in the
synagogue to his own Jewish people and outside it to the Gentiles. And he was a missionary
in both cases.
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twelve and Paul, and in a wider sense of anyone sent out from a church
with the gospel message (Acts 14:4,14). In the narrow sense in the Lukan
writings it denotes those who had accompanied Jesus during his earthly
ministry, witnessed his death and resurrection and received a direct and
personal call from the Lord (Acts 1:21-22). The concept of “apostle” in the
New Testament may draw on the person and ministry of the prophet in the
Old Testament as being sent to the people by God, as well as on the Jewish
institution of sjaliach, a person sent by others, e.g. the Sanhedrin, with
authority to act and speak on their behalf within the limits of the task given.
In the history of the church, different aspects of the ministry of the apostles
have been emphasised, causing debate and divisions. Their roles as church
founders and missionaries have, however, been underlined from the
beginning. Toward the end of the sixteenth century, there was a conflict
between the Roman Catholic Robert Bellarmine and the Lutheran
theologians about the apostolicity of the church.7 Bellarmine maintained
that the Lutheran church – differently from the Roman Catholic Church –
lacked characteristic marks of the church, namely apostolicity and
catholicity, because it was not a missionary church and was not found in all
parts of the world. The Lutheran Johann Gerhard responded by asserting
that apostolicity consisted in faithfulness to the teaching of the apostles as
found in the Bible, and that in this regard the Lutheran Church was the
more apostolic. “In the polemic of Lutheran Orthodoxy against the Catholic
Counter-Reformation, the Lutheran church could claim for itself the marks
of the true church without actually supporting a missionary apostolate.”8
This answer implied a negative attitude to mission and it reached a climax
in 1651 when the Wittenberg theologians declared that the apostolate had
been a personal privilege of the apostles that did not apply to their successors.
The Great Commission was not any longer valid since it would be imply
that all ministers had to go to the heathen, which would be absurd. Moreover,
the pagans already had had their opportunity (cf. Rom 10:18; Col. 1:23),
and God was not under any obligation to give them a second chance. The
orthodox theologians argued that the apostles alone had miracle working
power and the privilege of infallibility. These aspects of their apostolic
ministry were therefore unique, while other aspects such as preaching the
7
 See to this Scherer 1987:67-70; Berentsen 1990:18-26; Berentsen 1994:112-114
8
 Scherer 1987:68
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gospel and administering the sacraments in the church were given to the
ministers of the church.
It is of particular interest that the question about why the evangelical
churches did not work for the propagation of the gospel among the heathen
was raised by lay people, such as Erhardt Truchsetz zu Wetzhausen and
Justinian von Welz.9 They anticipated a reaction to the views of the orthodox
theologians that later would win the day under Pietism.
It has been argued that the itinerant apostles in the primitive church
disappeared during the second century and with it also the organised
missionary activity of the church. Mission and apostolate are seen to be so
closely related that when the apostolate ceased with the death of the twelve
and Paul, organised mission also ceased.
The patristic scholar Oskar Skarsaune wants to nuance this picture somewhat.
He maintains on the basis of sources such as Origen and Eusebius that even
if “apostle” ceased to be a missionary title after Didaché, the very function of
the missionary continued. There are itinerant missionaries who followed the
example of the apostles far into the second century, even if they then were
called evangelists and not apostles. Skarsaune further argues that there are
two other “offices” in the ancient church which with considerable justification
may be seen as missionary functions. The one is the “apologist” with Justin
Martyr as the most prominent representative, the other is the monk or ascetic.
When apostles, evangelists and apologists disappear, the monks take over. 10
This happens as early as the fourth, especially in the Syrian, the Egyptian
and in general the Eastern part of the church, and then in the next century in
the West. Especially in the more marginal areas of the church a monastic
ideal developed with a special emphasis on going out with the gospel for the
sake of Christ (peregrinatio Christi).11
In the eastern part of the church the mission moves further eastwards towards
India, Central-Asia and China, and southwards towards Arabia, Ethiopia
and Nubia. In the opposite extreme western part of the church, in Ireland, a
9
 Sherer 1969
10
 Skarsaune 1994:89-94. See also Sundkler/Steed who with regard to the early monastic
movement in Egypt, says, “The monks were the missionaries of the church”, Sundkler/
Steed 2000:15.
11
 Skarsaune 1994:94
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Celtic missionary movement is established which moves eastwards towards
continental Europe. From Constantinople the mission moves northwards
towards the Slavic peoples. Some of the pioneer missionaries who contri-
buted significantly to the Christianisation of new peoples and the founding
of new churches, receive later the honorary titles of “apostles” of their
countries, e.g. Augustine in England, Patrick in Ireland, Boniface in
Germany and Ansgar among the Nordic peoples. Also in the East most
churches claimed to be founded by an apostle or a disciple of an apostle,
e.g. Thomas in India and Mark in Egypt.
Let us take a closer look at two of these missionary movements. The
Nestorian mission in the East goes all the way back to the fourth century in
Antioch and to the Nisibis school with the famous teacher Narsai who was
strongly influenced by Theodore of Mopsuestia. The theology of this school
was a pronounced missional theology.12 What is important in our context is
that the Nestorian missionary model, which eventually took the gospel all
the way to China, included both “professional” missionaries; ordained
monks, priests and bishops, as well as lay believers, who travelled great
distances as traders, soldiers, refugees etc, spreading the gospel wherever
they went. An example is a Nestorian missionary community in the sixth
century which consisted of two tradesmen, a missionary bishop and four
priests. They grew their own food and taught those who were converted to
do the same. They evangelised and baptised a Turkish people in Central
Asia at the Caspian Sea, reduced their language to writing for the first
time, translated the Scriptures and taught the people to read and write. This
is a very early example of the integration in mission of evangelism,
education, church planting and even agriculture!
The Celtic mission emerged as the Nestorian from a special missional
spirituality that was cultivated in semi-monastic communities. The Celtic
mission was a pilgrim mission. As Abraham they left their own country for
an unknown destination which was revealed to them as winds and currents
led them. Theirs was both a spiritual and a geographic journey. The most
famous of all, Columbanus, travelled in the sixth century with twelve
companions to what is now Burgundy in France where they settled. The
church was in deep decline, but the Celtic monks preached salvation in
Christ and served the needy. They established monasteries in the area, and
12
 Harris 2000:495-501
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the movement spread eventually to other areas in Europe. The peregrini
were sent from one community to establish a new one. They “went abroad
not to receive benefits but to impart them. They were prepared to accept
hardships of pioneering, asking for themselves only the fellowship of a
dedicated community and, in many cases, a private hideaway where they
might read their books and commune with God”.13
The missionaries in the Middle Ages
The Christianisation of the tribes in Northern and Eastern Europe happened
in a different way than the mission in the ancient church. The goal of mission
after Constantine, when Christendom developed into a geographic concept,
became the Christianisation of the people or society, even when the mission
transcended the old boundaries of the Roman Empire.14 In addition, the
Germanic tribes east of the Rhine had a social structure that made individual
conversions difficult characterised as they were by solidarity and a collective
consciousness – as many societies in the two-thirds world still are. The
whole tribe was supposed to have one and the same faith.
To begin with it was monks and missionary priests and bishops who under
heavy resistance, even martyrdom, made attempts to convert individuals,
but it was only when the chief or king was won and the rest of the people
more or less voluntarily followed him that the conversion of the tribe as
whole was accomplished. During this decisive phase political and military
force was often used in addition to preaching and teaching. This of course
raises serious questions with regard to the relationship between mission
and power or even compulsion, questions that will be relevant also in
succeeding centuries. To call the kings and chiefs who introduced
Christianity missionaries would be inappropriate, but it cannot be denied
that their role was crucially important as far as the Christianisation of the
new Germanic and also Slavic tribes were concerned. It is somewhat ironic
that the national saint of Norway, Saint Olav, was exactly such a king who
wanted to Christianise Norway by force, and who lost his life in the attempt.15
However, this was not a mission that used political and military means only.
A trait that seems to occur frequently, and which also has its parallels in
13
 McNeill 1974:157, quoted in Warner 2000:493
14
 See to this Skarsaune 1994:101-104; Guder 2000:85
15
 The battle of Stiklestad in 1030.
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mission today, is the “power encounter”, which primarily is about spiritual
power where miracles or other challenges of the spiritual forces of the pre-
Christian religion led many to lose faith in the old religion and turn to Christ.
There was also another Catholic mission during the Middle Ages which was
directed towards heretics, Jews and Muslims.16 This mission was also carried
out mainly by monks or priests. Islam surrounded Christian Europe both in
the east and southwest and represented both a political and military threat.
The crusades cannot be seen as missionary initiatives, and the crusaders were
not missionaries. Even after the crusades the Christian Europe had to defend
itself against the Muslim onslaught in Spain and on the Balkans.
The spiritual defence and the missionary initiatives of the medieval church
in Europe during the thirteenth and fourteenth century were mainly the
result of the work of the new orders, the Franciscans and Dominicans. It is
worth noticing that this mission came out of a spiritual renewal which also
was accompanied by a missional spirituality and a consciousness of
community. The missionary method was not the use force but was spiritual
and intellectual: a literal understanding of the words of the gospel about
the apostolic life led to a life in poverty where preaching and teaching
stood in the forefront. The “preaching brothers” who followed Dominicus,
were not tied to monasteries, but emphasised studies not least in connection
with the newly established universities. Already in the year 1228, eight
years after the first general chapter which is seen as the founding of the
order, there were 60 houses established all over Europe and especially at
the borders of Christendom. The Dominicans wished to win Jews, Muslims
and Mongols through a preaching and a theology that were philosophically
and spiritually superior.
The most well known Dominican is of course Thomas Aquinas whose
theology has a clear missionary purpose when he with arguments of reason
seeks to convince the Gentiles of the truth of Christianity. One of his two
major works, Summa contra Gentiles, was a textbook for missionaries filled
with arguments to be used in dialogue with non-Christians, especially
Muslims. Although Thomas himself did not go out as a missionary, he has
nevertheless exercised a great influence as a mission theologian on Catholic
mission both in terms of theory and practice.
16
 Skarsaune 1994:105-109
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The most outstanding missionary to the Muslims during the Middle Ages
was, however, not a Dominican but a layman by the name Ramon Llull,
who only towards the end of his life was admitted into the Franciscan order.
With a base in a mission seminar on the North coast of Mallorca he worked
tirelessly among Muslims in North Africa. He also believed in the possibility
of convincing Muslims with arguments of reason of the superiority of the
Christian faith.
During the thirteenth and fourteenth century the Franciscan and Dominican
missionaries reached to the ends of the then known world, even to China.
By doing this they transcended national borders as well as the horizons of
the old Roman Empire.
The missionaries of the Reformation and the
Counter-Reformation
It was especially the Jesuit order (Societas Jesu) which at the time of the
Protestant Reformation and the Catholic Counter-Reformation was the major
Catholic force in mission. Ignatius Loyola founded the order which was
approved by the Pope in 1540. The Jesuits were mobile, adaptable and flexible,
and their large number of zealous missionaries eventually found themselves
in most strategic places in Latin America, Africa and Asia. They served directly
under the Pope and had a certain freedom in relation to the political authorities.
In 1493, Pope Alexander VI had decided that the Spanish throne had exclusive
right to do commerce in countries that were discovered or would be discovered
west of the Atlantic on the condition that the king should
bring to Christian faith the peoples who inhabit these islands and the
mainland … and to send to the said islands and to the mainland wise, upright,
godfearing, and virtuous men who will be capable of instructing the
indigenous peoples in good morals and in the Catholic faith.17
To avoid enmity between Spain and Portugal, a line was drawn from north
to south where Portugal was granted what was east of the line and Spain
what was west of the line. Nobody could at that time foresee the huge
consequences of this so-called Padroado-agreement, and its validity was
naturally later challenged by other European colonial powers, both Catholic
and Protestant.
17
 Neill 1973:141-142
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By this agreement the Pope had underlined the Christian perspective on
the great discoveries and placed an obligation on the Christian powers to
send and support missionaries and later to establish bishoprics. It was fatal
that the political authorities of Spain and Portugal now with good religious
consciousness could carry out their brutal suppression of the indigenous
population and complete their project of conquest and plunder. The Spanish
conquerors, conquistadores, were accompanied and supported by priests
or missionaries, padres, in a way that would have catastrophic consequences
for the peoples of Latin-America and throw long shadows even today on
the relationship between the church and the people.
The image of the mission and the missionaries in Latin America is, however,
not only negative. Not least the Jesuits played an important role after their
arrival in 1549. They remained until 1767 when they were expelled from
Spain and all the colonies due to conflicts between the missionary church
and the Spanish colonial civilisation. Even if the Jesuits followed the method
of tabula rasa, it did not prevent them from using the cultural expressions
of the indigenous peoples. The so-called reducciones were often their main
project, and these communities included schools, agriculture, cultural events,
and religious life. Even here we notice a combination of spirituality,
community and mission.18 Frequently the missionaries entered into
confrontations with the established hierarchy that was more or less
dependent on the political authorities. This conflict is illustrated in a dramatic
way in the movie The Mission that depicts the relationship of church and
mission to the Indians in southern Brazil.
Even before the Jesuits arrived in Latin America, the priest Bartholomeus
de las Casas, who had come to the new world in 1502, “experienced a
conversion that led him to the conviction that “everything done to the Indians
thus far was wrong and tyrannical”“.19 He dedicated the next fifty years of
his life until his death in 1566 to serve their cause and fight against those
who oppressed and exploited them.
The Jesuits also travelled eastwards. The famous Catholic missionaries in
India, Japan and China: Roberto de Nobili, Francis Xavier and Mateo Ricci,
in the sixteenth and seventeenth century were all Jesuits. We cannot describe
their impressive missionary work here, but just state that with their policy
18
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19
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of accommodation they also got into conflict with the Pope and the Curia,
and too often into a state of competition with other missionary orders such
as the Franciscans and the Dominicans.
Mission in the Lutheran church did not begin in any serious way until the
early part of the eighteenth century, but there were a few interesting exceptions
earlier. Among them was the German lay doctor and linguist Peter Heyling
who had been influenced by Hugo Grotius in Paris and stayed in Ethiopia at
the court of the Emperor from 1634 to 1652. On his way home for furlough
he became a martyr when he was beheaded by a Muslim pasha for not denying
his faith. Heyling’s ministry had a lasting impact in Ethiopia.20 Another
Lutheran layman was Count Justinian von Welz, who after having been turned
down by the theologians of the Lutheran church as “Schwärmer”, went on
his own as missionary to Surinam where he died in 1668.21
An interesting initiative was taken from Holland by the famous Dutch lawyer
Hugo Grotius who wrote a book on the Christian faith22 that was intended
for use by Dutch seamen who sailed on then Far East, especially the Dutch
colonies. The book was translated into Malay and Arabic.23 Several Dutch
pastors were educated in Leyden between 1622 and 1633 and served in the
Dutch colonies in Indonesia and Sri Lanka.
It was typical for the first Protestant missionaries that they had a double role:
They were employed by the government as pastors and were supposed to
primarily serve their fellow countrymen in the colonies. At the same time
they had a certain responsibility for the conversion of the native non-Christian
subjects to Christianity on the basis of the principle cuius regio eius religio.
The British sent some of their first Protestant missionaries westwards to
the new world. The most significant in the seventeenth century was the
Presbyterian pastor John Eliot who worked in Massachusetts. The first
baptism of an Indian was performed in 1651. He founded “praying towns”
where Christian Indians were gathered. He also translated the Bible to
“Moheecan”, the New Testament being published in 1661 and the Old
Testament in 1663.24 Towards the end of his Indian grammar Eliot wrote the
20
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following motto: “Prayer and pains, through faith in Jesus Christ, will do
anything”. Tragically, the Indian settlements were destroyed in war and the
Moheecans eradicated so that nobody today is using their Bible translation.
The missionaries of Pietism
It was the movement of Pietism that overcame the denial of the missionary
obligation that was dominant among the leading Lutheran theologians during
the Orthodox period. The most important centre of Pietism in Germany was
the city of Halle where August Hermann Francke was the leader. It was from
here that the first Lutheran missionary movement with lasting effects started.
Since the Germans did not have any colonies and therefore could not send
out their own missionaries on the basis of the principle cuius regio eius religio,
it was the Pietistic Danish king Fredrik IV who sent the two German pastors
from Halle, Bartholomeus Ziegenbalg and Heinrich Plütschau as missionaries
to the Danish colony of Trankebar in South-India. In addition to serve the
Danish colonists they should also do mission work among the Hindu Tamils
who lived in the colony. They departed in 1705.
This Danish-German Trankebar mission became pioneering for Protestant
mission in India and set a pattern for Protestant mission generally, with
emphasis on preaching of the gospel in the vernacular – with sensitivity to
the local culture and religion -, Bible translation, educational work, work
among the poor and sick and the establishment of a local church with its
own clergy. In line with Pietistic spirituality the missionary work also aimed
at a decisive personal conversion experience as requirement for baptism
and incorporation in the church.25
In the second decade of the eighteenth century the Norwegian pastor Thomas
von Westen (“The Apostle of the Same people”) made several mission
journeys to the Lapps or Same people in Northern Norway, and in 1721
another Norwegian clergyman, Hans Egede (“Greenland’s Apostles”) left
Bergen for Greenland as royal merchant and missionary. These two opened
the Norwegian Protestant mission enterprise which would not gain real
strength, however, until the next century when Pietistic revivals swept the
country and became a strong Christian grassroots movement. Typical of
24
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this early Protestant mission supported by the state, was that missionary
service was seen as a pastoral ministry and only pastors were sent out. This
was also the main pattern for most Protestant mission far into the nineteenth
century, when an increasing number of lay artisans and professionals went
out as missionaries.26
The largest and most dynamic Pietistic missionary movement within the
Lutheran church was, however, not characterised by this clerical
understanding of missionary service. The mission work of the Moravians,
who from the beginning in 1732 during a period of 150 years sent out over
2,000 missionaries, and during the first 30 years more missionaries than
the whole Protestant church had done during the preceding 200 years, was
founded by a layman, Count Nicolaus von Zinzendorf. He had in 1722
allowed a group of religious refugees from Moravia to settle on his estate
and form a community that got the name Herrnhut. Characteristic of the
Moravians and their mission was zealous preaching of the crucified Christ
and a total surrender to the will of the Lord.27
Within the Moravian communities missionary service was not limited to a
well-educated ecclesiastical elite or tied to the political power structure. The
missionaries went out as groups consisting of people with different professional
backgrounds, often artisans and farmers, who then established a Christian
community on the mission field which was engaged in harvesting the “first
fruits” of individuals from all peoples.28 The Moravian communities both in
Germany and in the mission field were self-supporting. This principle, which
also later was followed by many “faith missions”, would naturally in some
instances cause problems and hardships for the missionaries, but in other cases
it enabled the mission to continue even when support from the home country
failed due to lack of missionary interest, or when colonial administrators,
businessmen or local authorities tried to put hindrances in the way of the
missionaries. The relative independence of the mission of the sending church
could therefore be of great help to the mission in times of crisis.
26
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The missionary breakthrough in the English-speaking world
 The Moravian model was also practiced by the first missionaries who went
out from England to India under the Baptist Missionary Society, the famous
Serampore-trio, William Carey, Joshua Marshman and William Ward. BMS
recommended the following: “You will find it necessary to form what you
proposed, a kind of Moravian settlement; as otherwise we do not see how
they can be supported.”29
Traditionally William Carey has been presented as the founder of Protestant
missions when he in 1792 published his Enquiry 30 and in 1793 left for India.
But he was himself conscious of standing in a missionary tradition of pioneers
from the past, and more recent research has emphasised the importance of
the missionary work prior to Carey. Yet nobody can deprive Carey of being
as Stephen Neil says, “a turning point; it marks the entry of the English-
speaking world on a large scale into the missionary enterprise – and it has
been the English-speaking world which has provided four fifths of the non-
Roman missionaries from the days of Carey until the present time”.31
In Enquiry Carey rejects the view that the conversion of the heathen would
be the Lord’s own work in his own time and that therefore nothing could be
done by humans to further this. He argues thoroughly that it actually is the
duty of all Christians to engage in the proclamation of God’s kingdom
whether the time for this is long or short. It is “an obligation of Christians
to use means for the conversion of the heathen” as the title of the little great
book indicates. His two principles that were expressed in a sermon to a
group of Baptist preachers in 1792 have often been quoted as a motto for
the modern missionary movement, “Attempt great things for God; expect
great things from God.”32
The Anglican “Society for the propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts”
had already been founded in 1701, and had during the eighteenth century
sent out more than 350 missionaries. Its main task was to take spiritual
29
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care of Anglicans, but working among non-Christians was also among its
purposes.33
In the years after Carey’s book was published and the BMS founded a
great number of mission societies were founded in other churches as well,
in Britain, on the continent of Europe and in North-America, among them
the originally inter-denominational but later Congregational London
Missionary Society (1795), the Anglican Church Missionary Society (1799),
the mainly Congregational American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions, the Swiss Basel Mission (1815) and the German Berlin Society
(1824). The nineteenth century became the century of the mission societies.34
It would obviously be impossible in this context to enumerate the various
churches and societies that were engaged in mission during this century. It
must suffice to point to some major developments that are relevant to our
topic: the missionaries.
Again it is important to emphasise the close relationship between revival and
mission.35 We have already seen that the major mission thrust of the churches
on the continent of Europe started with the Pietistic movement. Something
similar applies to the mission from the British Isles and from America, “The
Protestant Churches owe an immeasurable debt to the Evangelical Revival
in the broad sense of the term”.36 Revivals occurred in most denominations
and in almost all the Protestant countries leading consistently to personal
conversions, social consciousness and zeal for mission.
There were in addition to the religious motives for mission also several
economic and political factors that contributed to the tremendous growth
of missionary work and the increase in the numbers of missionaries. The
colonial project of the Western nations facilitated and directed the missionary
efforts in many parts of the world, although research shows that it is very
difficult to draw simple conclusions from a very complex material.37
33
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There is no doubt, however, that the voluntarism that emerged in the
nineteenth century was a very important factor both in the formation of
mission societies and in the recruitment of missionaries. The societies did
not always work with the blessing and support of the large folk churches in
Europe that most often also were state churches. The mission societies
were often relatively marginal, but nevertheless able to recruit, send and
support a large number of missionaries without any official church or
government support, politically or financially.
For this was the great age of societies. In many cases the Protestant Churches
as such were unable or unwilling themselves to take up the cause of missions.
This was left to voluntary (sic!) societies, dependent upon the initiative of
consecrated individuals, and relying for financial support on the voluntary
(sic!) gifts of interested Christians.38
Who have been the missionaries during the last 200 years?
Many of those who have done historical studies of the modern missionary
movement have devoted considerable space to the description of the
missionaries’ national, social, educational and ecclesiastical background.
Sundkler and Steed for instance write about the Protestant mission in Africa
that very few of the men who came as missionaries to Africa had any
experience from the academic or civic world.39 The majority of the
missionaries in the early part of the century were young men, often in their
twenties. “The Christian movement in nineteenth century Africa was a youth
movement”.40 These men, if married, brought their wives and children along.
Quite differently from the Catholic missionary force which consisted mostly
of celibate priests, monks and nuns, the Protestant consisted for a large part
of families. These families paid a great toll in terms of deaths on the mission
field throughout the century.
The social background of the missionaries mirrored the social conditions
in Europe at the time. But some missions had certain views or backgrounds
that made them recruit and send out a special type of missionaries. For
example the Moravian missionary recruits had often been weavers,
carpenters and blacksmiths, while the young men in the Hermannsburg
38
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Mission were farmers from Lüneburg.41 The first CMS missionaries in
Ethiopia were priests from the Basel Mission, but later artisans from the
Pilgrim Mission served as lay missionaries practicing their crafts.42
The emphasis that was laid on practical skills may be seen in the London
Mission already in 1795 when it was said, “It is not necessary that every
missionary should be a learned man, but he must possess a competent
measure of the kind of knowledge which the object of the mission requires.”
This “competent measure” was further defined as “Godly men who
understand mechanical arts”. Especially in Africa these practical skills were
of great use, and many missionaries combined several skills or educations,
not least as far as medicine, agriculture and architecture were concerned. It
has also been pointed out that resources were wasted because of inadequate
requirements of missionary recruits.43 As the mission societies got more
experience they increasingly emphasised the importance of recruiting the
right persons for missionary service, and most of the larger societies
established their own schools for training of missionaries.
An interesting feature of the British mission in the early nineteenth century,
and especially the Anglican CMS, was its employment of several German
clergymen from Basel and Berlin for missionary work. This was caused
both by a lack of candidates in Britain due among other things to
ecclesiastical resistance, and a large number of candidates in Germany.
Basel alone sent more than 80 missionaries to CMS.44 Most of these were
Lutherans but they served loyally within an Anglican mission society. Many
of them became very significant pioneer missionaries. This shows that
Protestant mission early on was both an international and inter-
denominational “partnership”, if we may use a modern word. The vision
was primarily to expand the kingdom of God, not one’s own denomination
or national church.
Something more must also be said about the relationship between
clergymen45 and lay people as missionaries. Walls has in a very interesting
article pointed out that the British mission societies and particularly the
41
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CMS looked upon missionary service as a ministry that required episcopal
ordination. The famous mission leader Henry Venn entertained, however,
the thought of a special ordination for people who were to serve “overseas”
since preaching for people at “a low stage of civilisation” did not require
the social and educational qualifications that clergymen in the British society
needed. The problem was, however, that those who were ordained for
ministry overseas could not be prevented from eventually returning home
to England!46 Missionary service appealed also to lay people, and it soon
became obvious that lay people could perform many important tasks as
missionaries, even serving as evangelists and teachers if they could not be
pastors. Some of the more Low Church mission societies as the Baptist and
the LMS did not have the same ecclesiastical requirements as the CMS.
Walls argues that three factors “gradually eroded the clerical norm of the
missionary”.47 The first one was the growth of new professions. The leaders
of the large mission hospitals that were established were most often medical
specialists, and the pastors and evangelists working in the hospital were
serving under the leader of the hospital. Moreover, the number of nurses
and other medical personnel in the employment of the missions increased
compared to those who were working in directly evangelistic or church
planting ministries. Also the educational institutions received increased
independence as they grew bigger, reached a higher level and gained more
prestige. Teachers had for a long time been part of the mission, but then
serving largely under the clerical missionaries. Towards the end of the
nineteenth century a great number of well educated teachers and other
professionals with university education entered the mission fields, not least
as a result of the great mission revival among students.
The second, and even more important factor was the increasing number of
female missionaries. By the end of the nineteenth century the women had
changed completely the face of the mission movement due to their number.
Including the missionary wives the women comprised two thirds of the
total missionary force, and this preponderance of women has lasted until
today. The missions gave opportunities for women that they often lacked
in their own countries and churches. One example may suffice: In 1900,
there were 41 American mission societies for women supporting 1,200
46
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single female missionaries. In 1915 more than three million women were
members of these mission organisations.48
The third factor is tied to the development inside the mission societies.
They became increasingly independent of the ecclesiastical structure,
especially after the influence of the China Inland Mission model.49 Many
got an international and interdenominational structure. In this second wave
of mission societies there was a significant “laisation” of the leadership
structures. They had a broader appeal and in connection with a general
democratisation of society, the bearers of ecclesiastical offices lost some
of their previous influence to lay leaders.
These major trends have been continued into the twentieth century.
Nevertheless, there are some important new features which only briefly
will be mentioned here. The missionary “profession” has been more and
more diversified in line with the diversification of society as a whole and
as a result of the diversification of the missionary task following not least
the increasing independence of the former mission churches, where
missionaries now serve more as “specialists” and “advisers” than in general
pastoral and evangelistic ministries. Also the highly diversified economic,
social and political conditions in the “mission fields” due to development
and globalisation raise new expectations to and demand new qualifications
from the missionaries.50
Another of these changes that is connected with a general development in
modern and post-modern society is that the number of long-term or so-
called “career missionaries” has been reduced compared to short-term
missionaries who may be defined as those who serve less than two years or
who serve for considerably shorter time as members of missionary teams.
This has to do not least with new, relatively cheap and rapid means of
communication and transportation as well as the financial strength and
independence of young people, especially in the West.
48
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An age-old form of missionary service going back to the apostle Paul himself
is “tentmaking”. It has become increasingly important and in many cases,
it is the only possible form of mission in countries that are closed to mission
or have “restricted access”. These missionaries, who may be employed by
commercial enterprises or governments and serve in a variety of “secular”
professions, may use their natural contacts and their leisure time for
establishing and maintaining an evangelistic ministry.
A third type of “new” missionary is the “non-residential missionary” who
resides in one country and works in another moving in and out on a tourist
visa. This is also not very new but has taken on a new meaning and importance
as doors are closed to many countries for ordinary professional missionaries.
The most radical change that has happened to the global church’s total
missionary work force is without doubt the enormous move towards mission
from the non-western world to practically all parts of the world. This has to
do with the shift of the centre of gravity of the total number of Christians
from the North (Europe, North-America, Australia, New Zealand) to the
South (Asia, Africa, Latin-America) that occurred in the last third of the
twentieth century.51 But it is not only a result of a quantitative shift; it also
has to do with the quality of the churches in the South; their missional
character and zeal, and their strong Pentecostal and charismatic features.
According to some estimates52 that are necessarily uncertain, there were
75,000 missionaries in 1980. Eighty per cent of them came from the North.53
In the year 2000, the number had increased to approximately 300,000 and
now only 45 per cent came from the North. This trend continues and will
eventually lead to a strong dominance by the Southern church in the mission
of the future. To phrase it as an answer to the question in the title of this
article: The missionary task of the church will in the future for the most
part be taken care of by missionaries from the South. Several important
questions may then be raised: What does this mean for the future of mission?
51
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Who are the missionaries from the South now and who will they be in the
future? How will they work? What kind of changes will this imply as far as
missional theology, missional spirituality and missional practice are
concerned? Fundamental questions may be raised with regard to the future
global and local mission and their relationship to church, society, culture
and religion. These questions cannot be addressed here but should be high
on the agenda of missiology.
Common features
Are there any features that are common for all those who have taken care
of the missionary task of the church down through the ages, in spite of the
enormous variation that we have observed? As a conclusion, we believe
that we at least may point to three main features that seem to be common
for most missionaries.
Firstly, the missionaries have had a strong spiritual conviction, a conscious-
ness of a calling, that often has carried them through heavy labour, strong
opposition, hazardous travels, dangerous climates, suffering and persecution,
often with their very lives at stake. This applies to missionaries from the
time of the St. Paul to present day missionaries. The missionaries – with all
their weaknesses and limitations – have been Christian men and women of
deep faith, a faith that has been followed up in practice, not always in a
lifelong missionary service, but most often through a lasting commitment
to the conversion of people outside the church.
Secondly, the missionaries have often in some way or another belonged to
a movement of renewal or revival in the church.54 It may have been orders,
revivals, churches, societies, or movements that have wished to represent
“real Christianity” often in opposition to what they regarded as nominal or
formal Christianity. They have not only been interested in preserving the
right doctrine or the ecclesiastical status quo. They have wished for and
worked for renewal and change, through growth in quality and quantity, at
home and abroad. They have often belonged to a virtual minority even
within the church and been relatively marginal among their contemporaries.
They may have represented a Christian sub- or counterculture. In a longer
historical perspective, they have often represented the future of the church.
54
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In times of apostasy and decline, they have renewed the church and spread
it to new areas and peoples.
Thirdly, they have most often belonged to a strong Christian community or
fellowship, whether it be a monastery, an order, a community, a conventicle,
a prayer group, an “ecclesiola in ecclesia” or in whatever other way one
might describe it in terms of theology or sociology. In this fellowship, a
missional spirituality has been developed and nourished which has made
missionary service a real option for individuals, and which has supported
and helped missionaries to persevere in their ministries. These fellowships
have served as support groups; through prayer and intercession, missionary
preaching, recruitment, organisation, education and support of the mission
work. One observes an almost necessary interplay between the missionaries
themselves and the communities from which they come and on which they
more or less depend.
The mission of the church is a project that has been carried out by sinful
and frail human beings who wished to live out their deep Christian
convictions in practical ministry for others in word and deed.
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How has the Church Understood
the Vocation of the Missionary
Throughout the Ages?
Aasulv Lande
In the Greek New testament apostellein “to send out” (apostles) and
angellein “to bring news” or “to bring good news” are the key words for
the Christian mission to the world. These two are fundamental concepts for
the Christian identity. In the Latin language these concepts are directly
translated. The word mission “to send” is the Latin equivalent used in some
contexts. It covers the same reality as angellein/apostellein.1
In other words, mission is a concept expressing the very core of Christianity.
A dynamic core, a core within a process. I think it is vital to stress that the
word mission has many connotations – in the same way as the Greek words
underlying it. It expresses a fundamental Christian process – but in two
perspectives: the messenger (the apostle) and the message (the Gospel). It
does not quite correspond to the English usage of “medium” and “message”.
The Christian medium is personal in character – it is not fully covered by
what we call “media”. To mission belongs the missionary – or what we
choose to call him or her.
Aside from mission as message – process (“message” here in the double
meaning of messenger and message) we have mission as the name of an
identifiable empirical, historical process. We talk of mission periods in
different epochs of Church history – like the early Church with expansion
in the Mediterranean and later in the Germanic world, and to Persia, India
and China. This was a process that also reached Scandinavia in 1200 –
nearly 1000 years ago. Furthermore there are processes of Christianisation
1
 One could here consider using diakonos as a conclusive term where missionary or apostolos
was implicated. That would determine the content of the apostolate clearer. However
diakonia already in early Christian usage came to have a specific social character.
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in the so-called Christian world today – not at least in the post-Soviet
countries – and in the so-called “Third World” that is also called “the Two-
Thirds-World.”
For obvious reasons – among them the closeness in time to our days – it is
especially common to refer to the worldwide evangelisation that took place
during the colonial era mission. Part of that is Catholic mission following
Spanish and Portuguese colonial enterprises. Part of it is Protestant missions
after the eighteenth century Enlightenment and the emerging Protestant
colonial powers in northern Europe (England, Germany, Holland, and
Scandinavia). Often this process has defined the understanding of mission.
In other words it is not the original meaning of mission as sending and its
content (the Gospel) that defines mission but a modern, contextual historical
process, which we in a certain sense have left behind us. To a certain extent,
but only to a certain extent, this process coincides with what the Christian
sources calls mission.
Universal mission concepts and Buddhism and Islam
Here it is interesting to note two other world religions “mission” – the
Islamic dawa and the Buddhist dhammaduta. What are those two words
about? The Arabic word dawa means call, i.e. the call to Gods way and
thus in a sense it has a reverse meaning compared to mission.2 This is
because missio is to go out, but dawa is to summon, to call in. Interestingly
enough, it practically means the same thing in the historical context.
Christian mission has also meant to summon, to call in to God. And in
Islam, God sends out the prophets. But there is an etymological difference
between the two concepts of mission. And what about Buddhism? Also
dhammaduta (a Pali word for sending) conveys the same content as is carried
by the Christian missionary: “Now go out for the well being and happiness
of the many, go out in compassion with the world, for the good of Gods and
humans, to toy and happiness”.3 Buddhism is by all means the most
homocentric of these three religions – but it also has a sending perspective,
a universal idea of mission.
2
 An interesting Swedish study on dawa is Janson 2002, cf. also his thesis Janson 2003.
3
 Cf. an Article in SMT by the Buddhist Gunnar Gällmo on dhammaduta, Gällmo 1982.
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Three perspectives on Christian mission
From this background, I want to focus on three perspectives on mission. I
want to reflect how the Church (as sending and receiving) interpreted
mission and the missionary during the mission period in Scandinavia circa
1000 AD. Secondly I will see how sending and receiving churches in the
middle of last century, in the 1950s and 1960s, interpreted the missionary
activity. By that study we gain a post-colonial perspective in the double
meaning of late-colonial and after-colonial. Thirdly I will give some
comments on mission today. In that third part, I give my own opinions on
mission and dialogue and current missiological thought.
I. Ansgar
The book Vita Anskarii is a biography of a saint written by the Archbishop
of Bremen, Rimbert. He was Ansgar’s successor on the throne in this north-
German diocese for twenty years until his death in 888. In this hagiography,
we get a presentation of mission from a perspective of the ecclesiastical
politics of the day, as it seems for a high church official at the end of the
ninth century.
The call to the vocation
The stress that is put on Ansgar’s visionary experiences is immediately
striking. Already in his childhood and youth, he had visions of the Apostle
Peter and John the Baptist. From the point of view of the history of religion,
the descriptions remind one of shamanistic travels to the other side (heaven
and Hades). Later, Ansgar came to the Corbie monastery where he also had
a vision of Christ. That leads to the vision of his missionary calling. Ansgar
is said to have been taken away by a heavenly light and a voice that reminds
one of the Prophet Isaiah vision with forgiving of sins and sending (Isa. 6, 7).
It seems to be Jesus himself who forgives him. Ansgar asks what he shall do
and the voice says: “Go and preach the Word of God to the heathen”. Now, it
must be remembered that this occurs in a specific situation within ecclesiastical
politics. According to what is recounted4, an embassy had arrive from the
4
 Rimbert 1986:26
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Swedes to Emperor Ludwig, stating that many wanted to join the new faith;
the King even wanted to have “suitable priests”. Through the Abbot in Corbie,
Ansgar was commended to the task. So the calling to the missionary vocation
is to a great extent the result of co-operation between church and state. And
note! It is legitimised by a request from the mission country.5
Status
Ansgar, who already had undertaken a missionary tour to Denmark, now
prepared for the first journey to Sweden, to Birka in mid-Sweden,
traditionally dated 830. His career as a missionary and in the ecclesiastical
hierarchy advances simultaneously. The missionary’s legitimacy in
Rimbert’s thinking comes from his position in the hierarchy of the Church.
After a year and a half in Birka, he returned to Emperor Ludwig was made
Bishop of Hamburg. Hamburg was not any town. It was a small see, but
significant and dangerous. Hamburg had the missionary power in the whole
Church and for the whole Church north of the River Elbe. It is the work of
Christ and the apostolic expansion in Ultima Thule that becomes its task.
The bishopric was assigned a monastery of its own in Gallia (Torhout) for
its support. Yet another factor added to the legitimisation of Ansgar. Through
a reception, a papal bull and by giving him a pallium, Ansgar is appointed
missionary to many peoples: Swedes, Danes, slaves and others in the north.
That task was given to Ansgar and to the Archbishop Ebo of Reims.
Conflict motives
The whole missionary endeavour of Ansgar was marked by and interpreted
as a war against the Devil. Bishop Gautbert in Birka is persecuted and
becomes a martyr and the see of Hamburg is in 852 burnt by Vikings. All
these conflicts are contests showing who is the strongest. Christ or the
local Gods. It is told how a Swedish army in the Baltic6 does not receive
help from their ancient Gods.7 By drawing of lots, the Swedish army decided
that Christ would help them and they gathered their forces again. That
attack was, however, never completed since peace was made with the Baltic
5
 The strength of the political motifs on the Swedish side is difficult to decide. None the
less it is part of Rimberts mission theology.
6
 The war on Kurland
7
 Rimbert 1986: 58 pp.
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people. According to Rimbert: “the Swedes started to praise our Lord Christ
and his Power and by all their might magnify his glory, since he was truly
stronger than all gods.”8
This spiritual awakening resulted in strengthening the Christian mission.
Rimbert has a problem with the interpretation of Ansgar. He did not die a
martyr. He had gone through many hardships as Christ’s missionary. He
gave his life daily to God, he wept, he kept awake and he held fasts, to
mortify his flesh. Thereby he won the martyrdom reachable in more peaceful
times. It was not courage he lacked. He had much of that. But he lived in
peace and lacked persecutors – so his life could be judged as being worth
as much as a martyr’s. He never had the opportunity to fall in battle.9
Components of a Missiology
If we analyse this interpretation of the mission and the missionary it is the
close co-operation between state (Emperor Ludwig) and Church that first
comes to mind. In this instance, furthermore, the local diocese (Hamburg)
had the initiative more than the universal church represented by Pope Gregory.
The mission was clearly thought biblical as the history of salvation reaching
out to Ultima Thule - the end of the world. The biblical colouring from the
Prophets and the Acts of the Apostles is there. The second coming of Christ
was not so much in mind. The eschatology was not radically historical but
spiritual-ecclesiastical-political. It was an ecclesiastical eschatology. The
sending Church dominated the picture. And by all means it was a political-
religious force that turned to Rome for support and wished to spread
Christianity to the north. One could hardly call it cultural imperialism –
that is something more belonging to the post-Columbian mission.
The missionary was a person who was ecclesiastically legitimised. He was a
missionary bishop with a task to plant churches. He had a strong home base
structurally, politically and economically. He was no lone visionary travelling
on a personal calling from God. It should however be added that he lived
near the heavenly realm. He represented the piety of the monastery. He was
8
 Rimbert 1986: 60
9
 Rimbert 1986: 76
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interpreted with many pictures from the Bible and later missions. The traits
from St Paul and the Prophets are easy to recognise. Finally the story of his
calling to the vocation in a vision stresses his personal, divine vocation.
But Ansgar missed something. He was not a martyr. He never attained the
representation of Christ that lies therein. But it is clear from Rimbert that the
missionary Ansgar should have ended as a martyr. That this did not happen
causes Rimbert to provide many explanations and reinterpretations. The role
of martyrdom as an icon for the perfect missionary was important. Interestingly
enough, Ansgar is not a life-long missionary. Ansgar was in Scandinavia
only for short and limited periods. The quality of martyrdom would have
been a better legitimisation for him as a missionary. With the martyr crown
missing, the mission work did not have a strong eschatological feature.
II. Ecumenical mission in the 1960s
The American missiologist Pierce Beaver published his book The Missio-
nary between the Times in 1968. He was a lecturer at the Union Theological
Seminary in New York and he lectured at other Reformed seminars and
worked at various missiological centres of research. In 1968 he was at the
Chicago Divinity School. The title shows that he saw the missionary tradition
in the Christian Church as a process where changes were taking place. The
missionary was between times – he was “between the times”.
How does he motivate mission “between the times”? In those days there
was a sharp and heavy criticism against the missionary enterprise from the
Third World. The Ugly Missionary and Missionary, Go Home are
representative titles.10 Beaver motivated the call for mission as a sending
service – it is the continuing apostolate. In this, his line of thought runs
parallel with Rimbert. And he was not alone at that time. Other branches of
the Christian family tree – Catholics and Protestants – also spoke of the
necessity of mission. “We therefore affirm that this missionary movement
now involves Christians on all six continents and in all lands. It must be the
common witness of the whole Church bringing the whole Gospel to the
whole world”.11 The quote is from The Commission on World Mission and
Evangelism at the Mexico summit. Beaver also quotes Lesslie Newbegin
10
 Beaver 1 968:1
11
 Beaver 1 968:7
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who had said that the concept “missionary” “lies in the crossing frontier
between faith in Christ as Lord and unbelief”.12 “Who should go?”, he
asks. We are here dealing with a comprehensive concept of the missionary
including the common witness of all Christians and the special vocation
for a few. He starts with stating that there is a vocational crisis – partly
because of political circumstances in some countries, partly because the
young churches are in the process of becoming independent and do not see
the need for the missionary. Nonetheless he claims that there is “a missionary
vocation” founded in God: “God will raise them up and send them forth.”13
But he also dealt with the qualifications needed to fulfil the missionary
task. It needs “deep love for Christ”. But that does not necessarily mean
that every person possessing that love has the qualifications needed or the
charisma needed. The qualifications become a test case for the legitimacy
of the missionary vocation. “The Holy Spirit is not likely to call the actually
unqualified”. Some elements here are of peculiar interest. He is an early
spokesman for the role of women. He points to the neglect of women in the
churches and the missionary societies and that therefore there is a frustration
among women in mission work that the leadership must take into account
and deal with. “Let the wife be a missionary.”14
The calling from the other country plays a vital role to define the quality of
the missionary. In the Life of Ansgar we saw how both Christian groupings
and political powers were behind the call for a Christian mission enterprise.
For Beaver, politics is not an option or a condition for the Christian mission.
No state is involved. Neither does the young church invite missionaries
with enthusiasm. The missionary is on the brink of becoming a problem.
An Indian group has concluded that the missionary has a “maddening sense
of superiority…and this aloofness…. a lack of real identity and genuine
friendship:”15 The word superiority comes repeatedly back in the words of
mission critics. For Beaver this becomes an important qualification for a
missionary. “Servant hood” is for him an important virtue in mission. There
he relates to the situation between the times. With this quality the missionary
can serve on God’s calling with a heart burning for Christ and he can meet
the ambivalence of the states and the rejection from the receiving church.
12
 Beaver 1 968:16
13
 Beaver 1968: 30
14
 Beaver 1968: 79
15
 Beaver 1968: 50
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What then about the conflict that was a dominating motive in Rimbert’s
story? It was a conflict between “God and Satan”. Does the missionary of
the 1960s enter into a conflict? Is this here a battle against Satan? According
to Pierce Beaver, mission is about making people Christian – there are
strong challenges from the urban, desacralised environment. And it is about
a special focus on the marginalised; it can be people in diasporas but also
intellectuals and “primitive peoples”. In these characteristics there is in
itself a scheme of conflict with the forces that marginalise people. But it is
doubtful if such a strong word as “Satan” is applicable for these conflicts.
Interestingly enough Beaver counts interreligious dialogue as an important
aspect of the Christian mission at that time. Here he refers both to the
theologian Paul Tillich, the historian Arnold Toynbee, and the scholar in
the history of religions Joseph Kitagawa and others engaged in interreligious
dialogue. He lists the criteria that Tillich has made up for dialogue:
“Acknowledgement of one another’s earnest conviction, participation only
by persons with such convictions who can make the encounter a serious
confrontation, the finding of common ground for discussion and mutual
openness to criticism.” 16 Beaver claims “dialogue presupposes that the
participants do not strive for conversion and restrain themselves from any
form of coercion and pressure to achieve conversion”.17 He does however
see an important function of the dialogue in the witness and stresses that
the Spirit is active in the dialogue. “Dialogue may be a form of witness to
the Gospel that is more consistent with the spirit of Christ than many methods
of the past”.18 Beaver thus counts with a conflict with dehumanising forces
and disbelief. But the conflict is de-personalised compared to the
confrontation with Satan that Rimbert spoke of eleven hundred years earlier.
Satan is “softer” in the missiology of the 1960s. There is an eschatological
dimension, but it is weakened and pragmatic.
After reading Pierce Beavers book from 1968 one is struck by how uncritical
and unaware the author was about many sides of the missiological problem:
16
 Beaver 1968: 122
17
 Beaver 1968: 124
18
 Beaver 1968: 124
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1) It is still talk of a romantic sending out of missionaries to convert people,
without being really aware of the deep lust for independence, the
colonialism or the Western domination connected with the mission
movement.
2) The missionary is forced into the role of “servant hood”. The theme of
dialogue is there but unsatisfactorily analysed. One does not aim at
conversion – but wishes that the Holy Spirit shall convert ones
counterparts in the dialogue. Is this double talk?
3) The awareness of the social responsibility of mission is vague and weak.
What should it be? Is diaconal service only a disguise for the old
missionary?
4) The vocation of the missionary is ecclesiastically understood and the
radical, cosmic visions are replaced by ecclesiastical pragmatism. Is
mission only saving oneself? Is mission the building of churches and
ritual activities? Where is the connection between mission and
humankind’s destiny and history?
III. How should mission be understood today?
The third question throws us into a venture and conflicts with tendencies in
mission today. Of course, God’s mission can be conceived in different shapes
and forms. It can, for example, be triumphalistic – proclaiming that God
has the power and that there is success and power for those who follow his
path. This aspect has been strongly questioned by the relation between
mission and colonialism. This is the main complaint against the mission
movement from the time of Columbus until the present. The sending –
apostellein – has been understood triumphalistically.
Mission is a kenotic process
God’s mission can be understood in another way, as God’s giving of himself
in the kenosis, in suffering death, in the humiliation. (Phil. Chapter 2). This
mode of thinking has been decisive for many theologians both in Asia,
Latin America and Africa. Many have read Kazoh Kitamoris “The theology
of God’s pain” (Kami ni Itami no Shingaku) or Kosuke Koyama: “No handle
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on the Cross”. Let me add what for many has been a liberating message a
true Gospel. Mission is to listen to God – an alert quietism.
Mission includes historical criticism
What is the relation to the historical mission movement that began growing
strong around 150 to 200 years ago? (Lund Missionary Society was founded
in 1845). Is mission to keep this movement alive? Is there a “community
for mission” in our home bases that shall continue in the same tracks as
those of the missionary societies founded in the nineteenth century over
the whole Western world? Should the flock of the awakened and the pietists
be seen as the foundation for Christian mission today? In other word, what
is our relation to the historical missionary movement, especially that
movement deeply founded in colonialism of the past.
Let me try to give some nuances and find also the positive heritage of the
mission movement. We shall not frown at it or mock it. It was the attempt in
the near past to interpret Christ – to communicate God’s self-presentation to
the World. We must be eager to learn to see the glimpses of God that were in
that movement. But we shall also see its discriminatory sides and the repression
that came along with it because the task of the sending was partly misunderstood
in its missio-ideology. As missionaries today, we are summoned to humbly
and critically analyse the near past and its apostles (missionaries). Mission
needs historical criticism, full of nuances and awareness of complications. It
must be an awareness that boldly examines critically and humbly sees God in
the near history, not the least in the history of missions.
Secondly. We must interpret this history actively and creatively. We shall
recreate God’s presence and God’s self-giving sending in today’s context
and in our neighbourhood. Who did Jesus go to? Who did God go to? Who
did the missionaries of the last generation go to? It was primarily those
who searched for God. The poor, suffering, persons and groups who are
neglected, people who had nothing. People who lacked love and health and
self respect. It doesn’t come ease to interpret poverty correctly – it has
many dimensions. But anyhow mission must have “the poor” clearly in
sight. Happy are those who hunger and thirst for what is right: they shall
be satisfied. Happy the poor: theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Who are
today – in Christian language – the poor of the world? Who are the
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marginalised, those poor of resources, suffering, outcast? God gives his
life – the mission directs itself instead to those who seek God either
anonymously or disguised, or openly and direct.
A third lesson can be learnt from the last five centuries of the mission
movement – and that is the readiness to cross borders. The historical mission
movement crossed many borders – all the way from Abraham who did the
same. Now we must again interpret history. This crossing of borders has
been a blind gate in which Western Christianity has lost itself. Western
culture and civilisation have crossed borders as colonialists – and the
apostles (missionaries) followed suit. They crossed borders with banners
talking about power and an idea of the right of the white man to rule with
superiority. The missionaries did not always follow the rulers and they did
not only that. But as a Christian Church we are responsible for the destruction
of the environment that took place. We have as missionaries crossed borders
without the necessary sensitivity and without the respect for God – whose
work it was – who always works on both sides of every border. Of interest
is the Baptist Harvey Cox, who in the 1960s wrote on the secular city, but
thirty years later radically changed his smiling, secular concept in a radical
ecological direction. Man is not only the master of the universe; man is
also a part of universe. If we hurt it, we hurt ourselves.
So when we in Abrahamic, apostolic and Christian missionary tradition
reach borders, we must always cross them knowing that God is on both
sides and that we ourselves are also on both sides.
Today’s mission as inspired by the Church of English
In Church of England a decade ago a manual for mission was presented
called: “The five marks of mission”. They are:
a) Too proclaim the good news of the Kingdom
b) To teach, baptise and nurture new believers
c) To respond to human need by loving service
d) To seek to transform unjust structures of society
e) To strive to safeguard the integrity of creation and sustain and renew
the earth19
19Lande 1996: 43
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In other words it is the mission command in Matthew 28 and in addition a
threefold diaconal service: for the individual, for society and for nature.
The Church of England’s five marks of mission illustrates that God’s mission
needs a simple and pedagogical rephrasing in today’s post-modern and
post-industrial world. I am inclined to pointing to another dimension that
has been in the focus for mission today – and over the whole world:
reconciliation. That word sums up many aspects of mission and it has been
important in ecumenical thinking. If we consider the challenge for Christians
in countries such as South Africa and those in Central Africa, reconciliation
has been vital. The South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission
has become a model for such work and for a central feature of mission. If
we take a look at today’s pluralistic Europe we understand that reconciliation
based on truth and righteousness is part of the challenge for mission. In a
way this is the Christian response to post-modernity that wants to
fragmentise everything into atoms. Christian mission will build bridges
between what has broken apart and connect isolated islands. It is a difficult
and painful task that also can include confrontations. But the five marks of
mission seek and need an overall goal and agenda – and we can find it in
the eschatological service for reconciliation that the fragmented post-modern
world is yearning for.20
It is also a question of developing a respect for the human being and the
environment that in different ways seek and relate to God. We are called to
listen to people with their experiences of life and God and their search for
truth in their lives and their religious heritage and our witness. During the
ecumenical decade “Churches in solidarity with women” 1988-1998, the
focus was on sex and gender. Today, we have moved to considering
reconciliation and solidarity with oppressed, as both related to sex and
gender, and race and social class around the world. This solidarity aims at
reconciliation and is an important aspect of mission today.
We should also not forget the subject of mission. In other words, co-working
both inside and outside the Christian Church with other groups. What about
building reconciliatory communion with different religious groups? Is that
not also what mission calls us to today? The interreligious and intercultural
dialogue is of utmost importance for Christian missionaries (modern
20
 Eph. 2,11-18
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apostles) to engage in. But it is not only a question of achieving reconciliation
with the other. There is a further step: to include them. To integrate all who
share the goal of a reconciled society – a reconciled world- an integrated
cosmos. Among e.g. Buddhists and Muslims there is missional thought –
that are different from ours and have the right to be so. But these thoughts
open up co-operation and inclusion – something that is a strong challenge
to us who want to be engaged in Christian mission today.
The Christian Church has – as has Buddhism and Islam through the centuries
– used a universal concept of sending. The vocation of the missionary and
the missionary’s service has been understood in different ways through the
centuries. The example of Rimbert from the ninth century shows strong
integration between ecclesiastical and political motives for mission both
from the sender and the receiver. In the process of mission God combats
the ghost of idolatry. A thousand years later, the concept of sending is still
there. But both the political and the ecclesiastical circumstances have
changed. The missiologist Beaver conceives of the missionary as called by
God to the vocation – but a calling that must be qualified by the needs and
orders of the receiving church. The conflict with Satan has dwindled away
and is weak – the area of conflict is narrower – it is the problem of
marginalised groups and disbelief in an overall secularised and privatised
world. The cosmic vision has faded – mission has become pragmatic, with
ecumenical co-operation on the terms of the young churches. In today’s
mission it is important, after Rimbert and Beaver, to interpret mission as a
kenotic process. Today’s mission must develop a critical, hermeneutical
approach to the history of which it is part. Reconciliation comes at the top
of today’s agenda and as the goal for the Christian Church. The special
missionary vocation and missionary service will change in this process, to
the mission of God’s people.
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The Missional Character and Identity
of the Missionary Vocation
Jan-Martin Berentsen
Let me begin with two brief comments on my topic. Firstly, the word
missional is rather special. It is newly created both in English and in
Norwegian context. Pair of words like deacon – diaconal, pastor – pastoral
are well established in theological and ecclesiastical terminology. The notion
of the missionary on the other hand has had no corresponding adjective.
Maybe this simple observation says more than anything about the
importance and urgency of our conference theme, “The missionary – person
and calling”. If we can contribute to establish the terms missionary –
missional in a Norwegian (and Scandinavian?) context, we have done a
good job. Secondly, the two themes in this systematic-theological part of
our conference are very close to each other (“The missional character and
identity of the missionary vocation“, and “The service of the missionary
and the apostolic orders of the Church”). Hans Raun Iversen and I have not
worked together on this beforehand. If we supplement each other, it is fine.
If we contradict each other, it will benefit our discussion.
Elements in depicting the situation
Permit me by way of introduction to phrase a rather banal question: Why
did not the missionary pass away together with the old colonialism and
imperialism of the West? The answer will not be given now. Hopefully it
will become evident after a while. I will use three illustrations to describe
the present situation.1
1
 The following tables and figures are made on the basis of the material in Philip Jenkins,
The Next Christendom. The Coming of Global Christianity, Oxford 2002, pp. 24, 61, 90.
For details, see Jenkins.
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Figure 1
First a simple figure reminding us of the false idea and thinking about Christianity as a
Western religion. The first couple of hundred years of Christianity the faith was spread to
a much larger extent in Africa and Asia than in Europe.2  The gospel did not come to these
continents from the West by way of Caucasian blond missionaries with tropic helmets.
That situation belongs to a period further ahead, times in history that we today think of
with ambivalent feelings.3
2
 The numbers here are from David B. Barrett, World Christian Encyclopaedia, Nairobi
1982, p. 796. Jenkins holds the opinion, interestingly enough, that Barrett’s numbers for
the centennial 500 are too low for Africa/Asia. The spread of Christianity there was much
greater.
3
 Cf. the typical title of one of Kwame Bediako’s books: Christianity in Africa. The Renewal
of a Non-Western Religion, Edinburgh 1995.
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Figure 2
Secondly a figure telling us about the growth of the Church in the South, not only within
the mainline churches that we know from the West, but not the least in newly born
“independent churches”4 formed in a context radically different from ours. Together such
independent churches today represent the second largest Christian grouping in the world.
We must count with these churches and take them into account when we assess world
Christianity of today.
4
 I am well aware of the debate over the phrase ”independent churches”. I use it here as an
equivalent of Jenkins’ “independents”.
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Figure 3
The third figure tells that in the century we have now entered the countries with the largest
Christian population will be found in south/east, not in north/west. That was certainly not
the case a hundred years ago. And – note! – the churches in the South, both “mainline” and
“independent”, are already missionary churches active in missionary enterprises – not the
least in Europe.5
5
 To confirm this figure see e.g. the numbers given in the chapter “Evangelizing the North”
in Philip Jenkins, op.cit. pp. 204-209: “Great Britain today plays host to some 1500
missionaries from fifty nations. Many come from African countries, and they express
disbelief at the spiritual desert they encounter in this “green and pagan land””(p. 205).
6
 Here it could have be shown, if time had allowed, that ”missiology” is no more an academic
discipline only in Europe/USA. The interest in our subject today produces a wide range of
articles and books originating in the South.
In other words, to reflect about mission and missionaries solely in white
categories, is anachronistic, an old-fashioned idea that has passed.6 Does
this mean something for our theme? Definitely.
Problematic ideas about the missional character and identity of the
missionary vocation
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The situation of today helps us realise how problematic some of the ideas
could be that were held as self-evident in the last century. Let me identify
three of these:
 The missionary as representative of Western civilisation
At the turn of the century – i.e. 1900 – liberal theology was occupied by
interpreting anew the Church’s missionary calling, and that in itself was a
decent task. Even if it was not to be the most important goal, said A. Harnack,
world mission should nevertheless “… spread virtues and education and
bring the new brethren into the family of the civilised world … that has
grown within our religion and our history in Europe”.7 And Ernst Troeltsch
supplemented along the same line: “The mission of today is a spreading of
Europe’s and America’s religious world of ideas, closely connected with
the spread of European political influence”.8 The character and identity of
the missionary vocation was in other words presented in terms of a baffling
European cultural provincialism.
 The missionary as representative of “the Christian world”
If what was said above characterised liberal theology, what is now described
characterised the traditional mission societies. For Gustav Warneck, e.g., it
was important that the world should be “christianised”. The concept implied
to him that the missions must proceed from converting individuals to
converting peoples and cultures, i.e. proceed towards Volkschristianizierung.
The model was Europe’s supposedly Christian nations.9
This was the perspective in Edinburgh 1910. Mission was understood as
“carrying the Gospel to all the non-Christian World”.10 The world was dually
understood as can be clearly seen in the final statement to the churches
7
 A. Harnack, Reden und Aufsätze. Band II, Tübingen 1904, pp. 113-114. My translation.
8
 E. Troeltsch, Gesammelte Schriften. Band II, Tübingen 1913, pp. 796-797. My translation.
9
 To ”Christianizierung”, ”individual conversion” and ”Volkschristianizierung” by Gustav
Warneck see his Evangelische Missionslehre. Band III, I, Gotha 1897, pp. 201-272, and
Jan-Martin Berentsen, Teologi og misjon. Trekk fra protestantismens historie fram til vårt
århundre, Oslo 1990, pp. 161-166.
10
 Cf. the theme for the conference’s commission I: ”Carrying the Gospel to all the non-
Christian World”. Carrying the Gospel. World Missionary Conference 1910. Vol. I, n.d., p. 1.
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from the conference. It has two parts, the first one addressed to “the members
of the church in Christian lands”, the second addressed to “the members of
the church in non-Christian lands”.11
Edinburgh’s optimistic talk of the “Christianisation” of the world is not
wholly the same thing as the “westernisation” in liberal theological
categories. However, mission is basically geographically understood. The
identity of the missionary is closely knit to him/her representing “the
Christian world”.
Originally I had planned to present these two examples. Let me venture,
however, with a third:
 The missionary as “fraternal co-worker”
In the dispute about and re-evaluation of the last century’s ideas it came to
a time when many suggested doing away completely with the concept and
talk of “missionaries”. Instead a new concept - “fraternal co-worker” - was
introduced. Fraternal co-workers should fulfil a number of tasks
internationally and in ecumenical cooperation between the churches in the
North and in the South. The good intention was to underline and support
the independence of the new churches in the South. Mutuality in cooperation
should replace dependency.
Noble as this intention was, says Wilfred Cantwell Smith, the result turned
out to be that missionaries developed into persons who moved exclusively
between churches - between churches in one part of the world and churches
in another. Encounter with the world, i.e. the religious world outside the
churches, never really took place.12
11
 History, Records, and Addresses. World Missionary Conference 1910. Vol. IX, n.d., pp.108-
109. Italics added.
12
 Cf. W. Cantwell Smith, “Mission, dialogue and God’s will for us”, International Review
of Mission, vol. 78, no. 307, 1988, pp. 361-364. - A corresponding concern was mouthed
by Johannes Aagaard in his much debated “7 teser om mission”: “In my opinion it is
important that we become aware of the fact that world mission as we presently see it
hardly pays attention to the world religions. The issue is avoided. The religious aspect of
missionary work is the neglected aspect”. J. Aagaard, “The Double Apostolate (Part 1)”,
Aeropagus, vol. 1, no. 1, 1987, p. 18.
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Cantwell Smith’s concern was to my judgement well founded and good.
Even with the concept “fraternal co-worker” we see a problem with regard
to the missional character and the identity of the missionary vocation. The
vocation is interpreted in terms of and confined to internal church matters.
The problem with all three deviations I have mentioned is, according to my
view, that the vocation of the missionary in some way or other is rooted in
the situation of the Church, not in her origins.
The gospel and the missional character of the Church
 By this we are drawing close to the last ten years’ focus on the concept of
missio Dei. We cannot deal truly with a subject like the character and identity
of the missionary vocation if we do not understand that Christian mission
has its roots in God himself and neither in the missionary, nor in the Church
or in the situation in which she finds herself. I will have to leave most of
this important issue here and only mention a few aspects that I find vital to
a correct understanding of this concept.
 Firstly, the fundamental thought that the Bible reveals a sending God, a
God who sends in order to “bring all things in heaven and on earth under
one head” (Eph 1:10). The core and climax of the sending – when the
times had “reached their fulfilment“ (Eph 1:10) – was the Father’s sending
of the Son (Jn 3:16), followed by the Father’s and the Son’s sending of
the Spirit (Jn 20:22). In this sense the Christian, Trinitarian belief in God
has always been belief in a sending God. But this classical dogma of
missio Dei includes yet a dimension that was stressed at the International
Missionary Council’s meeting in Willingen in 1952: The triune God’s
sending of the Church (Jn 20:21). In other words, mission is not “primarily
an activity within the Church, but a characteristic of God”.13
When this is the case, says Darrell L. Guder, it must come into the open
that our Western understanding and praxis of mission is “relativised”. When
the sending has its roots in God, it is given to neither West nor East, neither
North nor South at any time to prescribe the concrete incarnation of the
13
 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission. Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission,
Maryknoll, N.Y. 1991, p.390.
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Church’s missional identity once and for all.14 Such is not a necessary
consequence of – e.g. – an intention to stress the exclusiveness of the gospel.
It is more of a form of “exclusivist thinking”, to use Kwesi A. Dickson’s
words, “[which] starts from the basis of one’s own perspective – and ends
there”.15 We will come back to that.
When the mission of the Church is rooted in God, it is by that said that “the
gospel of God” (Rom 1:1) is the decisive criterion by which any expression
of the Church’s missional identity must be judged. No Christian mission
can be legitimate if it is in conflict with “the gospel of God”. If we proceed
this means that “the good news of the kingdom of God” (Lk 16:16) is
fundamental. “The kingdom of God” is in the gospels clearly a soteriological
term. Jesus has brought it near and he shall fulfil it. People are invited to
enter the kingdom and take part in it, and it shall be “preached in the whole
world” before its fulfilment (Mt 24:14). From the moment when Jesus told
his first disciples to “go and proclaim the kingdom of God” (Lk 9:60) the
mission of the Church has had its identity and character from the witnessing
of this kingdom.
In other words, to say that Christian mission has its roots in God is first to
say that it has its identity from the gospel.
 Secondly, it is wrong to set against each other the thought of God’s
mission and the mission of the Church. Quite to the contrary, it is in the
conviction that the mission is God’s that the Church understands the
necessity of her calling.
A small exegetical observation from Acts is interesting. The word ecclesia
derives from the verb kaleo, a) to call, b) to call (someone) to (something).
The verb is used in Acts in both senses: a) Acts 2:39: “ The promise is for
you and your children and for all who are far off – for all whom the Lord
14
 ”Mission as missio Dei necessarily relativises Western understandings and practices of
mission. God cannot be restricted to what has been and is happening in Western cultural
Christianity…Our categories for the discussion of mission will prove, again and again, to be
too small over against the comprehensive nature of God’s mission”. Darrell L. Guder , The
Continuing Conversion of the Church, Grand Rapids, Mich./Cambridge, U.K. 2000, p. 20.
15
 Kwesi A. Dickson, Uncompleted Mission. Christianity and Exclusivism, Maryknoll, N.Y.
1991/Nairobi 2000, p. 3.
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our God will call”; b) Acts 13:2: “Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for
the work to which I have called them”.
The same word is used, as we see, for being called to God, and for being
called for a commission given by him.16 By this is expressed the continuous
breathing of the Church, so to speak, her inhaling and exhaling: In to God
– out into the world. If one of these two movements is hindered, the Church
suffocates. It is not possible to conceive of a worshipping Church that is
not at the same time a sent Church, or a sent Church that is not a worshipping
Church. Thus sending/mission belongs to the essence of the Church. It is
part of her apostolicity.
 Thirdly, the concept missio Dei relativises every practical realisation of
the Church’s missional character. When Guder uses this expression he
seems to hint at the same thing as David Bosch aims at when he speaks
of paradigm shifts in theology of mission. For neither of them, however,
is it a relativity that makes the gospel change past recognition. Guder
speaks of the practical realisation of the sending, and Bosch stresses
that every paradigm shift must serve the fundamental elements: “…any
paradigm shift can only be carried out on the basis of the gospel, never,
however, against the gospel…. Christians take seriously the
epistemological priority of their classical text, the Scriptures.”17
We are in other words confronted with a tension between what is permanent
and what is contingent in the mission of the Church, between “the red
thread” in the mission of the Church through the ages and the concrete
examples of mission that will always be marked by time and circumstances.
For us this raises an important question: Is the missionary vocation among
that which is permanent, or is it contingent and dispensable? To present my
conclusion at once: It will be wrong to answer in terms of either – or. The
answer must be given in terms of both – and. How?
16
 Cf. the obvious purpose with being called God’s people in 1 Pet 2:9.
17
 Bosch, op. cit., p. 187. His further elaboration on this obviously calls for discussion. For
Guder’s view see the chapters “God’s mission is Good News” and “Mission as Witness” in
Guder, op. cit., pp. 28-72. The Ghanaian Kwesi A. Dickson points to the same in his
distinction between the gospel’s “exclusiveness” and the cultural “exclusivism” that often
has occurred in the history of the Church and the missions. Cf. Dickson, op.cit., pp. 3-4
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Bosch and Guder are both keen in pointing to the tension between two
types of vocations in the New Testament and the Old Church: “…the settled
ministry of bishops (or elders) and deacons, and the mobile ministry of
apostles, prophets and evangelists”.18 In this context Johannes Aagaard’s
“7 theses on mission” are interesting. He is occupied by the same tension
and develops the idea of “the double apostolate” – the Petrine “pillar
apostolate” responsible for the established churches, and the Pauline “mobile
apostolate” who carries the gospel to new peoples and makes the Church
grow.19 Aagaard’s aim is not to separate the two but to shed light on the
mobile apostolate. “It is necessary”, he says, “for in the Church today the
Pauline apostolate is almost forgotten”. We are in a situation where “the
pillar-apostolate” has been victorious everywhere.20
Aagaard may go too far in describing the two apostolates apart. Studies
have shown that the concept of apostle at the beginning could be used
rather comprehensively. The two types are neither contradictory nor are
they excluding each other.21 There are also details in Aagaard’s paper that
in my view cannot be defended, e.g. that the missionary vocation must be
a life-long calling, and that the missionary must be employed by a missionary
society.22
However, Aagaard’s emphasis on the mobile apostolate in the Early Church
is well founded and goes along with Bosch’s talk of “the mobile ministry”.
And here we return to my question above: Is the missionary vocation among
the permanent or the contingent elements in the life of the Church? My
answer goes as follows: If the life of the Church is to be apostolic, the
“mobile ministry” must be in function in one way or another. The identity
of the Church is missional. Seen in this perspective the missionary vocation
is permanent. The way in which the vocation is to be organised and carried
18
 Bosch, op.cit., p. 51. Cf. Guder, op.cit., pp. 185-188
19
 Aagaard, op.cit., p. 15. Interestingly he notes that he got the notion of the double apostolate
from the Roman Catholic mission theologian Andre Seumois. Op. cit., p. 18, note 1.
20
 Op. cit., p. 15. An interesting question is whether the BEM-document has served to
further ”the pillar-apostolate” even more.
21
 Cf. Oskar Skarsaune’s chapter ”Misjon og apostolositet” in Berentsen/Engelsviken/
Jørgensen (eds.), Missiologi i dag, Oslo 1994/2001, pp. 89-94, and Robert J. Scudieri, The
Apostolic Church. One, Holy, Catholic, and Missionary, Chino, Calif., 1995/1997.
22
 J. Aagaard, ”Renewing the Missionary Calling. The Double Apostolate(Part 2)”,
Aeropagus, vol. 1, no.2, 1987, p. 14.
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out, however, can never be decided once and for all. In this perspective, it
is contingent.
The vocation of the missionary: identity and character
This I will sum up in three remarks
 The identity of the gospel – the identity of the missionary vocation
If the missional identity of the Church has its roots in God and neither in
the circumstances of the churches nor in the missionary’s person, then it is
said that basically the identity of the missionary vocation is not a question
of the missionaries’ education and/or competence. This has at times been
felt among missionaries with skills in other fields than theology and with a
feeling of being neglected for that reason. But the identity of the vocation
does not lie in the education or competence of the missionary. It lies in that
which the missionary is witnessing about, i.e. in the gospel. It goes already
with the concept of apostle that the authority does not lie in the apostle
himself, but in the person by whom the apostle is sent.23
To put it another way, the identity of the gospel renders identity to the
missionary vocation. According to the New Testament, however, witness
to the gospel is to be given in a multiple of ways. It must be a witness in
word and deed. The task is holistic.24 In this perspective education and
competence of various kinds matter. People from many walks of life are
needed to fulfil the missionary calling.
 The character of the commission – the character of the missionary
vocation
The crucial point, then, is not the competence and skills of the missionary
but the context in and for which they are used. By that, I want to emphasise
that the character of the commission for mission itself is decisive for our
understanding of the character of the missionary vocation. The missionary
vocation is to embody the mobile ministry of the Church. It has as its goal
23
 Cf. e.g. Scudieri, op.cit., pp. 5-13
24
 For mission as basically witness, and for the many-sidedness of the witness see e.g. the
chapter “Mission as Witness” in Guder, op.cit., pp. 49-72.
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to serve the spreading of the gospel beyond the confines of the actual
churches, as Paul expressed it: ”It has always been my ambition to preach
the gospel where Christ was not known” (Rom 15:20).
What would “…where Christ was not known” mean today? It cannot be
interpreted solely in geographical terms. Neither can we say that every
missionary must necessarily be a pioneer in the classical sense of the word.
But it needs to be stressed – on basis of Paul’s saying – that the gospel must
always reach new people. Missionaries are in some way or other to serve
under the horizon that the gospel is to be taken further ahead to places and
people(s) where Christ is “not known”. We cannot satisfy with missionary
societies and church departments for mission simply being unprofiled inter-
church job-agencies for international church workers in general.25
 “… where there is bread to be found for both”
Finally, an Asiatic church leader once said that a missionary is like one
beggar who tells another beggar “where there is bread to be found for both”.
This is a wise and deeply evangelical statement about the character of the
vocation of the missionary. Especially it is thought provoking for us who
represent mission from the materially richer parts of the world. We have an
abundance to offer of all kinds of handy products, and during the last few
generations, many in the South have come to think of Christianity as one of
these products as well – “made in the West”.
25
 Another perspective could have been developed here. To serve the spreading of the
gospel is not only a question of reaching out, but also of transmitting it to new generations.
The Great Commission is also the fundamental text for baptism. That has consequences
for how we look upon the order of the ministry within the Church. Talking of the missionary
as a separate vocation does not mean that the other vocations are without a missional
dimension. Cf. Guder, op.cit., pp. 161-163. Cf. also Aagaard’s talk of “the two kinds of
mission”, “gradual growth” (“outward from the centre”) and “radical growth” (“the
‘mountain-ash’ method”), in “The Double Apostolate(Part 1)”, Aeropagus, vol. 1, no. 1,
1987, p. 16. Aagaard finds this model already by Schleiermacher. Cf Aagaard, Mission,
Konfession, Kirche. Band I & II, Aarhus 1967, pp. 312-313. - Let me add a critical remark
on Guder’s in many ways excellent study. He stresses the missional character of all church
vocations to the extent that the specific missionary vocation is absent. Cf. that the word
“missionary” is not to be found in his “Subject Index”.
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Nevertheless, the gospel is not our “product”. It is not a “product” of the
West. It is not even a “product” of the Church. The gospel is not something
we offer others because others need it. The gospel is God’s “bread” for all
of us. That is to say that we can send and become missionaries for the
gospel only to the extent that we live of it ourselves, only in so far as we are
continuously evangelising ourselves.26
Conclusion
What I just underlined is tantamount to saying that the vocation of the
missionary can only be lived in concrete and deep solidarity with the world
and the people to whom the Church is sent. Otherwise, it cannot be if it is
true, as I have stated, that Christian mission derives its identity from the
gospel. Let this suffice as my short conclusion. Maybe this explains the
rapid growth of the Church among the materially poor of the world, while
amongst ourselves it is different, we who are followers of him who had “no
place to lay his head” (Mt 8:20) but at the same time own abundantly more
than we need.
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Ten Theses on the Diaconía of the
Cross-Cultural Missionary
Hans Raun Iversen
Introduction
I have been looking forward to share with you my considerations on The
Apostolate of the Missionary. Since I saw my first pictures of missionaries
in the cellar of Danish Lutheran Mission’s house in Ølgod in 1960, and
definitely since I met missionaries from the Danish Ethiopian Mission and
Danish Missionary Society in their fields in Ethiopia and Tanzania at my
first tour to Africa around New Year 1972, I have been occupied by the
person and service of the missionary. During the last eight years as a board
member of the Danish Missionary Society, since 2000 Danmission, intensive
talks with missionaries on furlough have contributed to my understanding
of the subject. In addition, I have learnt much from my wife, Ida Kongsbak,
who was a missionary TEE-teacher in Tanzania for ten years, and who
helped me set up the ten theses of this paper.
To make sure, that I am not outdated in terms of literature on the missionary
I perused around 200 books on missiology, which the University of
Copenhagen has bought during the last ten years. This in itself proved,
what we all know, that missionaries are not seen as the key persons in
mission today: I only found one book On Being a Missionary, written by
an old American missionary doctor to Nepal, Thomas Hale. To this can be
added Jonathan J. Bonk’s Mission and Money. Affluence as a Western
Missionary Problem, and Paul Hiebert’s Anthropological Insights for
Missionaries. Dealing with their respective topics, they also have much to
say on the person and service of the (Western) missionary. This is my
background for these considerations, which are, last but not least, also
influenced by the sounding board, which I still have in my mind, from the
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discussions at the conference at Liselund on the concept of the missionary
today, where the first oral version of this paper was presented1.
Thesis 1. Missionaries are Christians, who are set free to be Christians
only - or at least primarily.
It is my basic point of view that missionaries are privileged Christians.
Most of us are employees, career makers, spouses, parents and too many
other things before we consider how to be Christians. Knowing the workload
and situation of most missionaries, they may easily end up living like the
rest of us. But in principle they are called and sent out to be full time
Christians among their fellow human beings, Christians and especially non-
Christian. No more, no less.
In the new mission policy statement of Danmission from August 20032, the
role of the missionary has been elaborated in this way: Danmission is a
mission society, not only a missionary society. All Christians have been
baptised to be missionaries to their fellow human beings. There are, however,
also special missionaries, who are called and sent out by missionary societies
and churches to cross-cultural borders to do missionary work. For the sake
of clarity and honesty, Danmission labels the individual missionaries
according to his or her professional education and work. Even so the
collective label for those who are being sent out by Danmission is still
missionaries, because this is the best way of showing why and for what
basic purpose Danmission send Christians out, also when they are sent to
countries, where “mission” is strictly forbidden by law. Christian mission
is always carried out through human beings. The special full time
missionaries are a small but important group in Christian mission. The
special missionaries are to go in front as well as to walk behind their fellow
Christians, witnessing to the Gospel by words and life style, in order that
others may follow their example.
1
 Nordic Ecumenical Council’s and Nordic Institute of Missiology and Ecumenics’
conference on ”The Missionary Person and Service” at Liselund, Denmark October 3-5
2003.
2
 På vej sammen. Følgeskab i vidnesbyrd og tjeneste. Missionssyn og målsætninger for
Danmissions arbejde i Afrika, Asien, Mellemøsten og Danmark, agreed at the General
Assembly of Danmission, August 2003
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The interrelationship between the mission of all baptised and the mission
of the special missionaries is a crucial point as missionaries often seem to
have been sent out and supported as a sort of indulgence, making the mission
friends feel, that they have cared for “their mission” when they have
collected money for the work of “their missionary”. Missionaries are easily
trapped in the same trap as pastors and parish workers, when they indicate
that mission means the collecting of money in order to sponsor the
missionary. As the pastor and the parish worker can never be the only ones
working in the congregation, the missionary can never be the only one
working in mission. On the contrary, mission is a calling of all the baptised
to make Jesus Christ known and believed in, as far as human beings can
contribute to that.
In my understanding, churches and missionary societies are lazy and even
stupid if they do not keep on struggling to find new missionaries for new
patterns of missionary work. Mission is not equivalent with missionaries,
but mission without special missionaries is at risk to make itself much
weaker and far les visionary than necessary. To this should therefore also
be added that students of mission must be challenged to study the identity
and work of the missionaries, since the lives of good missionaries are one
of the very best indicators for the study of mission.
Thesis 2. The basic New Testament words for mission and the service of
the Christian sent out (the apostle) are diakonía (the act of a deacon) and
diakonéin (to act as a deacon). A diákonos (deacon) is someone who has
been mandated by another to do his or her work against a third person. As
it was with the deacon Jesus Christ, it is with all Christians: We are
mandated to be God’s deacons against God’s creatures whoever they are
and wherever we meet.
For the last ten years, scholars of the diaconal or social work of the church
have agreed with the results of John N. Collins’ study from 1990, where he
argues, that the New Testament concept diakonía – in the background to
the New Testament’s contemporary sources – must be understood as in
Thesis 2 above. In the New Testament, a deacon is an agent, a messenger
or a servant, who has been mandated and authorised by somebody (most
often God) to perform the work and will of the one mandating against a
third person, who is at a distance so that the one giving the mandate needs
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another person to move to the third person in order to act on his behalf by
e.g. signing a contract, delivering an authorised message or serving the
guests at a the big feast, where the host cannot attend to everybody himself.
“Dia” in diákonos means that the deacon has to be a go-between, somebody
walking a distance to carry out a mandate. This is the reason why Jesus
calls himself a deacon (Mt 20:28). It is not because he is a humble servant,
but because he has been mandated and sent by his Father. Being a mandated
deacon he must, however, carry out his diaconía also if that means that he
will be like a slave – and even die on the cross.
Only one place in the New Testament, in the story of the final judgment (in
Mt 25:44), does diakonéin means to serve or help as it is done in the social
work of the church. In the other 99 places where we have diakonéin, diakonía
and diákonos in the New Testament, these words are used about somebody
who has been entrusted with a special service, be it in the congregation, for
the apostle or for the Gospel. Thus many different persons are deacons in
the New Testament: the angles, the women, Jesus, those serving Jesus, the
apostles, Paul’s co-workers, the congregations and those specifically called
deacons in the congregations. Furthermore diakonía is used about the
charismas, the collection to the poor ones in Jerusalem, the old and the new
covenant etc.3 A deacon is a mandated go-between. A diakonía is something
working in between, but always somebody or something mandated and
working in a decisive way.
Diakonía is the central New Testament word for the call and mandate of all
Christians. Christians are to go-between God and their fellow human beings.
The apostle has his special diaconía. An illustrative text is the story of the
election of a successor for the Apostle Judas in Acts 1:17, where the position
of Judas is called a diakonía and an apostolé, the apostolé being obviously
a subdivision of the diaconía4. When we consider the importance and scope
of Christian mission, Missio Dei and Missiones Ekklesiae, as we understand
it in the Nordic churches today, it cannot be narrowed down to the concept
3
 In the report from the Danish Bishop’s Diaconal Commission I have given account of all
the 100 places, where the diakonía-words are used in New Testament, cf. Iversen 2001.
4
 It goes beyond the limits and scope of this paper to elaborate on the New Testament
material on apostolé-words as I have done it on the diaconía-words in Iversen 2001. It is,
however, possible for any Greek-reading person to test my thesis by going through the
places in New Testament, where you find the apostolé-words as listed in a New Testament
Konkordanz.
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of a geographical sending (apostolé,) in the New Testament. It cannot be
labelled as anything less than the basic mandate of all Christians, that is
diaconía. Moreover diaconía in a very precise way points to the crossing
of borders, which is always the Christian’s challenge due to the apostolic
and catholic character of Christianity. As in the New Testament, the deacon
is being entrusted and mandated by his sender; so all Christians are mandated
by God in Christ to carry out God’s work after having crossed those borders
(be they mental, ideological, cultural etc), which always have to be crossed
to reach other people5. A missionary does not need to be sent out to traverse
geographical borders, even though the normal understanding is that a
missionary is somebody crossing cultural borders as we have them all over
today. The working definition of a missionary in this paper is thus a Christian
who has been mandated and sent in front to be – as far as possible – nothing
but a full time Christian among other Christians and especially among
non-Christians, so that other Christians may learn from her as she, by
words and lifestyle, witnesses to God, as He is in the deacon Jesus Christ.
Thesis 3. A missionary is foremost a Christian who lives in dia-praxis and
dia-logue with non-Christian as with Christian fellow human beings and
neighbours.
In the paragraph on dialogue in the new mission statement from Danmission,
the Christian art of talking with people of others faiths is described in the
following four points:
1) “Talking together in daily life, where you live side-by-side, and where
knowledge of one another may lead to mutual understanding and even
friendship, is the first thing needed, which always carries a value in itself.
2) Talking together in daily life may in a natural way lead to religious
dialogue of daily life6, because you talk about what comes up and thus
also may have deeper dialogues on religious questions.
3) A need for setting up frameworks for more systematic religious dialogues
may arise. Thus meeting places, where people may drop in (e.g. book-
shops) may be created or local dialogue groups may be set up, so that
5
 In his last small book, which was edited in Danish at the formation of Danmission in
2000, John V. Taylor strongly and rightly emphasised that mission is a mandate, not a
command, cf. Taylor 1998.
6
 The Arab Working Group 2002 is dealing at length with the concept of “dialogue of life”.
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there is a place, where the participants may gain in depth understanding
of on another’s faith and way of thinking.
4) Finally religious dialogues also take place as an element of studies in
theology of religions, where for example, Muslim and Christian
theologians search for insights in the faiths of one another.”
Finally, it is stressed that the fellowship of talking together (dia-logue)
needs to be combined with and often presupposes the fellowship of working
together (dia-praxis). Living, talking and working together carries its value
in itself. My pre-eminent missionary, Gudrun Vest, who has worked as a
parish worker in the north-western parts of Tanzania for more than thirty
years, in a letter printed in Dansk Missionsblad 12/1976 reports, how she
started visiting people according to an agreed schedule: “It was very cosy,
since they are wonderful people. But it was also no more than that”. After
this experience, she shifted to visit various families and live, work and
sleep with them for some days. On this she reports:
…laying there we talk about what has happened during the day – under the
roof of that tiny hut. Then it happens that we come to a much deeper
dimension of the problems – about being human and being Christian, than
is the case when you make home visitations according to a schedule. To
me it is decisive to be present there in the midst of the daily life of the
people. When the night is over you get up. There is no time to make yourself
cosy. Up and out in the field. I always bring my hoe from home – and now
we work along with the dust in the air and sweat all over the body. It is my
experience however, that it is possible to pass on the word of God even if
your back is hurting.
Gudrun Vest’s younger missionary colleague, Ida Kongsbak, who was
mainly teaching Christianity in primary schools and later on, for six years,
Theology by Extension for evangelists and church elders, in a letter from
her first years in Tanzania explains that she felt comforted and strengthened
by an expression she found in a sermon by the Danish wartime pastor, Kaj
Munk: “Witnessing about God, that means foremost to live in a way so that
life becomes precious for others and so that what is good in them is being
strengthened”. She continues:
If you have the feeling that you are not really succeeding in doing what
you have been sent for, the idea of giving up easily comes to you. Then it is
comforting for me, that mission is not depending on teaching a certain
amount of periods or not. The contact to people in daily life has a value in
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itself, if you are not paralysed in despair over the poorness of your
professional work (Ida Kongsbak’s letter from 3rd of March 1987).
In a letter from 23rd of April 1986, Ida Kongsbak quotes N. F. S. Grundtvig’s
famous statement: “He has never lived, who ever managed to understand,
what he was not firstly fond of”. She continues: “If you don’t take your
time, you feel you waste your time. That love has its own sort of time, is
becoming increasingly clear to me here in Karagwe”. Paul Hiebert in his
book brings a South African Pioneer Missionary’s Translation of 1
Corinthians 13, which elaborates very strongly the key point of my Thesis
3 on the missionary:
If I have the language perfectly and
speak like a native
and have not His love,
I am nothing.
If I have diplomas and degrees and know
all the up-to-date methods,
and have not His touch of understanding love,
I am nothing.
If I am able to argue successfully against
the religions of the people and make fools
of them and have not His wooing note of love,
I am nothing.
If I have all faiths and great ideals
 and magnificent plans
and not His love that sweats
and bleeds and weeps and
prays and pleads,
I am nothing.
If I give my clothes and money
to them and have not love for them,
I am nothing.
If I surrender all prospects. Leave home
and friends and make the sacrifices
of a missionary career and then turn
sour and selfish amid the daily
annoyances and slights of the missionary life,
then I am nothing.
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If I can heal all manner of sickness
and disease but wound hearts and hurt feelings
for want of His love that is kind,
I am nothing.
If I can write articles and publish books
that win applause but fail to transcribe
the word of the cross into the
language of His love,
I am nothing.
From a sermon by Stephen Brown,
Key Biscayne Presbyterian Church in Florida.
Thesis 4. A missionary is a guest citizen who advocates the case of his or
her host citizens – all the way to the international Word Trade Organisation
negotiations.
In the colonial period, missionaries were often trapped between their
European friends, the colonial rulers, and the local people whom they were
to do missionary work among. Colonial rulers could use guns and dogs and
did so to an extent. Missionaries could not use dogs and guns in their work.
They had to come close to the local people if they were to preach to them.
Having examined research on missionaries during the colonial period in
Tanzania, i.e. Tanganyika, the German colony unto the First World War
and the British mandate area from 1918 to 1961, I have found that the
missionaries very often sided or at least attempted to side with the local
people at the times of crises and hostile situations. Knowing the situation
of the local people, the missionary became their advocates7.
Advocating the case of the local people was sometimes dangerous during
colonial times. In local conflicts, it may be dangerous today as well, e.g.
when the missionary opts to remain during a civil war. On the international
scene, advocacy is often a difficult and complicated matter. That missionary
advocacy, however, has to be done all the way through to international
trade negotiations became crystal clear to me at a certain occasion during
7
 There is a lot of popular literature on mission and partly on missionaries as well. We lack,
however, solid biographical studies of missionaries, exploring especially how they
responded personally, theologically and politically to the challenges in the mission fields.
A recent historical, but not much theologically reflected contribution is Peltola 2002 on
the life and work of a Finish missionary to Ovamboland, Namibia 1870-1926.
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my studies of the mission and congregational life of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church of Tanzania (ELCT) in 1977 and 788. Having done my
fieldwork and participant observation in eight congregations in eight
different tribes of Northern Tanzania, I needed to do some historical follow-
up research in the archives at the ELCT’s headquarter in Arusha. Realising
that the archive was not well organised I asked the secretary in charge to
leave me alone to find the stuff I needed. He kindly agreed to do so and I
spent an interesting time reading many sorts of material – including one
recent letter from the bishop of the ELCT’s North Western Diocese, Josiah
Kibira, who from 1977 to 1984 was also the President of the Lutheran
World Federation. The letter was to his fellow bishop, Sebastian Kolova, at
that time the presiding bishop of the ELCT. Bishop Kibira had had the visit
of the Secretary of Lutheran Coordination Service, the umbrella organisation
of the Lutheran missionary societies supporting ELCT, Hermann Sinram,
who visited Bukoba in order to check-up on the use of the money, that Mr.
Sinram had send to Kibira’s church from his office in Hamburg. In a
situation, where Bishop Kibira’s diocese was eighty per cent self-reliant
Bishop Kibira obviously was about to loose his temper having to answer
the many questions of this German financial-controller. Instead of doing so
he wrote a letter complaining to his fellow Bishop Kolova, where in
particular one sentence caught my attention: “If only those European would
pay a fair price for our coffee we could do without their money, since our
people keep on giving ten per cent of their cash income to the Church.”
It was and is still as simple as that: Kibira, who formulated the famous sentence
“No church is so poor that is doesn’t have anything to give and no church is
so rich that it doesn’t need to receive anything”, strongly wanted co-operation
in mission to work together with solidarity in terms of political and social
issues. The alternative is obviously, that those of us who happen to belong to
the affluent West continue to be in the position of the masters, if we do not
join the fight for economic and political justice. Even so, the hard challenge
of being a Western missionary in a poor country is still the affluence of the
country you come from – and to a considerable degree of the missionary
herself, as Jonathan Bonk elaborates it in Missions and Money.
A missionary must always fight any sort of abuse of people and stay far
away from any corruption, also where the help of a little money under the
8
 Cf. Iversen 1981
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table can obtain the “good things”. This is rightly included as some of the
strong parts of the recent formulated Codes of Conduct of the Danish
Missionary Council9. A missionary who is not willing to side with the people
and stay away from those practices, which spoil the social development of
the host country, should never be a missionary. A missionary who never
carried some of the burdens and hardships, which the local people live
with, may never have understood the reality of missionary work. When
missionaries on furlough, report all the hardships they have faced, I tend to
think that they may have had a good beginning. Even though it is the duty
of the mission secretary to prepare the position of work, the house and a lot
of other things before the missionary is send out, it will never be an easy
thing to work in a poor country – in solidarity with the local people. Martin
Luther may be right when he argues that St James has a bad theology of
salvation. That, however, did not prevent his accuracy in formulating a
Christian theology of missionary conduct:
If a brother or a sister is ill-clad and in lack of daily food and one of you
says top them: “Go in peace, be warmed and filled!” – without giving them
the things needed for the body, what does it profit? So faith by itself, if it
has no works, is dead (Jas. 2:15-17).
Thesis 5. A Missionary is a co-walker and a co-worker for the joy of
Christian faith.
Similar to many other mission agencies, Danmission has adopted the
terminology and theology of accompaniment and walking together. When
churches work together to fulfil their mission – be it by sending missionaries
or in one of many other ways – companions are not around to take the
responsibility from the local partner. Missionaries are to work for the common
joy in the Christian faith among all Christians. Each of us has to carry the
responsibility for the mission of our local churches. Co-walkers and co-
workers are not to take responsibility from the local church, but they are
most certainly to point to the responsibility – also when it is not that popular.
9
 Cf. Nielsen (ed.). 2003
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It is simple and yet not at all easy. At the August assembly 2003,
Danmission’s missionary to Madagascar, Bjarne Nordentoft, witnessed to
that in a poem by witch he reflected on the concept of accompaniment and
being on the road together:
On the road together
Together we are on the road:
You travel with oxen
or your worn out bike
or bare foot.
I drive my Toyota Land Cruiser with
the air-condition turned on.
Together we cook rice with sauce and meet:
I use the better part of the pig.
You use some small pieces of gristle and pork.
Together we send our children to school:
You to classes with sixty pupils,
that they may sweat under the rusty roof
while learning by rote the meaningless strings of words of the teacher.
I to twenty five class mates
who – in architect designed furniture and IT-rooms -
are enjoying themselves as they are learning
at a cost per child far beyond your income.
Together we invite one another for dinner:
I invite you to a restaurant
with table clothes and napkins and wine and French dishes.
You humbly ask me to take a sit at your rush mat.
Together we are struck by illness and disasters:
I have access to the expertise of the best doctors available,
In worst case I will be evacuated to Denmark.
You may die without anybody noticing it
at the entrance of the hospital.
Together we sing hymns to praise the Lord.
We listen to the message about the salvation
by His death and resurrection.
And together we meet at the table of the Lord.
(Translated from Netværk, Danmission September-October 2003, p. 15.)
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Thesis 6. A missionary is a Christian walking at the borders, always
reminding herself and her church that the Gospel is meant for those outside
– that they may be converted, as we may be ourselves.
Lamin Sanneh has taught us that Christianity is a translation movement.
Christianity is renewed, as it is being translated and incarnated outside the
context of the established churches. It is important how Christianity is being
translated and preached to those outside the borders and it is even more
important how they receive the translated Christianity into their lives.
Becoming a Christian is to experience a fusion between the horizons of
one’s old culture and the newly translated Christianity, which is being
retranslated in that very process. Witnessing this translation process, the
established church is being challenged and – if it is open to that – re-
evangelised by the old Gospel in brand-new clothing. It is thus entering
into the continuing conversion of the church, as Darell Guder puts it –
referring to Martin Luther’s famous Ecclesia semper reformanda.
If nobody goes outside the church with the Gospel, those outside may still
be unaware of the Gospel. And, as Paul states it, if we understand him
right: You cannot believe in what you have not heard of (Rom. 10:17). This
is quite simple. It is however almost as simple, that the continuing
reformation of our established churches requires experiences from mission
work outside the borders, where we meet the Gospel in a new context. The
Catholic missionary to the Maasai, Vincent J. Donovan, and the Protestant
missionary in Nepal, Thomas Hale, tell two different stories about that.
Donovan – when preaching to the Maasai on the real High God being the
God of Reconciliation – was met by the following question from a Maasai
elder: “Has your tribe found the High God? Have you known him?”
(Donovan 1982:45). Hale reports on a missionary couple who escapes at
the time of the persecution of their newly formed small Christian
congregation and weeks later receives the message, that their new Christian
brothers and sisters in jail praised the Lord and thanked the missionary that
they brought the Good News, worth suffering for, to them. “We went out to
disciple them, but it is they who have discipled us”, the missionary concludes
in Hale’s report (Hale 1995:135). The missionary is always at risk of being
the one being converted.
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Thesis 7. A missionary is an ecumenical ambassador who – as footnotes in
the history of the host church – contributes to connecting the host church
to other churches in the world, past and present. At the same time, the
missionary is to bring back to the sending church the witness about that
fullness in Christ that is present in the host church
“Christians are…not at liberty to talk about Jesus in any way they choose.
They are challenged to speak about him from within the context of the
community of believers, ‘the whole people of God’, past and present” David
Bosch wrote (1992:22). How are we to prevent that Christ is being divided
– so that we end up having separate Christs in whom we believe – in
separated churches? The fact that Western missionaries traditionally have
exported and reinforced denominationalism cannot prevent that one of the
major duties of missionaries is to live among new Christians as ambassadors
of the whole Christian tradition. Missionaries are not the primary human
agents in the processes of conversion. The human subject of conversion to
Christianity is always the one being converted10. In Tanganyika, the German
Lutheran missionaries were jailed or sent home during both world wars.
The church did not die because of that. Nor did it flourish and grow. In fact
its new period of growth began only when the missionaries were back again
– or replaced with other representatives from the old churches. This was
not due to the hard work of missionaries propagating conversion. But it
very much seems to have been due to the fact that the presence of
missionaries again connected the indigenous Christian church to other
churches in the world. The new Christians were not left to talk about Jesus
in their own way only. They could test their understanding of Jesus with
the traditions that the missionaries represented. Today it is often emphasised,
e.g. by the General Secretary of North Western Diocese of ELCT, Dr Fidon
R. Mwombeki, that younger churches which do not need “gap-fillers” still
need missionaries who can walk, work and theologise together with local
pastors and theologians11.
Those of us who were privileged to listen to Professor Bengt Sundkler’s
annual reports to Nordic Institute of Missiology and Ecumenics on his great
project on The Christian Movement in Africa during the late 1970s and
10
 Cf. Kjærland. 1977: 350-52.
11
 Fidon Mwobeki: Danmissions rolle i Tanzania, Danmission. Magasin om Mission, April
2003
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early 1980s will always bear in mind his enthusiastic stories about the
returnees, the refugees, the traders, the farmers searching for new land, the
soldiers and of many other Africans who carried Christianity all over
Africa12. Wherever the missionaries arrived they found that there was already
a Christian congregation. Listening to this marvellous story it happened
more than once that an old-time missionary back in the corner raised his
finger and asked: “Yes, Bishop Sundkler, I understand, what you are telling
us. But the missionaries! What do you say about the missionaries?” Even
more we remember Professor Sundkler’s retort: “The missionaries, my dear
friend, you see, I put them in the footnotes!”
At the first moment, the disappointment was hard for the old missionary as
well as for quite a few of the younger missionary scholars working with
Western missionary archives. Gradually, we realised, however, how right
Sundkler was. The missionaries are not the real text about the Christian
movement in Africa. This movement is a movement by Africans to Africans.
But there are many footnotes in that story. This is where we find the
missionaries. To us who know about the significance of footnotes in
academic books, the footnotes are indeed an honourable place to be put in.
This is where we find the connections, the sources, the supporting arguments
and the wider context of the story! It is in the footnotes we find the
missionaries, which no Christian church should ever be without!
It is forgivable if you – looking from the outside – have your doubts if there
is a Christian church in the highly secularised and also otherwise peculiar
Danish Folk Church. I can, however, tell you that there is a Christian Church
in the Folk Church in Denmark. One of the major reasons is, that one third
of the hymns in our great hymnbook, those written by N. F. S. Grundtvig,
are translations or rather recreations of old Christian hymns from all the
former churches, which according to Grundtvig were the Hebrew, the Greek,
the Latin, the German and the Anglo-Saxon churches. When singing in the
Danish Church, and we sing a lot, we sing together with all the Christians
from Christ ascended to heaven to he shall reappear in the sky. That, at
least, was the intension of Grundtvig in his great effort to rebuild the
Christian church in the Danish State Church. Unfortunately very little has
been done since the death of Grundtvig in 1872. Thus in our new hymnbook
12
 One of these reports has been printed in Sundkler 1987. After the death of Professor
Sundkler the results of his studies have been published in Sundkler and Steed 2000.
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from 2003 we do not have even one hymn from one of the great majorities’
churches in the South today. This is why Danmission has now sent two most
gifted Danish church musicians, Betty and Peter Arendt, as short term
missionaries to Ruhija Music School in ELCT – in order that they may bring
home to our church the tunes and poetic theology of the Tanzanian church.
In a situation where – as pointed out by for instance by Philip Jenkins –
two-thirds of the Christians of the world are now living in the South the
churches of the North are to be pitied if they receive no inspiration from
Southern Christianity. It is easy to have your doubts about the future of
Northern Christianity when you see it with only Northern, secularised
glasses. You will, however, see much more, when you see Christianity in
the light of Southern Christianity. Northern churches need to involve
themselves in mission to make Christ known, to practice a little solidarity
with the majority of materially poor Christians in the South, to be
companions with other churches in mission and for other good reasons. A
major reason for Northern churches to involve themselves in mission today
is, however, the possibility of sending out missionaries as ambassadors
who can bring the Gospel back to us in an enriched edition. And even
more: all of our pastors badly need to have a post-educational training in
one of our family churches in the South. How terrible if I do not preach the
Gospel, Paul says, because then I do not get my share in its blessings (1
Cor. 9: 16 and 23). How terrible if we as Northern Churches do not keep
close relations to the major churches in the South, we must add today.
Thesis 8. In the relationship between the sending and the receiving country
the missionary is an inter-national mediator, who is to function as a witness
to the common humanity of all mankind – by accepting all people in the
receiving country as fellow human being, independent of how they are, and
by being a good neighbourly representative for the sending country,
independent of the standards otherwise practiced in that country.
Dr Donald Snow is an American who since 1993 has been employed by the
Hong Kong office of the Amity Foundation, an independent Chinese NGO,
established in 1985 by Chinese Christians to further education, health, social
work and development by the help of, among other things Western
volunteers. In his address at Danmission’s international conference January
2003 emphasised the political importance of the presence of (Western and
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Christian) volunteers in all local areas of China13. Exactly today, when China
is far from being at war with other people, not to speak of the rest of the
world, it is important to strengthen people-to-people relations at the grassroots
level. Relations between people of different kinds always tend to be fragile.
The more we can strengthen then through inter-national co-workers the better!
Such a thing as Amity-teachers teaching English and making friends in
Chinese local schools is an important way of furthering understanding and
goodwill between people of different cultures and religions, which can easily
be turned against one another – in fear and hostility. In that way, missionaries
are always to be ambassadors of peace and friendship between people. In a
globalised age, peace and co-understanding must build on personal relations
between representatives from all the cultures which we otherwise only meet
as they are presented in the media.
Thesis 9. A missionary is knitting a network of prayers for one another,
which will work as a sign and force of reconciliation between people, and
between people and God.
Bishop Desmond Tutu was preaching one evening during the late 1980s in
the Copenhagen Cathedral – to almost as many people as you may find in
the 100 folk churches of the Capital during a normal Sunday. He was very
happy that evening even though apartheid was still very strong in South
Africa. “I have received a letter from an old lady in the northern parts of
the forests of Canada”, he told us. “And she is praying for us, she is praying
for the abolishment of apartheid. So what is there to be afraid of? In the far-
away forests of Canada an old lady is praying for us to overcome. Therefore
we shall overcome!”
Bishop Tutu believes in the power of worldwide prayers. As we know
apartheid was abolished a few years later. Missionaries in the same way
help us to set up a chain of mutual prayers around the world. Because we
know our missionaries, we also know the people, Christians and non-
Christians alike, among whom they are working. And they know of us – as
the members of the sending church. Paul Hiebert points to the relationships
and thus the role of the missionary in the following figure, which may be
interpreted in many ways. Here we shall only point out, that the missionary
is knitting a network with many partners invited to pray for each other as
they all of them know the same missionary as their go-between.
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All these relations and the prayers between them work in line with the
strongest missionary text by Paul, where he pictures the Christians in general
and the missionaries in particular as liberated and entrusted ambassadors
(i.e. deacons) of the God of Reconciliation:
.., if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has passed away,
behold, the new has come. All this is from God, who through Christ
reconciled us to himself and gave us the ministry of reconciliation; that is
in Christ God was reconciling the world to himself, not counting their
trespasses against him, and entrusting to us the message of reconciliation.
So we are ambassadors for Christ, God making his appeal through us. We
beseech you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God. For our sake he
made him to be sin who knew no sin, so that in him we might become the
righteousness of God (2 Cor. 5:17-21).
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Thesis 10. Presenting and representing Jesus Christ in whom God showed
us, that what is truly human is to be found in what is truly Christian and,
visa versa, a missionary must always work for peace, joy and righteousness
in church and society.
The theological heart behind the above theses may be summed up in the
(Grundtvig-inspired) incarnational theology, which has been formulated
briefly in the introduction to the new Mission Statement of Danmission,
where we read:
Danmission’s way of understanding Christianity and mission is deeply
anchored in the incarnation, God coming to us in and through a human
being, Jesus of Nazareth. This means that what is human and what is
Christian can never be divided. If only what is human is being developed,
we must long for what is Christian, as we believe that human beings are
saved by faith in Jesus Christ. If only what is Christian is being developed,
we must long for what is human, as faith in Jesus Christ can only be lived
out in engagement for fellow human beings. If you go to the roots of it,
what is truly Christian, as we know it from Jesus Christ, is a re-creation of
what is truly human, as all human beings have been created to it. In the
same way what is truly human, as we meet it in people of all kinds, points
to Jesus Christ, by whom and to whom all human beings have been
created.….
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the ecumenical movement in formation. They worked together with G. O. Rosenqvist, Helsingfors,
Eivind Berggrav, Oslo, Jens Nörregaarad, Copenhagen, Marc Boegner, Paris, the Confessing Church in
Germany, W. A. Visser’t Hooft and others. The emerging ecumenical movement with theological
argumentation resisted der Führer, Nazism and the Third Reich. Not to resist would have been to
betray the Christian faith and the Lord of the Church, according to Hallencreutz’ analysis of
the predominant theological position of the Church of Sweden.
Althoug research had been conducted on this period when Erling Eidem was acting as Archbishop of Uppsala,
new light on the ecumenical anti-Nazi strategy for the Church of Sweden has been shed by Hallencreutz.
Eidem and Brilioth were heading a group of leading theologians, professors, bishops, priests and secretaries,
Thor Andrae, Gustaf Aulén, Manfred Björkquist, Torsten Bohlin, Birger Forell, Harry Johansson,
Nils Karlström, Anders Nygren, Olle Nystedt, Edvard Rodhe, Yngve Rudberg, Arvid Runestam,
Axel Weebe, Knut B Westman, Torsten Ysander and more, named and discussed by Hallencreutz.
This book on Brilioth is a contribution to the research on the ecumenical movement.
Seven pages summary in english.
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Toward an Ecumenical Understanding
of the Ministry of the Missionary
Thor Strandenæs
1.
In order to present an ecumenical understanding of the ministry of the
missionary one must first answer two basic questions: What elements should
be included when describing the ministry of the missionary, and how should
one proceed to select these? The most representative answer to both
questions can best be formed on the basis of an ecumenical consensus
statement that has been agreed to or confirmed by all or most denominations
and churches. Since no such ecumenical document has yet been worked
out, 1 one must instead look for elements of an ecumenical understanding
of the ministry of the missionary which have support in the Scripture, in
the ecumenical creeds (Apostolicum and Niceanum-Constantinopolitanum)
and other representative ecumenical documents. Since the Decree on the
Church’s Missionary Activity Ad gentes divinitus of Vatican II appeared in
1965,2 quite a few ecumenical documents on mission have been produced,3
not to mention documents from individual churches with bearings on an
ecumenical understanding of the ministry of the missionary.4 Some of these
1
 The closest one has come to such a consensus document is the report The Evangelical-
Roman Catholic Dialogue on Mission 1977-1984 (Meeking, Basil & Stott, John (Eds.),
The Evangelical - Roman Catholic Dialogue on Mission 1977-1984: A Report. The
Paternoster Press, Exeter 1986). But this dialogue did not include the Orthodox church,
and only the Roman Catholic members of the dialogue group were officially appointed
church representatives, none of the others.
2
 7th of December 1965. Austin P. Flannery (Ed.), Documents of Vatican II, New Revised
Edition, 7th printing, 1984, pp 813-856.
3
 These are, e.g., “The Lausanne Covenant. Let the earth hear his voice” (1974), “The
Manila Manifesto. Calling the whole church to take the whole gospel to the whole world”
– both in: J. D. Douglas (Ed.), Proclaim Christ Until He Comes. Calling the Whole Church
to Take the Whole Gospel the Whole World, (Lausanne II in Manila International Congress
on Evangelization) World Wide Publications, Minneapolis 1989, pp 19-38;
4
 The Papal Encyclicals “Redemptoris missio”, December 7, 1990 and the Declaration “Dominus
Iesus”, June 16, 2000 from the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (Aug 6, 2000)
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documents have gained general support by a substantial and representative
amount of churches, such as the Lima Document of 1982, Baptism, Eucharist
and Ministry, a document wherein both lay and ordained ministries are
covered.5 In addition, in the Anglo-Lutheran Porvoo Common Statement,
visible church unity is seen to result in common life “in mission and service”(§
58).6 Other kind of documentation that demonstrates the praxis of the church
through the centuries may also prove a useful guide in this connection.
2.
The ministry of mission is a ministry that the church has been commissioned
to by Jesus Christ. Just as he was himself sent by God, his followers are
sent by him to continue and further his ministry (John 20,19-23; cf. 17,18f).
This is echoed e.g. in Ad Gentes as follows: “Having been sent…the Church,
in obedience to the command of her founder (Mt 16:15) and because it is
demanded by her own essential universality, strives to preach the Gospel
to all men.”7 Further: “The Church on earth is by its very nature missionary
since, according to the plan of the Father, it has its origin in the mission of
the Son and the Holy Spirit.”8
Similarly, in the context of the World Council of Churches (WCC), a focus
has been made on the missional character of the ministry of the believers (in:
The Nature and Purpose of the Church; Faith and Order Document 181):
The Church is the community of people called by God who, through the
Holy Spirit, are united with Jesus Christ and sent as disciples to bear witness
to God’s reconciliation, healing and transformation of creation. The
Church’s relation to Christ entails that faith and community require
discipleship in the sense of moral commitment. The integrity of the mission
of the Church, therefore, is at stake in witness through proclamation and in
concrete actions for justice, peace and integrity of creation.9
5
 Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry (WCC Faith and Order Paper No.111), World Council
of Churches, Geneva 1982, see especially pp 20ff.
6
 Together in Mission and Ministry: The Porvoo Common Statement with Essays on Church
and Ministry in Northern Europe. Conversations between The British and Irish Anglican
Churches and The Nordic and Baltic Lutheran Churches. Church House Publishing, London
1993, pp 1-42
7
 Ad Gentes 1; cf. The Catholic Church Catechism § 849.
8
 Ad Gentes 2; cf. The Catholic Church Catechism § 850.
9
 The Nature and Purpose of the Church § 112.
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The ministry of the missionary is apostolic in its character.10 This means
that in this ministry the believers have been entrusted with the Gospel by
the risen Lord and have been told to perform such deeds that naturally
accompany the Gospel. In other words: “Sent as his disciples the people of
God has to witness to and participate in God’s reconciliation, healing and
transformation of creation. The Church’s relation to Christ entails that faith
and community require discipleship.”11
The ministry is primarily one that is a carrier of the Good News and may
therefore described by the name ‘evangelism’, referring to its most precious
treasure. As the report from the Evangelical-Roman Catholic Dialogue on
Mission (1977-1984) confirms, one finds a measure of convergence of
understanding evangelism in the two documents Evangelii Nuntiandi and
the Lausanne Covenant: “To evangelise is to spread the good news that
Jesus Christ died for our sins and was raised from the dead according to the
Scriptures… Evangelism itself is the proclamation of the historical, biblical
Christ as Saviour and Lord.” (Lausanne Covenant § 4). The witness must
be “made explicit by a clear and unequivocal proclamation of the lord
Jesus… There is no true evangelisation if the name, the teaching, the life,
the promises, the Kingdom and the mystery of Jesus of Nazareth, the Son
of God, are not proclaimed.” (Evangelii Nuntiandi § 22).12
This means that the church must seek to find the intended receptors of the
missionary message, the Gospel, be they nearby or far away, former
believers or non-believers, religious seekers or adherents to other religions.13
3.
The church is not free to take up or to dispose of this missionary task at
liberty. Only at the return of the Lord – the Parousia – at the end of times
will the church be relieved of its responsibility (Matt 28,18-20; Luke 24,47-
10
 The entire Church is apostolic, in as it is ’sent’ to the whole world; all members of the
Church partake in this sending, although in different ways, Catholic Church Catechism §
863, cf. Apostolicam actuositatem § 2; compare also The Catholic Church Catechism §
873 and Lumen Gentium § 20.
11
 The Nature and Purpose of the Church. § 47a.
12
 Meeking, Basil & Stott, John (Eds.), The Evangelical - Roman Catholic Dialogue on
Mission 1977-1984: A Report. The Paternoster Press, Exeter 1986, p 9f.
13
 These are categorized into three main types of people in Redemptoris missio, § 33.
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49). The commissioning of the church is both a privilege and a duty. It is its
privilege to share in the dissemination of the Good News to everyone and
to share the fruits of the gospel in the lives of people notwithstanding race,
gender, age or social status (Rom 1,1-5.16f; 15,15-19). While a privilege,
it is also a duty to share the message of reconciliation and salvation with
any one who has not yet been informed or has not yet received the message.
This was what the disciples were told: “You received without cost; give
without charge.” (Matt 10, 8) In addition, the apostle Paul sees his ministry
as both a gift and an obligation: “Even if I preach the Gospel, I can claim
no credit for it; it would be misery to me not to preach. If I did it of my own
choice, I should be earning my pay; but since I do it apart from my own
choice, I am simply discharging a trust.” (1 Cor 9,16f, cf. verses 19-23).
This can only be so as the ministry of mission is at its heart a ministry
making God’s salvation known to everyone and is therefore an expression
of God’s own will (1 Tim 2,4, cf. Eph 1,7-11).
4.
The ministry of the missionary is a ministry for which the entire church is
a steward and which is recognised by its deeds. It is performed by individual
Christians as well as by groups of these in co-operation with churches or
Christian communities (so-called ecclesiastical communities or mission
groups or missionary societies) throughout the world:
The whole Church and every member…participates in the faithful
communication of the Gospel. Essential to its testimony are not merely its
words, but the love of its members for one another, the quality of its service
to those in need, a just and disciplined life and its fair distribution of exercise
of power.14
None of these individuals or communities is alone able to render the ministry
in its fullness. But through their shared ministry one may recognise one or
more of the signs of the apostolic commission, such as the proclamation or
any other (verbal or non-verbal) conveying of the gospel; signs of the Kingdom
of God in the form of self-emptying service (Phil 2,5-11); health bringing
and healing works (Matt 25,34-40; cf. Matt 10,8); works which convey hope
and reconciliation (2 Cor 5,17-21); the speaking up for and caring for the
poor and the marginalised and the oppressed (Luke 1,46-55; 4,16-21).
14
 The Nature and Purpose of the Church, § 87.
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5.
The contents of the ministry of the missionary are further described in the
so-called great commissions in the gospels (Matt 28,18-20; Mark 16,15-
16; Luke 24,47-49; John 20,19-23). The ministry is about witnessing to the
resurrection of Jesus, proclaiming repentance in his name and the
forgiveness of sins to all nations, baptising in the name of the Triune God
and teaching them to observe all that Jesus have commanded. What Jesus
commanded the church to do, is evident from his proclamation of the
Kingdom of God and from his attitudes and deeds. He is himself first and
foremost a servant – a minister – (Matt 20,25-27; Mark 10,42-45; John
13,12-17). His preaching of the Kingdom of God is accompanied by signs
of the coming of the Kingdom, such as the forgiveness of sins, care and
acts of love for the sick, the people in need, for the poor and the other
marginalised individuals and groups in society.
He further designates these acts of love in e.g., Matt 25,34-40, where they
are described as the giving of food to the hungry, drink to the thirsty, clothes
to the naked, care for the sick, and as visiting the prisoner. Although these
are kinds of services together with and on behalf of Jesus Christ that can be
said to be the main contents of the mission ministry, also the prophetic
voice and actions commit the missionary ministry of the church to enter a
critical prophetic role where it speaks up against injustice and acts of
oppression and call people back to a life in harmony with God’s will.
Throughout the ages, the church has recognised its missionary work as
being done on behalf of and together with Jesus Christ. In the report from
the Evangelical-Roman Catholic Dialogue on Mission, this is phrased as
follows: “We all affirm that the missionary enterprise is a participation in
the mission of Jesus and the mission of his Church. The urgency to reach
all those not yet claimed by his Lordship impels our mission.”15
In the Acts of the Apostles it is demonstrated to us how the early church
understood and put into practice its missionary ministry. There are also
expressions of the apostle Paul in his letters that show how he understood
this apostolic ministry. It is a mission with the gospel in order to bring people
15
 Meeking, Basil & Stott, John, The Evangelical - Roman Catholic Dialogue on Mission
1977-1984: A Report. The Paternoster Press, Exeter 1986, p 35
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to allegiance with God and faith in him (Rom 1,1-6; cf. 15,9) and to reconcile
people with God (2 Cor 5,17-21). But Paul’s’ own ministry also demonstrates
by concrete examples that it also includes the other signs that accompany the
Kingdom, that is, the acts of love (Rom 12,6-21; 1 Cor 13). One may here
mention Paul’s healing ministry (Acts 28,7-9, cf. 20,9-12), miraculous signs
(Rom 15,19) and the collection for the poor in Jerusalem (2 Cor 9).
The signs that accompany the missionary ministry are also recognised in
ecumenical documents:
As the communion of the baptised, the Church is a priesthood of the whole
people of God (1 Pet 2)…serve the world by proclaiming the gospel,
testifying to their faith to their way of life… It is also part of their service
to the world to feed the hungry, help the poor and marginalised, correct
injustice, and care for the integrity of creation, together with all people of
good will. In so doing, they are in harmony with the mission of the Church.16
6.
The ministry is border crossing, qualitatively speaking, in that it seeks to
reach with the gospel all people and groups of people who have not heard
it before or received it with faith (Rom 15,15-20; 2 Cor 10,15f). That it is
qualitatively speaking a border crossing ministry may imply a cross cultural
or a geographical movement, a movement to both men and women, adults
and children alike, to people of other social status or ethnical belonging
(cf. Gal 3,26-29). In spite of the differences caused by diverse geographical,
historical, cultural and religious contexts, the message is essentially one,
just as the faith is one (Eph 4,4-5; cf. 1 Cor 8,6):
 The apostolic faith has to be interpreted in the context of changing times
and places: it must be in continuity with the original witness of the
apostolic community and with the faithful explication of that witness
throughout the ages.17
As a Christian Jew the apostle Paul called on the Jewish as well as the non-
Jewish population in the societies he came to (Acts 17,1-3; 17,10-12; 18,4-
8; Rom 1,14-17), although he had as his primary goal to minister to the
(non-Jewish) peoples (Rom 15,15-21; cf. Acts 17). And he made it his
16
 The Nature and Purpose of the Church, § 83f.
17
 The Nature and Purpose of the Church, § 70.
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effort to engage in ministry wherever the gospel had not yet been proclaimed
and wherever the name of Christ was not known (Rom 15,20).
7.
Mission protrudes from worship and prayer. In the worship and prayer life
of the church, its members are called to undertake the mission ministry. In
the worship itself, the commissioning or ordination also takes place of
individuals who are given a specific missionary ministry on behalf of the
church to bring the gospel further. In spite of other differences, and although
there are variations in churches as to the orders of ordination, commissioning
or prayers for missionary candidates, the churches commonly share one
kind or other of lay or ordained missionary ministry to which individuals
are commissioned through prayer (and usually also the laying on of hands).
In the Acts of the Apostles Luke tells about such a commissioning in the
church at Antioch. While they were keeping a fast and offering worship to
the Lord, the Holy Spirit called Paul and Barnabas to the mission ministry.
Having laid their hands on them, having fasted and prayed, they sent them
out (Acts 13,2-3; cf. also 2 Tim 1,6f and 1 Tim 4,14). Luke concludes in the
next verse by saying that the two were sent on their mission by the Holy
Spirit (v. 4). This close relation between the Holy Spirit and the missionary
ministry has since been recognised by the church to be an essential mark of
its existence:
Throughout the ages the Holy Spirit makes the entire Church ‘one
in communion and ministry; and provides her with different
hierarchical and charismatic gifts,’ giving life to ecclesiastical
structures, being as it were their soul, and inspiring in the hearts of
the faithful the same spirit of mission which impelled Christ himself.
(Ad Gentes § 4)
8.
Mission is an expression of Christian unity and will, when the ministry is
conducted in loyalty to this unity, carry witness about Jesus Christ as the
Son of God and lead to faith.
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In Jesus’ prayer in John 17,21 he prays that the believers may be one, so
that the world may believe that the Father has sent his Son. When the church
expresses its unity visibly, it leads to faith. The ministry of the missionary
has as its special responsibility to carry the unanimous testimony about the
Son of God who has come into the world to offer salvation. In her ecumenical
creeds – the Apostolicum and the Niceanum-Constantinopolitanum – the
worldwide church has given a united and clear expression of its common
faith that it still confesses and holds true. The ministry of the missionary
has a particular responsibility for finding ways of expressing visibly and
audibly the church’s faith in the triune God and its unity in Christ.
Because of this, the missionary ministry will also seek visible expressions
of Christian unity between sending and receiving churches and
congregations (see for instance Phil 4,10-20 and Rom 15,25f). Through
these expressions of unity the ministry will also encourage the church and
its members to be faithful to the great commission and seeks means to
reach further out (see for instance Rom 15,22.28f and 1,8-15)
In the Porvoo statement (of October 13, 1992), the natural link between
visible unity and togetherness in mission is expressed in the following
commitment: (§ 58.b): ”We commit ourselves: (i) to share common life in
mission and service, to pray for and with each other, and to share
resources...” (p. 31), as well as in § 61: ”Together with them we are ready
to be used by God as instruments of his saving and reconciling purpose of
all humanity and creation.” (p. 33).18
In an ecumenical document of a more recent date, it is stated that:
Mission belongs to the very being of the Church. As persons who
acknowledge Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour, Christians are called to
proclaim the Gospel in word and deed. They are to address those who have
not heard as well as those who are no longer in living contact with the
Gospel, the Good News of the reign of God. They are called to live its
values and to be a foretaste of that reign in the world.19
18
 Also the liturgical celebration of the Porvoo Agreement, mentioned in § 59 the Porvoo
Common Statement had as one of its purposes to be a sign of “our commitment to engage
in mission together.”
19
 The Nature and Purpose of the Church, § 27.
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And since mission belongs to the very heartbeat of the church, it is no
wonder that new areas are constantly identified in the ecumenical dialogues
wherein the churches may engage in common witness. In the report from
the Evangelical-Roman Catholic Dialogue on Mission 1977-1984 the
following possibilities of common witness are listed:20
 in Bible Translating and Publishing
 in the use of Media
 in community service
 in social thought and action
 in dialogue
 in common worship
 in evangelism
As one may conclude, the possible areas of common witness are only limited
by imagination.
9.
The mission ministry is taken care of by the whole church, by the Christians
in general as well as by those who have been commissioned for a specific
ministry with the gospel in particular. The missionary task is given to the
entire church by the risen Lord and is therefore an obligation for all
Christians. At the same time there are some who through dedication and
prayer have been set apart in a special way for the missionary ministry.
How this is done in individual churches and denominations will vary, both
geographically and historically.21 But both in lay and various kinds of
ordained missionary ministry are such signs recognised which show that
the apostolic mission with the gospel is carried out.
Examples in the New Testament of persons who have entered a special
ministry with the gospel are Paul and Barnabas (Acts 13,1-4), Timothy
(Acts 16,1), Silas (Acts 15,40), John Mark (Acts 15,37-39), Priscilla and
Aquila (Acts 18,26; cf. Rom 16,3; 1 Cor 16,9; 2 Tim 4,19).
20
 Meeking, Basil and Stott, John, The Evangelical - Roman Catholic Dialogue on Mission
1977-1984: A Report. The Paternoster Press, Exeter 1986, pp 81-92.
21
 Compare what the Lima-document Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry says about the
Ministry, §§ 1-55.
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Moreover the Acts of the Apostles and Paul’s letters tell about a number of
churches which have been established without the efforts of Paul and the
other apostles (Rom 15,18-22) and about individual Christians which Paul
himself did not lead to conversion and faith (Rom 16). These all received
the gospel and came to believe through ordinary Christians who shared the
gospel and their faith in Christ.
It is, however, important to point out here that it is the activities and signs
of the missionary ministry that identify its presence and not the person
who at any time is named a ‘missionary’. Normally there may not be the
need to distinguish sharply between the ministry of the missionary and the
missionary himself or herself. But there is no guarantee that a person who
has been dedicated to or ordained for mission service indeed carries out
this ministry. He or she may rather be hiding behind the title, while lacking
the deeds and witness that this very ministry requires. On the other hand,
people – be they lay or ordained – who have not formally been dedicated or
ordained as missionaries, may very well be carriers of the signs and works
of the missionary ministry. The title ‘missionary’ only honours such persons
who do the will of God, not those who neglect to do or take up the very task
of the missionary calling. Here we are reminded of Christ’s own words of
doing God’s, his Father’s will (cf. Matt 7,21; 21,31; compare John 6,38-40
and 7,17f). Oppositely the title ‘missionary’ may well honour any Christian
who faithfully carries out the missionary task of the church, with or without
any ordination beyond baptism.
10.
Here it should be added that not only those are missionaries who share the
gospel with their own generation, handing out horizontally so to say. Also
such persons are partakers of the missionary ministry who share the gospel
with the next generation, yes indeed their own children, cf. the mother of
Timothy who was a Christian Jew (Acts 16,1; cf. 1 Tim 5,4). There are also
other examples in the New Testament of such persons who are conveyors
of the Good News, such as the immigrant and business woman Lydia who
became baptised with her entire household (Acts 16,4-5); likewise the jailer
at Philippi who was also baptised together with his whole family (Acts
16,29-34). According to Matt 28,18-20 the Great Commission holds together
baptism and the teaching of the candidates who are offered baptism. The
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one activity cannot be said to be less a part of the missionary ministry than
the other, hence the teaching of Christian faith and doctrine and the continued
sharing of the gospel are as essential parts of the ministry of the missionary
as is the calling to repentance and faith and baptising.
11.
The sending and entertaining of missionaries is primarily the task of the
local church. In this way the church may ascertain that any person who is
consecrated and sent is recognised as a genuine witness and is accountable
to the sending church for his or her ministry in the receiving church. If a
missionary fails to carry out in the receiver church and culture his or her
mission, she may be re-called or the receiving church may ask the sending
church to take him or her back because they fail to recognise in them the
true signs and activities of the missionary ministry.
Paul and Barnabas were sent by the church at Antioch (Acts 13,1-4) and
received support from the church in Philippi (Phil 4,16) during their stay in
Thessalonica. They also solicited support from the church at Rome for
their planned missionary journey to Spain (Rom 15,23-24). In a similar
way churches of today must see their responsibility to raise funds for mission
and to send people out for missionary ministry and activities. Or, said in
the words of the Lausanne Covenant:
All churches should therefore be asking God and themselves what they
should be doing both to reach their own area and to send missionaries to
other parts of the world. A re-evaluation of our missionary responsibility
and role should be continuous. Thus a growing partnership of churches
will develop and the universal character of Christ’s Church will be more
exhibited.22
12.
If the church does not take her commission for mission seriously, there are
likely to come forward individuals or groups in the church who make sure
that the mission ministry is called to life and carried out trough various
22
 The Lausanne Covenant § 8.
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forms of missionary service. Four historical examples may suffice to
illustrate this, albeit others also are easily found:
 In the early church the ascetic and steadfast prayer life of the desert
fathers initiated a centripetal missionary movement, which drew great
numbers of new believers to the church.
 In the wake of the Roman Catholic counter-reformation, missionaries
went to Asia, Africa and Latin America.
 The Protestant missionary revival during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries was a movement of spirituality which emphasised bible
reading, prayer and testimony about one’s own faith. It had as one of its
fruits the establishment of missionary societies and sending of
missionaries.
 The charismatic movement in the latter half of the 1900’s lead to a new
consciousness about the gifts of the Holy Spirit and about the missionary
ministry which these are to serve in the church.
In spite of other things that may be said of these missionary movements
within church history and their obvious shortcomings, they serve as
examples of the sovereign activity of the Lord of the church within the
church itself. If the church fails to be a faithful steward of its missionary
ministry, the Lord of the church will find the means and persons by which
the missionary ministry will be carried out.
In other words, the missionary movement is a movement that revives the
very same church as it equips, strengthens the faith and the Christian identity
of the believers, pours new zeal into their hearts and gives them new
impulses (Redemptoris missio § 2).23
13.
Just exactly because the missionary ministry exists within a church that is a
bearer of truth, the missionary ministry itself must be carried out in faithfulness
to the truth and without any deceit. There are especially three ways of
witnessing that neither Evangelicals nor Roman Catholics accept and which
are all referred to as ‘proselytism’ or unworthy ways of witnessing:
23
 Redemptoris missio, Encyclical by John Paul II, issued on December 7,1990 in: Heinrich
Denziger (ed.), Enchiridion symbolorum definitionem et declarationum de rebus fidei et
morum. Herder, Freiburg…38.ed. 1999, §§ 4890-4896.
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 “when our motive is unworthy”,
 “whenever our methods are unworthy”, and
 “whenever our message includes ‘unjust or uncharitable reference to
the beliefs or practices of other religious communities in the hope of
winning adherents’.”24
Since it belongs to the fruits of the gospel to set people free, the witness
carried by the missionary ministry must be faithful to the truth and avoid
the crooked ways (John 8,31f; cf. 1,14-17; 17,17-19; 18,37).
14.
The above are all necessary elements in an ecumenical understanding of
the ministry of the missionary. More elements could have been included,
but this suffices to demonstrate that it is both possible and desirable to
describe the ministry of the missionary ecumenically. Many of the
ecumenical documents that have been solicited are related to ecumenical
dialogues on church understanding and church unity. Others are directly
related to the understanding of the church’s mission. As was the case with
the Evangelical-Roman Catholic Dialogue on Mission 1977-1984, it seems
most expedient now that specific ecumenical dialogues should be arranged
in order to come to a full agreement on an ecumenical understanding of the
missionary ministry. The present contribution has demonstrated that this
should be possible and that a dialogue cannot be made without reference to
earlier ecumenical efforts that have bearings on the understanding of the
person and ministry of the missionary.
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The Missionary’s Self-Understanding
in a Future Perspective
Gunvor Lande
The conference The Missionary – person and service has dealt with a number
of issues concerning the missionary. Finally, the missionary will now be seen
in a future perspective. Because of the variety of aspects already taken, this
contribution is not comprehensive. Important topics like defining the concepts
of missionary and of missionary task are discussed in previous presentations.
A possible approach to my topic could have been to focus on the person
and analyse the future missionary’s psychology, motives etc. I will, however,
take a different approach. I will highlight presuppositions, look at frames
structuring the life of the missionary, focus on factors prevalent which
influence the person in the future, she as well as he. Influential factors may
be of ideological, theological as well as social and economic nature. In
short, I will question how the missionary is shaped and influenced, and
how society interacts in this process. Naturally, I will highlight but a few of
these factors.
It may be difficult to analyse today’s world and say something meaningful
about our present situation. It is even more difficult to project this into the
future and discuss issues we do not yet know. Will there be a missionary in
the future, and if so, in what sense? We don’t even know if there will be a
future at all? Even so, with this in mind, let us turn to some of the factors.
A globalised world
Globalisation is here to stay. We already live in a globalised world. In future,
the effects of globalisation will probably be even greater, the world will be
even smaller. As a positive effect, we will most likely experience that
differences in language and culture will diminish. This will probably lead
to more understanding between individuals and peoples, which will benefit
the missionaries.
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Also, we have not yet reached the area where missionaries are credited for
their solid grasp of different cultures, but this appreciation may come. For
several decades now, in our western countries, the general esteem of the
missionary has been low. This may change with increased globalisation.
With increased awareness of the importance of understanding that which is
different, the appreciation for those who can help bridge these gaps may
also increase.
On the negative side, the vulnerability of the globalised world will become
more evident. We have already seen electricity failures paralysing huge
regions of the world. Terrorism as a new threat for humankind is already
strongly with us. But here again, the need for thorough understanding of
different cultures will be urgent. The missionary as one – has language
ability, knows and has personal contacts in different cultures. This deep
cross-cultural experience will probably be needed and called upon. This
may lead to greater esteem for persons with this kind of knowledge,
including the missionary.
Globalisation’s very nature is breaking down barriers and boundaries, visible
as well as invisible ones. Globalisation will also most likely break down
barriers between the sending and the receiving agents of mission work. We
will see completely new organisational forms of working together.
Theology
The question of theological rationale will be an important factor for the
future missionary. There are several theological models for this purpose. I
will concentrate on two stereotyped models.
According to the old model, mission work consists of sending out persons
from churches or organisations who consider themselves to know the truth,
to countries that are underdeveloped in some respect or other and who do
not know the truth. The purpose is to save them from hell. We may smile at
such a stereotyped picture, but in fact there are many missionary agencies
with this kind of theology even today, not least among the new waves of
“electronic missionaries”, using all the new medias to their full extent.
Also, this is the theological model that people generally hold in our home
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countries. So, if you present yourself as a missionary, this model is what
you initially have to comply with, and only at a second stage, argue with.
The new model may imply several aspects. But it will certainly include a
decisive element of creation theology, an element of ecumenical awareness
and a motive that is expressed positively. Today tensions arise when differing
theological models coexist. There may even be a variety of theologies in
tension at the same time: the theology of the individual missionary, the
sending organisation and the receiving group or church. In a human world,
there will always be problems. However, if in future the factor of theology
is seen in relation to other factors, I hope, and find it likely, that the
organisational structure of the whole mission work is changed so that these
particular problems are eliminated.
The question of knowledge
Our attitude to change will be at stake. To be able to create a new and
different future, we have to be able to analyse theories of knowledge. This
is furthermore vital for the understanding of theology. What paradigm are
we under? Modernity held a concept of epistemology where knowledge
was clearly defined. What you knew you knew because you knew. In church
circles, Christian truth was used to discipline people. Obedience was
expected in mission organisations as well as in confirmation classes and
theological studies. Creativity was not encouraged, especially not if barriers
of accepted knowledge were threatened.
Opinions vary as to what paradigm we are presently under, but we have
definitely left the undisputed paradigm of modernity. Subsequently, we
have left the authoritarian age. Because of this shift in paradigm, the future
missionary will probably not have to tackle authoritarian rules and
regulations for all sides of his/her life.
The sex – gender issue
In 1982, Carol Gilligan wrote her book In a different voice1. This book
illustrates a shift in paradigm. She made it clear that there is but one human
1
 Gilligan, Carol, 1982, In a Different Voice. Psychological Theory and Women’s
Development, Harvard, Cambridge/London.
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being, but this one human is presented in two sexes, male and female.
Therefore, one of the sexes cannot represent both. Since then, even the
language has changed. One does no longer talk of man as this representative
of a mankind, but is trying out different terms, mostly human being, or just
human. (In Germanic languages, we have a specific word Mensch, menneske).
This language problem is but one indication of how deep the awakening
and awareness of the sexual/gender differences has gone. This whole issue
is also utterly important for the future missionary, because mission
organisations have placed and are still placing women in old models of
interpreting the sex/gender questions. These issues need to be taken
seriously, and need to be tackled.
The Swedish author Nina Björk, in her book Sireners sång. Tankar kring
modernitet och kön says: “Vi har inte råd att undvara kunskapen om den
roll som kvinnorna ofta har spelat i modernitetens historia om vi vill förstå
denna – och om vi vill förstå, och förendra, morgondagen”.2 (“We cannot
discard knowledge about the role women have often played in the history
of modernity, if we want to understand this history – and if we want to
understand and change the day of tomorrow.” My translation.)
Again, if we want to change the future, also for the missionary, the feminist
issues must be taken seriously, and be allowed to challenge and contribute
to change. It is important to state, that this is not primarily for the sake of
the women, but primarily for the understanding of the Christian gospel,
and therefore, for men and women alike.
My own research on the Ecumenical Decade in various countries illustrates
this: see my Visjonen om likeverdet. Det økumeniske tiåret 1988–98 Kyrkjer
i solidaritet med kvinner i El Salvador og Noreg, Kenya og Japan (“The
Vision of Like-Worthiness. The Ecumenical Decade 1988–1998 – Churches
in Solidarity with Women in El Salvador and Norway, Kenya and Japan.”)
In order to analyse the Decade, I coined the phrase human like-worthiness
portraying the like worthiness of all human being. Interestingly enough,
and unlike other countries I examine, I find that human like-worthiness in
the Norwegian context raises a theological question: Is human like-
2
 Björk, Nina, 1999, Sireners sång. Tankar kring modernitet och kön. Wahlström och
Widstrand, p.290.
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worthiness principally part of the gospel core, or is human like-worthiness
in practice changing with changing cultures? If human like-worthiness is
not part of the gospel core, we can never be sure of women’s equivalence.
The question of sex-gender needs to be theologically worked through. This
is also an important task for the future missionary.
An ethical issue: the question of democracy
In our democracies today, we try to promote democratic thinking and
behaviour in all areas of life. Everywhere, we try to encourage ethical
awareness of democratic issues. However, is democratic awareness a matter
for the church? Are churches and Christian organisations concerned with
democratic issues? The question seems to be an easy one, but in fact, it is not.
In relation to the future missionary, the ethical issue concerning democracy
is made concrete in the following test case: Is the future missionary first
and foremost a member of his/her mission organisation/church, or is the
missionary first and foremost a member of the state?
In Norway, the legal interpretation of The Law on Equality between the
Sexes of June 9th 1978 says:
§ 1: Denne lov skal fremme likestilling mellom kjønnene og tar særlig sikte
på å bedre kvinners stilling. Offentlige myndigheter skal legge forholdene
til rette for likestilling mellom kjønnene på alle samfunnsområder. Kvinner
og menn skal gis like muligheter til utdanning, arbeid og kulturell og faglig
utvikling.
§2: Loven gjelder på alle områder, med unntak av indre forhold i
trossamfunn.3
To translate the Norwegian text in brief: “The law promotes equality between
the sexes in all aspects, on all arenas, but religious bodies/institutions are
exempted from the law.” It would have been interesting to have the question
tried before a court in Norway once: Are you first and foremost a member
of your mission organisation/church, or are you first and foremost a member
of the state? Where are your allegiance and your rights?
3
 Lov av 9. juni 1978 nr. 45: Om likestilling mellom kjønnene, Likestillingsombudet,
Postboks 8036, Dep. N-0030, Oslo.
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Women in the Church of Norway, a state church, have had to conclude that
the state is taking best care of their rights.4 The need for amending the law
has been raised several times, but so far in vain. The different churches and
Christian organisations have been reluctant to promote any change and the
state is apt to follow the advice of the church. Churches are thus hindering
the democratic rights of one half of the population and giving different
rights to women and men. This will also effect the future missionary whose
self-esteem is formed differently according to gender and according to the
influence of the law.
Futurologists predict
The question of democratic values is so much more at stake since futurologists
like Geert Hofstede points to the values we can expect will be encouraged in
future society. He clears himself of essentialism, but the values he points out
are nevertheless values and attitudes usually connected to women. He believes
values such as care, ability to cooperate, in short, values where human aspects
are highlighted, will be necessary. Demographic, technological and social
development processes will enable women to take actively part in all kinds
of jobs. As their number increases, these women will be more able to maintain
their own values. This increase in the number of women in positions in society
hitherto held by men should therefore also shift societies as a whole towards
values women hold. Women will no longer have to acculturate themselves to
the male majority. These values and attitudes will be treasured and encouraged
in women as well as in men.5
Leikny Annadotter Bjørkli, in her recently published book Livslang læring
– Arkitekt for egen skjebne, (Lifelong Education/learning – Architect for
One’s Own Fate) shows that a democratic development is the model for
future organisations. This model is defined as a structured cooperation where
women take equal part with men and share equally.6 The question remains
whether church and mission organisations consider democratic development
to be a model for their future.
4
 Stendal, Synnøve Hinnaland, 2003, “...under forvandlingens lov”. En analyse av
stortingsdebatten om kvinneleige prester i 1930-årene, Arcus, Lund.
5
 Hofstede, Geert, 1991, Cultures and Organizations. Software of the Mind, Intercultural
Cooperation and its Importance for Survival, McGraw-Hill, London, p.106.
6
 Bjørkli, Leikny Annadotter, 2002, Livslang læring – Arkitekt for egen skjebne, Kolofon,
Oslo.
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Conclusion
The future missionary, she as well as he, will be influenced by factors such
as globalisation, theology, theories of knowledge, the sex-gender issue and
the ethical question of democracy. Many pressing issues need to be studied
thoroughly and tackled, many changes need to be done. The missionary’s
self-esteem will be challenged and renewed. We have here tried to point to
some of the changes that will follow and some that need to be done.
However, the full answers will only present itself in the days to come.
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Missionary Identity:
Attitudes and Tasks
Olle Kristenson
Introduction
I have been reflecting on the title of this article. If the intention is to say
that the missionary tasks should form the missionary identity or the role of
the missionary today, I disagree. Nevertheless, if the tasks are a reflection
of the missionary identity or the role of the missionary today, I agree. Today
this should be the way we see the role or identity of the missionary. This is
what forms the tasks. In the future, we should be looking for positions for
the missionaries that are in accordance with our understanding of the task
of the missionary today.
Within Church of Sweden, we have during the last two-three years
intensively been occupied in finding ways of describing the role and the
identity of the missionary today. This has resulted in a Policy for Church of
Sweden Co-workers Commissioned to the World-wide Church, adopted by
our International Commission on Mission and Diaconia in March this year.
During this work, we asked partners, missionaries, diocese committees and
colleagues at our national office. We even asked some secular NGOs to
comment on the text. Moreover, in August 2001, we invited some
representatives from our partner to a smaller partner consultation about the
future role of missionaries.1 I will refer to both the policy and the consultation
report later on.
“Now, you are one of us”
I would like to start from my own experience. “Do not forget that you now
are one of us!” These were the words of farewell to me from one of our
1
 A report from the consultation, Mission – an Open-ended Journey, was published shortly
afterwards.
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friends just a few days before leaving Peru to return to Sweden in May
1995 after eight years working as a missionary in Peru. Challenging words,
but also a recognition of the way we had tried to work in Peru.
Maybe it could be said that this is a natural consequence after a long-time
commitment as a missionary, becoming part of two worlds, two contexts.
For me, one key to a successful missionary commitment is to be conscious
about belonging to two contexts, two realities and the willingness to live
(or coop) with this consciousness. It is a fact that this does not make life
easier, especially not after coming back to Sweden, but it makes life so
much richer to live.
Shall we go on sending missionaries?
Reality and circumstances for missionary service have changed over time.
Many missions are evaluating and revising the role of missionaries.
Moreover, this is not just a process within the missions; many secular NGOs
are going through the same process. Sending personnel to the South is not
something obvious any longer. I the South it is obvious that most of the
things that used to be done by the missionaries have now been taken over
by nationals. The Philippine representative2 at our consultation was quite
clear about this, saying that the Philippine church “wants to enrich Church
of Sweden by receiving missionaries – but missionaries are hardly
indispensable today”3.
Taken into consideration the costs and administrative work that today’s
labour legislation demands in the administration of missionaries it is quite
natural to raise the question whether we should go on sending missionaries
or not. It is a legitimate question that has to be raised and the answer to it
depends upon how you view things.
My answer to that question is a clear ‘yes’; if not, I would not have written
this article. I will argue for this yes in three short theses:
1) I do not believe in mission without missionaries
2
 Representing the Independent Philippine Church (Iglesia Filipina Independiente, IFI).
3
 Mission – an Open-ended Journey, p 7.
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We often say that mission is something that has to do with encounters. And
even if mission is much more, this encounter is very important, a meeting
between human beings, between different churches and cultures. In this
encounter between Christians from different cultural contexts something
dynamic, which is not always predictable, will take place. “The encounter
and the dialogue between people sharing their faith and their insights with
each other is one important way in which we can discover, together, the
liberating presence of God in the world.”4
And we find the missionary precisely in that encounter. To me, the
missionary is a bearer (carrier) of mission who makes it concrete. In his or
her person, the distance between churches and cultures is shortened.
2) The Church of Sweden sends missionaries also for its own sake
To Church of Sweden the perspective that we are part of the universal
church is important. Experiences from other churches in the worldwide
church can contribute to develop faith and life of our own church, but also
our understanding of the role of the church in society. The missionaries can
transmit these kinds of impulses both during and after having finished
missionary service.
3) Mission must be marked by reciprocity
A long time has passed since mission was a direction from the North to the
South, at least in theory. “Every Church wishing to take part in the missionary
task of the world-wide Church must be prepared to share experiences, in
mutuality, for example by sending out and receiving co-workers,” we state in
our policy. That this perspective is important for our partners became evident
in the consultation 2001. All partner representatives except one chose to
participate in that group that dealt with the issues about sending missionaries
from the south to Sweden. Within circles that are more radical, it is a question
about power. I once heard somebody coming from the south commenting
that it is in our part of the world that the decisions are taken. And then people
from the South would like to participate in this process.
4
 Quotation from the Policy for Church of Sweden Co-workers Commissioned to the World-
wide Church
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A month ago, the Lutheran bishop in Swaziland, Jeremiah Magagula, wrote
an article in the magazine of Church of Sweden, Kyrkans tidning5, which
also could illustrate these issues. He titles his article “Let us Develop our
Cooperation” and he writes about partnership. He also writes about the central
role of mission and about the role of missionaries, who he calls co-workers.
In our church relations we can still experience elements from passed years
when mission societies and mission churches were dictating the conditions.
… But today we are partners and must therefore share and respect each
other. Problems in co-operation become obvious when it comes to economic
questions. In these our brothers and sisters, who have economic resources,
can … still exemplify this mentality to dictate for the countries in the so-
called third world what they are supposed to do. …
To me the essence of partnership is to share. … We share our experiences,
we share our ideologies … we share our sorrows, we share our joy.
He continues:
We need to meet in order to maintain and nourish our co-operation. To
meet during both shorter and longer periods. … We do not need only
Swedish co-workers in Southern Africa, but also co-workers from ELCSA
that can be sent to work as pastors during some years abroad. Perhaps as
parish priests in a parish in Sweden.
The presence motive
If we accept the idea of sending (and receiving) missionaries it is of course
impossible to think that things have not changed. The twenty-first century
demands a new kind of missionaries. Under the title presence, we are trying
to describe it like this:
The occupational skills of co-workers who go abroad are important, but so
are other experiences and character traits. The ability to analyse theological
currents and political situations, a wish to be part of a process and the
courage to let oneself be influenced by this, become all the time more
important. The commissioned co-worker’s ability to share everyday life in
solidarity with the people s/he meets is as important as professional
background and occupational skills.
The word presence is often used to describe the task of those who are sent
abroad in service of the world-wide Church. Presence is important, as an
5
 Nr 35/2003
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expression of solidarity with sisters and brothers who live in difficult contexts,
where people are badly treated and human rights disrespected. The
commissioned co-worker will here become both an expression of solidarity
and a witness to the prevailing injustice between poor and rich. In the
encounter with the poor, the co-worker from Sweden will get to know new
faces of the Christian faith. Through this presence, the Church of Sweden
may acquire inspiration to renew and deepen its own faith and life.
The commissioned co-worker must carry an involvement, implying a wish
to step into a new context and regard this context not primarily as a working
place but as a home. The important task to live in close proximity must be
allowed to take time. Getting to know the culture, the language and how
the Church and its work function in the country to which s/he is going, is
therefore prioritised. To be present means, among other things, to participate
actively in the worship and congregational life of the Church, but it is also
important in contact with neighbours and on other social occasions that are
not directly work connected. The possibility to fulfil the task to be locally
present is influenced by the amount of time that the co-worker is present.6
The discussion around the presence motive was intense. To many it was a
very diffuse way of talking and some from an African context felt that it
was too much of a Latin American way of talking. I felt that we did not
really listen to each other at this point. And later on when I read the final
report from one of our Tanzania missionaries I found the following lines
which for me describe the presence motive – from an African context:
I am a dentist and as such I am close to people, which perhaps not always
is considered positively. But I talk with the patient while waiting for the
anaesthesia. I often talk with the mothers about their situation. This is a
way for me to learn about the circumstances here in Tanzania. I talk with
the children about their school. Here in Tanzania you normally don’t talk
with children about their situation, they are browbeaten and shy. Every
day some parent says to his/her child that s/he will be beaten if s/he refuses
to open up the mouth. Thus, one part of my mission as a missionary, except
from my professional position, is to transmit empathy for people. To be
nice in an unpleasant situation. It doesn’t cost extra but means a lot.7
6
 Quoted from ibid
7
 Bodil Sandin, Årsrapport för tiden 2002 t o m augusti 2003
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The time factor
The time factor is important. From being a lifelong commitment with
established periods of about five years, missionary contracts during the
1960s became three-year contracts. In the 1980s, this was changed and the
time was extended to four years with prolongations of two years. This was
done partly after reactions from partners who had expressed in terms that
“we do not want to have missionaries that provoke dust”. The idea was
taken from the man travelling in the desert causing a cloud of dust. He
stays by a bar to drink something and just when the dust has fallen down he
comes out and leaves provoking a new cloud of dust.
It takes time for the missionary to get to know the context in the country
and in the church and how life and activities relate to this context. And
after this, the partner expects the missionary to really contribute to the life
and witness of the church before going back to Sweden. In our debate
about the policy, time factor was highly controversial. Quality is more
important than quantity it was said. We do agree, but we also so see a
relation between quality and quantity in this connection. The quality in the
missionary’s work is intimately related to how well s/he is rooted in the
local context and a longer time in this context normally means a better
understanding. We tried to summarise this like this in the policy:  “The
possibility to fulfil the task to be locally present is influenced by the amount
of time that the co-worker is present.”
In the consultation our partners clearly underlined the importance of time
factor: “Nevertheless, solidarity is really the option to live and die with the
people; it is a deeply integrated part of a person’s life. In view of this, the
need for long time missionaries remains.”8
A continuous dialogue with partners about missionaries
I consider that we stand in a new situation regarding how we as a church
shall relate to other churches within the worldwide church. The question of
missionaries is one important issue on this agenda. Earlier, the sending
church unilaterally took decisions about missionaries, more or less as Bishop
Magagula expressed it. Today, mutuality is the only possible ground for a
8
 Mission – an Open-ended Journey, p 16
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continued exchange. This mutuality can only be based on an equal
partnership and a continuous dialogue about priorities. We must
acknowledge self-critically that a lot remains to do in this matter.
I must admit that I had hoped for challenges that are more forceful from
our partners during the consultation. Without exaggerating it, I want to
point to regional differences that might be related to historic relations.
Partners in Africa are more cautious to criticise us and try to feel how we in
the North want them to respond, while partners in Latin America are more
open and critically challenging. Partly this is because very few Latin
American partners historically and economically depend on us. Something
similar could be said about the independent Philippine church. This was
reflected in the consultation; however it gave us some important signals. I
have pointed to three of them:
 Time factor
 Participation in taking decisions about future missionary work
 Missionaries from the south to Sweden
A fourth dealt with how we shall name those who are sent to serve within
the worldwide church. Some had negative connotations regarding the
conception missionary, while for others it was neutral or even positive.
Somebody talked about co-worker as an alternative term. This had not so
much to do with negative associations regarding missionary, but was more
to underline the affinity with the receiving church.
We had asked Rosa Alayza, director of the Bartololmé de Las Casas-institute
in Lima to give some introductory ideas at the opening of the consultation.
Her four points are worthwhile reflecting more about:
1) To the missionaries their mission is a chance to meet with real people,
different people. To have the right attitude is important but not enough.
Missionaries must learn about how these people live in order to be able
to meet them for real. This meeting also offers missionaries an occasion
to discover new aspects and new encounters of human life.
2) Missionary work is like a journey. It is not something that can be planned
to the end, and you do not control everything.
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3) How can missionary work contribute to changes in the sending country?
This is not a merely personal experience. Perhaps it shall have
institutional consequences.
4) The mission context is now a globalised world. What have concepts
like solidarity and freedom to do with globalisation?9
Fundamental attitudes
Of what I has said so far is indicated that working with missionaries is a
tactful mission. It is both demanding personnel and money. Therefore it is
important with good preparation and planning of the content of missionary
work in each specific case. And for the missionary candidate it is important
to see her/his roots in our church and her/his values and attitudes.
We have in our policy tried to describe the approaches and attitudes, which
we think have an increasing importance for the future of the Church in our
world and therefore are fundamental for missionaries in our time. What is
at stake is to find people who have the requirements for what we mean is
the role of the missionaries in the twenty-first century:
• Interpreting the signs of the times
In a complex reality, demands for reflection on the role of the Church in
society are increasing. It is important that commissioned co-workers
try to interpret the signs of the times and strive to get to know the ethnical,
social, religious, political and economical conditions under which people
live. Then, such issues as human rights, HIV/aids, the effects of
globalisation, and environment become important. How can the Church,
locally and globally, understand and interpret its surrounding world and
the mission/task of the Church in this world?
• Working for the unity of the Church
For the Church of Sweden, working towards Church unity is a central
part of its mission task. Therefore, the Church of Sweden will continue to
strengthen ecumenical co-operation between Churches, both within and
outside the Lutheran community, and to contribute, within the Lutheran
community, with ecumenical perspectives. The commissioned co-worker
9
 Ibid, p 4
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is prepared to live in an open and ecumenical way and to seek contact
also with people and contexts outside the immediate work community.
• Meeting people of other faith
The basic assumption in work with issues concerning multi-faith
encounters is that there is but one God and that we should show respect
for the spiritual experience of all people. As Christians we are bound to
the revelation of Christ and called to witness about him. On the other
hand, we cannot limit God’s actions. God is larger than all human
conceptions and will not be restrained by human delimitation between
religious traditions. Be it thereby not said that all religion is equivalent.
Much abuse takes place in the name of religion. The Church can never
accept oppression - not even that which bears religious signatures. In
the co-operation for a better world there is nothing to hinder that
Christians work together with all people of good will. The commissioned
co-workers need a deeper understanding and knowledge about issues of
religious encounter. The experiences of partners and co-workers sent
abroad might greatly influence how our Church manages to meet the
challenges of a multi-cultural Sweden.
• Living in close proximity
In order to understand the reality in which our partners work, it is
important that the commissioned co-worker sees her/himself as the co-
worker of Christ and the servant of her or his fellow being and, therefore,
in lifestyle and standard of living tries to live as close to the people as
possible. The co-worker should not only actively participate in the daily
work but also be willing to share the reality of her/his context, problems
as well as joy. By living in close proximity, s/he will be able to identify
with the situation of people around, especially that of the poor and
oppressed. The co-worker should be humble and respectful before the
life and spiritual experience of the poor, and s/he should understand
that Christian faith in another culture will take on other than Western
forms of expression.
• Working for the participation of all
The conviction that all people are equal must permeate all Church work.
The international co-workers of the Church of Sweden should therefore
be aware of the uneven distribution of power which often is at hand in
the society and the Church where they work. Their work should be
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characterised by efforts to correct this imbalance, for example by working
actively to promote the equal participation of women in decision-making
processes. The role of young people in the Church and society needs to
be strengthened as well. The commissioned co-worker may play an
important part in the work to change decision-making processes that
are often hierarchical. Therefore, it is important to have knowledge of
organisations, human rights and democratic decision-making processes.10
Special competence
In order to function well in relation to the challenges of our time, the Church
of Sweden needs to equip its commissioned co-worker with competence
within among others the following areas:
 Conflict resolution and reconciliation
One area playing an increasingly important role in the future will be
that of conflict resolution and reconciliation. The number of local
conflicts and civil wars in the world will probably increase; thus, an
increasing number of Church of Sweden co-workers who are sent abroad
will find themselves affected by them. Conflict resolution and
reconciliatory work will become all the more important for the worldwide
Church. Since reconciliation is central to faith in the Church, qualified
reflection over the part that the commissioned co-worker will play in
this work is needed.
 Popular education
The task of the commissioned co-worker as teacher and conveyor of
knowledge has decreased, but the demand for pedagogical skills is still
large. Pedagogical competence is needed to move focus from teaching
to common understanding, development of knowledge and learning.
This idea is in line with Swedish traditions of popular education and
with the work developed in many places in the South to strengthen poor
people in their struggle for dignified conditions and societal influence.
A fruitful exchange may here take place, as the commissioned co-worker
shares her/his experiences of life and teaching with partners.
10
 Quoted from Policy for Church of Sweden Co-workers Commissioned to the World-wide
Church
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 Communication skills
In present power structures, it is important to strengthen the voice of the
poor. This may be done both by alternative forms of communication
and by giving them access to already accessible media. The co-workers
sent abroad by the Church of Sweden may play a role in this, and
therefore the communicative perspective is important, both during the
period of service with the partner and after the return to Sweden –
something that both the partner and the Church of Sweden will benefit
from. Knowledge about theories of communication, media practise and
communication techniques, as well as insights into ”cross-cultural
communication” is a prerequisite for this.11
Our mission to put into practice these ideas has just started.
11
 Quoted from ibid
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A Comparative Study of Rituals for the
Sending Forth of Missionaries by Nordic
Mission Societies and Churches1
Ghita Olsen
This study is part of a Nordic Ecumenical Council research project called
‘Theology and Terminology of Rituals for Ordination and Commitment in
Churches in the Nordic Countries of Europe’ and my task has been to do
both a comparative study of rituals for admittance to diaconal ministry in
the Nordic Evangelical Lutheran churches and a comparative study of rituals
for sending forth of missionaries by Nordic mission societies. It is the last
one that will be presented here. The Nordic research project on ordination
is in its last phase and hopefully the results will be published next year.
In the beginning of the year 2002 I contacted the main mission organisations
in all the Nordic countries to get their rituals and I received ten rituals from
twelve different mission societies and churches, representing both
established churches and Free Churches. I will briefly present the twelve
mission societies and churches.
All Finnish Lutheran mission societies use the same ritual. Three
organisations sent me material.
Finland:
1) The Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission, FELM, which is an official
missionary organisation of The Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland
with around 300 missionaries.
2) Messengers is a Lutheran missionary organisation based in Finland. Its
main commitment is to transmit the Gospel by radio to those parts of the
world that cannot easily be reached through traditional missionary work.
1
 Paper presented at the NER/NIME conference Misjonæren – person og tjeneste October
3-5, 2003 at Lislund, Denmark.
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3) Lutheran Evangelical Association of Finland, LEAF, has about 60
missionaries.
I also received rituals from three Norwegian, three Swedish and three Danish
organisations.
Norway:
1) Norwegian Missionary Society, NMS, an independent organisation
within the Church of Norway and has about 150 missionaries.2
2) Norwegian Lutheran Mission, NLM, is also an independent organisation
within the Church of Norway.
3) Baptist Union of Norway was founded in 1879 and started foreign
mission in 1915.
Sweden:
1) The Church of Sweden Mission, CSM, which is an official part of Church
of Sweden, has about 60 missionaries.
2) Mission Covenant Church of Sweden, MCC of Sweden, is a community
of 840 Swedish congregations with foreign mission in various countries.3
3) Swedish Evangelical Mission, SEM, was founded in 1856 as an
independent mission society within the Church of Sweden, first an as
inner mission movement. But foreign mission was taken up from the
start. Since 1997 the work abroad has been integrated with Church of
Sweden Mission and Church of Sweden Aid.
Denmark:
1) Danmission was established January 1st 2000 as a continuation of the
Danish Santal Mission and the Danish Mission Society and has at present
60 missionaries and volunteers. Danmission is an independent mission
society within the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Denmark. This is
also the status of the
2) Danish Sudan Mission (DSM) is an independent mission society within
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Denmark.
2
 The ritual analysed is the commissioning ritual. There is also a sending ritual and this has
become the most commonly used for short-term missionaries.
3
 The ritual analysed is from the new service book of November 2003.
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3) Danish Evangelical Mission (DEM) is an independent mission society
within the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Denmark. In 2001 DEM
had 10 missionaries and a number of short-term volunteers.
In my study I examined the rituals as texts and looked at differences and
similarities of the rituals, the function of the rituals and what they express
of the ministry of a missionary. I have found some variation in the
terminology used for this ritual, and it also varies who celebrates the ritual.
The following chart gives an overview of the differences.
ORGANISATION TERM OFFICIANT
FELM, Messengers, LEAF blessing  (velsignelse) a bishop
NMS commissioning  (vigsling) not specified
NLM commissioning   (innvielse) the chairman
Baptist Union of Norway commissioning   (innvielse) the secretary general
CSM sending forth   (sändning) a bishop
MCC of Sweden set aside           (avskilja) the mission leader
SEM sending forth the district leader
Danmission commissioning (indvielse) and sending forth a pastor
DSM sending forth a pastor
DEM commissioning (indvielse) and sending forth a pastor
Table 1 Terminology and officiant
It is significant that during the latest 30 years the terms for these rituals
have changed. For instance in Sweden there was a change from the term
vigning (ordination) used in the service book from 1942 to the term sending
in the service book from 1969. In Finland there was a change, too, from the
term vigning used in the service book from 1963 to the term blessing in the
service book from 1984. I find that these changes reflect a change in the
understanding of the ritual and of the missionary. The ritual is seen not as
an act of ordination and not only a matter of sending forth to some distant
place, but a matter of mere sending based on baptism.
This chart also reflects that the relationship of the mission societies to the
church varies. In Sweden and Finland there is a close connection between
the Evangelical Lutheran church and the societies. CSM and FELM are
official missionary organisations of Church of Sweden and the Evangelical
Lutheran Church of Finland respectively, and we see a bishop as the officiant
in these rituals. The ritual used by FELM, Messengers and LEAF is a ritual
for blessing of missionaries authorised by the Evangelical Lutheran Church
of Finland and a part of the church’s service book. A new service book is
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on its way and it is expected that it will no longer contain a specific ritual
for missionaries. Instead there is a proposal of one common ordination
ritual for all services in the church.
In Norway and Denmark the mission societies are within the church, but
not under the authority of the church. It is therefore one from the
organisation, possibly the leader/a pastor, who celebrates the ceremony.
The NLM, Baptist Union of Norway, MCC of Sweden and SEM are Free
Churches or Free Church organisations.
The main elements and structure of the various rituals also varies, as seen
in the chart below. For all the rituals it applies that they are included in an
ordinary service or High Mass. It is also common for all rituals that a group
of assistants participates by reading the biblical texts and/or deed
(‘kaldsbrev’) and in the imposition of hands during the central prayer of
the ceremony. There is no information on who chooses the assistants or
who they are to be.
Finnish NMS NLM Baptist CSM MCC SEM Dan- DSM DEM
ritual Union of of mission
Norway Sweden
Presen- Presen- Intro Presen- Readings Presen- Allocu- Allocu- Intro Presen-
tation tation prayer tation tation tion4 tion prayer tation
Readings Intro Allocu- Readings Allocu- Allocu- Presen- Readings Allocu- Readings
prayer tion tion tion tation tion
Commit- Readings Readings Exhorta- Presen- Readings Commit- Exhorta- Readings Commit-
ments tion tation ments tion ments
Blessing Allocu- Presen- Commit- Commit- Commit- Readings Commit- Commit- Prayer
tion tation ments ments ments ments ments
Prayer Exhor- Commit- Prayer Prayer Prayer Prayer Prayer Prayer
tation ments
Sending Commit- Prayer Sending Sending Sending Sending
ments
Prayer Sending
Sending
Presen- Presen- Intro Presen- Readings Presen- Allocu- Allocu- Intro Presen-
tation tation prayer tation tation tion4 tion prayer tation
Readings Intro Allocu- Readings Allocu- Allocution Presentation
prayer tion Readings tion Allocution Readings
Table 2: Main elements and structure
4
 The allocution is a technical term for the general speech given by the officiant
(‘sändningstal’).
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Many of the rituals include a presentation section. It is usually stated who
the missionary is, by whom he/she is called to the service as a missionary,
and where he/she will work as a missionary. Two of the presentations include
a deed (‘kaldsbrev’) being read aloud (NLM and SEM).
The second chart shows that three elements are found in all the rituals:
Scriptural readings, the missionary’s commitment and a prayer with
imposition of hands (‘Prayer’ in table 2). I will go into detail with these
three common elements of the rituals to see what is said of the ministry of
a missionary through the biblical readings, the exhortation and pledges and
the central prayer.
The biblical readings are expected to express the biblical basis of and the
responsibility and blessing of this specific ministry. Not surprisingly all
rituals include Matthew 28:18-20, the commission to bring the Good News
to the whole world.5 This reflects the mission tradition of the Enlightenment6
that was dominant until the fifties and to which all the mission organisations
in this study belong. Since then the concept of missio Dei has become
predominant in modern theology of mission.7 As for New Testament texts
the Gospel of John is the most representative of the missio Dei thought, but
in these ten rituals the relevant parts of the Gospel of John (such as chapter
17 or chapter 20) are rarely used. The exceptions are the Finnish ritual and
the second choice of readings in the Danmission ritual. Concerning the
choice of readings the rituals seem to be a bit ‘outdated’. The new situation
of mission might call for other biblical readings.
When we look closer at the content of the readings, we find in the Free
Churches NLM, Baptist Union of Norway and MCC of Sweden a tendency
to focus on the gifts and the personal equipment for the missionary, such as
strength and endurance. The Finnish ritual emphasise that the missionary
must live as an example to others. The other churches and organisations
show a tendency to focus on the task of the missionary. The readings speak
of the absolute need for a messenger to bring the Good News of salvation,
5
 CSM use the texts of the actual Sunday, but normally Matt. 28 is read, too. The first of the
possible series of readings in the ritual from the Baptist Union of Norway does not include
Matt. 28.
6
 David J. Bosch: Transforming Mission. Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, New
York 1991, p. 341.
7
 Ibid., p. 389.
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being ambassadors for Christ, of workers for the harvest, of the good
shepherd that goes also to the sheep outside the fold. And they speak about
preaching the Gospel, not to be ashamed of it and draw people to Christ.
As shown in the second chart all the rituals have a specific commitments
section. Some of the rituals have an exhortation just before this section or
as part of it. Subsequently the missionaries are expected to verbally commit
themselves to the ministry by giving one or more pledges. The commitments
may be sealed with a handshake of fellowship. In the ten rituals this is only
the case for the Norwegian NMS ritual and the Danish rituals, possibly due
to the common roots of ordination rituals in Church of Norway and the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Denmark dating back to the Church Ritual
of 1685.
The Finnish ritual contains no exhortation before the pledges. The
missionary promises to receive the mission commission, to be faithful and
live as an example to the congregation.
NMS: This section has similarities with the pastor’s ordination from the
authorised service book of Church of Norway. The last exhortation of the
exhortation section are identical with the last exhortation of pastors and
says: ‘To live by the word of God and by study and prayer penetrate more
deeply into the holy scriptures and the truths of the Christian belief’. The
missionary is exhorted to be obedient to the Lord and faithful to the word
of God and the confession of the church. In the single pledge he/she promises
to faithfully do what he/she was just exhorted to do.
NLM: In this ritual the section has confessional character. The first three
questions begin: ‘Do you believe’. The missionary is asked if he/she believes
that the Bible is the Word of God, that Jesus Christ is true God and true
human being, etc., taken from the Apostolic and the Nicene Creed. Then
he/she is asked if he/she believes that ‘it is only due to Him and caught by
faith that we have forgiveness for our sins and children’s right with God’.
The fourth question asks for the missionary to declare that his/her faith is
in agreement with the symbolic books of Church of Norway – in so far as
he/she knows himself/herself! In the fifth question the missionary is asked
if he/she will live a life worthy of a servant of the Lord. Central words are
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faithfulness, diligence, and readiness. This is a repetition of the wording of
the deed read aloud earlier in the ceremony (in the Presentation section).
Baptist Union of Norway: The missionary promises to be faithful to God
and the Baptist Union in his/her service, to work for good collaboration on
the mission field and accept the leadership of the Baptist Union of Norway.
CSM: The missionary is asked if he/she with the help of God will do the task
he/she is called to. MCC of Sweden: First the missionary must confess his/
her faith in Jesus Christ as crucified, dead and resurrected. Next he/she must
confirm the willingness to be sent to the specific place and to serve in
fellowship with the church there and with the gifts of grace he/she has received.
Finally the missionary promises to follow the rules and regulations of MCC
of Sweden. SEM has no pledges. But the deed read aloud earlier in the
ceremony (in the Presentation) contains an exhortative element, when it states
that a missionary is called to be faithful towards the Lord and the church.
Danmission: The missionary is first exhorted to proclaim for people that
God’s kingdom is at hand and they must repent and believe in Jesus Christ
(cf. Mark 1:14), then he/she is exhorted to do the deeds of love against
people and live among them seemly for a servant of Christ. In the single
pledge the missionary promises to take on this ministry according to the
grace that God will grant him/her.
DSM: The missionary is asked if he/she is willing to travel to the specific
place as missionary.
DEM: The missionary promises to undertake the ministry and do it according
to the grace that God will grant him/her. He/she is exhorted to do the
missionary task to the honour of God, for the edification of His church and
its unity, and for the benefit and salvation of his/her fellow human being.
In general the exhortation and commitments admonishes the new missionary
to personal faith and obedience towards Jesus Christ and the church or
organisation that sends forth the missionary. Most of the rituals emphasise
the missionary’s faithfulness (to God, the Word, the church).
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I find two types of commitments: A confessional or creedal (NLM, MCC
of Sweden) where the missionary is commissioned on the basis of a
declaration of faith. In this case the missionary first has to affirm that he/
she has the right relation to Scripture and Creed as well as the right will to
faithfulness. We might say the inner calling of the individual for the task
ahead is emphasised.
In the other type the main element is that the missionary promises to do,
what he/she is just exhorted to and/or take on the specific ministry he/she is
called to by the church or organisation. Here the outer calling is emphasised.
One of the characteristics when an individual is given a public commission in
the church is the celebration of a prayer with imposition of hands.
Traditionally this prayer is epicletic, invoking the Holy Spirit, praying that He
confers charisms for the specific ministry on the person. Moreover it is an act
of intercessory prayer for God’s blessing of the person and of his/her ministry.
This prayer is found in some form in all the rituals, but we see different
terms for this action in the rituals. NMS and DEM call it ‘imposition of
hands and prayer’, while DSM use the term ‘sending with imposition of
hands’. The Finnish ritual calls it ‘blessing for the missionary commission’
and CSM ‘blessing and sending’. MCC of Sweden and SEM call it
‘intercessory prayer’. Baptist Union of Norway calls it ‘prayer of
commissioning during the imposition of hands’, NLM ‘commissioning’,
and Danmission ‘commissioning and sending’. I will take a closer look at
the content of this section of the various rituals.
The Finnish ritual: The wording of this section is quite similar to other
rituals of the service book of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Finland,
e.g. the one for deacons. The bishop says: ‘With the authority that according
to God’s will is given to me by Christ’s Church I bless you to the commission
in the service of the mission in the name of the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit’. The bishop and the assistants now impose their hands on the
missionary’s head and the bishop prays a short prayer of blessing: ‘May
God, the Triune, bless and sanctify you that you may always and everywhere
serve Christ’s Church.’. After the removal of the hands, while the missionary
is still kneeling, the bishop prays a prayer of thanksgiving and for blessing
of the missionary work in general. It ends with an eschatological affirmation:
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‘Lord, we look forward to that day when You will be praised in all tongues
and Your law will fill heaven and earth’.
NMS: The prayer is very similar to the ordination prayer of the ordinations
rituals in the service book of Church of Norway. The text of Matthew 9:37-
38 is interwoven with this prayer for workers for the harvest, a tradition
that goes back to Luther.8 Then it is prayed for that God will send His Spirit
with the gifts required for the ministry. It ends with a declaration that the
missionary is now rightly called and holds the authority and responsibility
that belongs to ‘his holy calling’.
NLM: A free prayer with imposition of hands. It ends with The Lord’s Prayer.
The prayer refers to the preceding confession, when it opens with the words:
‘In accordance with this your confession and pledge, we commission you
in the name of the Triune God to the deed, you are called to’.
Baptist Union of Norway: Either a free prayer or a given prayer that God
will send the Holy Spirit with gifts of wisdom, advice, knowledge, strength,
love and devoutness. This section ends with a declaration: ‘In the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ, Lord of the congregation, we declare that you are
commissioned to the service as missionary’.
CSM: The ritual itself mentions no prayer with imposition of hands, but the
rubrics of the booklet used by CSM specify that at this point of the service
the missionary/the whole missionary family go to the altar. They kneel and
during imposition of hands, the bishop prays: ‘Go forth to your ministry in
the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit’. To the children the
bishop says: ‘The God of your baptism is with you all days and until the
end of time’. There is no epiclesis and no specific gifts are prayed for. The
prayer is clearly meant as a general blessing of the whole family.
MCC of Sweden: The mission leader prays a free intercessory prayer. The
ritual itself does not mention imposition of hands, but in the constitution of
MCC of Sweden the imposition of hands during this prayer is prescribed.
8
 This prayer for workers for the harvest goes back to the ordination prayer in Martin
Luther’s ordination ritual from Agenda Wittenberg 1537/1539 (James Puglisi: The Process
of Admission to Ordained Ministry: The First Lutheran, Reformed, Anglican, and Wesleyan
Rituals: A Comparative Study (Vol. II). Minnesota 1998, p. 4f).
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The section ends with the declaration: ‘God has found you to be worthy of
trust and has taken you in His service’.
SEM: The section begins with a reference to Apostolic Tradition followed
by a free intercessory prayer.
Danmission: During the imposition of hands the pastor prays for blessing
of the missionary and for God’s help.
DSM: The content of the prayer is about God’s blessing of the missionaries,
that He will keep them humble and in good health and let people meet the
Gospel through their service. Unity between the missionaries and the ones
who send them forth are emphasised. The prayer contains no epiclesis.
DEM: The prayer asks for blessing of the missionary and the family of the
missionary, that God will keep him/her humble and in good health and
send him/her the Holy Spirit that he/she may draw people to God through
his/her service.
When we look at this central part of the rituals for sending forth of
missionaries, we must ask, what the character of the ritual is; what action
the ritual communicates. Is the ritual instrumental – does God act, so that a
missionary is created? Is there a transformation of the object of the ritual
and a transference of different gifts of the Holy Spirit? Or is the ritual
expressive – an act of confirmation of the calling, both the inner calling of
the individual and the calling of the mission society or church? Or is it
maybe an intercessory prayer characterised by wish?
The answer whether the rituals are instrumental or expressive is not
obvious. One ritual, the one from NMS, is clearly instrumental, though.
The course of events in this ritual is as follows. First a prayer that God
will send His Spirit and various gifts, followed by a declaration that the
missionary now is rightly called. Something has clearly happened. The
Baptist Union of Norway and SEM include the same elements, but as
seen above, the commitments section of these rituals had an expressive
character. For the majority of the rituals more than anything else they
take the form of an intercessory prayer, a prayer for blessing of the
missionary and his/her task.
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The conclusions from my study is therefore that the majority of the rituals for
sending forth of missionaries primarily communicate an act of intercession by
which the missionaries are strengthened for their task and upheld by the
acknowledgement and prayers of the congregation.9 But there are visible
differences between established churches and Free Churches. The Free Church
rituals are more expressive, confessional and contain free prayers, and they focus
on the missionary as a person, while the other rituals focus on the sending and are
more instrumental – with the ritual from NMS as the most significant one.
A study of the Danish rituals for deacons and missionaries published in
1989 concluded that these rituals were very similar to the ordination rituals
for pastors.10 This close connection I don’t find today – with the exception
of the NMS ritual. It seems there has really been a shift the last 15-20
years. The ordination aspects in the rituals for sending forth of missionaries
are toned down. Also the shift in the terminology for this ritual, as mentioned
above, shows that the rituals are no longer seen as acts with parallels to that
of the ordination of a pastor, and not only as a matter of sending forth a
missionary to some distant place, but more a matter of sending based on
baptism. Today there seems to be less focus on the missionary and more on
the general call to mission.
The reason for this development may well be the influence of the Lima
document of the Faith and Order Commission, Baptism, Eucharist and
Ministry (BEM) with its emphasis on the threefold ministry of bishop, priest
and deacon. The Lima document has resulted in a strengthening of the
position of the deacon in the Nordic churches.11 In some of the Nordic
churches the deacon is now regarded as part of the ecclesiastical office. In
my other study of the rituals for admittance to diaconal ministry I have
found many similarities with the pastors ordination. In line with this
development for the deacons, the rituals for sending forth of missionaries
seem to have changed. What we mainly find today are acts of intercession
– prayer and wishes for a blessing of the missionary and his/her task.
9
 My study for the ordination project includes more aspects than this paper, also how the
role of the congregation is expressed in the various rituals.
10
 Hans Raun Iversen: ‘Missionær-, diakon- og sekretærindvielser i Danmark’. In: Under
bøn og håndspålæggelse. Indvielse af missionærer, diakoner og præster, ed. Hans Raun
Iversen and V. Tranholm Mikkelsen, Frederiksberg 1989, p. 65-117.
11
 For in-depth information on this, see my prize dissertation Den teologiske debat om
diakonatet i de nordiske folkekirker, Copenhagen 2000. Available at Bethesdas bookshop
in Copenhagen. E-mail: bog@bethesdas.dk
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Letters from the Field:
The Stories of a Woman Missionary
Birgitta Meurling
I first met Anna when working on my dissertation about clergymen’s wives
(Meurling 1996).1 She was one of my informants and her life story appeared
to be fascinating, because she had not only been a clergyman’s wife in
Sweden but also a missionary in India. As this was not the focus of my
research at that time, I did not describe in my thesis the detail of her
missionary career. This article provides this, which discusses some central
themes in the story – or more exactly stories – of Anna’s missionary life.2
The right choice?
While sitting in Anna’s sitting room talking about her life as a missionary
in India and a clergyman’s wife in Sweden, I ask if she at any time regretted
following her husband Olov out to the mission field. She answers:
Well, yes, I have some time, when it has been to hard. When my mother
died and I wasn’t at home. Then you feel that despair… Nevertheless, when
looking back, you hope that God would have stopped me in one way or
another, if it had been totally against His will.
This quotation reveals some central characteristics of Anna’s reports about
her time in the mission field. The question whether she did the right thing,
when choosing the man and the mission rather than her duty to her ageing
parents in Sweden has remained with her since she left them. She also keep
asking herself whether she received the vocational calling from God or if it
was a consequence of her marriage. Her written reports omit these doubts.
1
 The names of Anna and her relatives are fictive. Because Anna does not want her name to
be published, I do not reveal the titles of her articles and book, but the material I use for
comparisons can be found in the reference list.
2
 This article is a somewhat abridged version of my Swedish article “Brev från fältet. En
kvinnlig missionärs berättelser” (Meurling 2001).
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The purpose of this article is to compare the reports written by Anna with
her later oral commentaries in interviews conducted in the late 1980s. What
kinds of issues are absent from the reports but are contained in the interviews,
and how can we interpret this difference? What do Anna’s reports tell us
about the mission field? What does she tell us about the gender
characteristics of missionary work?
Anna, who worked as a missionary from the 1940s to the 1960s, has written,
during her long life, many letters, articles and one book for reading aloud.
I have particularly studied this latter one. To give the reader an idea of how
Anna describes her life, I have included many quotations from her in this
article, which I have translated into English from the Swedish original.3
The missionary story – a genre
Descriptions of the missionary enterprise are as old as missionary activities
in the field. Printed and oral missionary descriptions express unique and
personal experiences to various degrees, but they are also a kind of genre
governed by specific criteria that determine the form of the reports. These
missionary accounts include autobiographies, diaries, letters, and lectures.
They describe the missionary work as indispensable and successful; in other
words, this is also propagational and promotional literature. These narratives
and stories can be described as a dialogue between missionaries working
in foreign countries and their friends and relatives at home, but also between
their texts and the texts of other missionaries, what is usually called
intertextuality.4 The missionary story constitutes specific criteria that are
well known to missionary people (Claesson 1999:28–35; cf. Honko 1998).
The stories recount dramatic events in missionary lives and about everyday
life in the field. The function of these accounts is normative: they describe
the work not only as it is but also as it should be. They appeal to emotion,
trying to convince the reader that the missionary task is important and worthy
of earnest consideration and support by Christian people at home
(Mikaelsson 1992:297, 302). In other words, they legitimate the
3
 I would like to thank Birgitta Hellmark Lindgren (Uppsala), Ulf Himmelstrand (Uppsala),
Karin Sarja (Uppsala) and Lisen Sundqvist (Turku) for useful discussions about research
on missionaries and the mission field.
4
 Intertextuality means that no text is isolated but is a part of a net of relations to other texts
(Nationalencyklopedin 1992).
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missionaries’ activities. A central aspect here is financial. The early
missionaries were dependent on financial support from friends of the mission
at home. Therefore, it was necessary to underline that missionary work
was an important task in the service of God as well as urgent for the
“heathens” amongst whom they worked. During the later part of the
twentieth century, missionaries received financial support from other
sources, but the matrix of the missionary story dominated the reports for
many decades.
The missionary reports are coloured by personal experience as well as by
the format of official discourse: missionaries should write about their work
in reports and letters, as it was part of their job (Sundqvist 1998: 89). Of
course, the writing of letters home also fulfilled other and more personal
functions. The longing for home is continually noticeable. This is also true
for Anna’s corpus of writing.
Girls’ boarding-school in Usilampatti: the school staff in 1938. In the centre of the
second row are Signe Wikander, Elsa Himmelstrand and John Himmelstrand.
(Photographer unknown. Svenska kyrkans Missionsarkiv, Uppsala.)
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Twice forgotten
For a long time, a missionary was synonymous with being a man, and in
the Church of Sweden Mission5 where Anna and Olov worked, the
missionary was normally an ordained man (Claesson 1997:199; Sarja
2000:71ff.). This fact influenced attitudes to missionary service. (Olov was
ordained and had worked as a clergyman in Sweden before travelling to
India.) Thus, to missionise was to discharge sacerdotal duties. The existence
of women missionaries was, at the beginning, a challenge and engendered
a discussion about professionalism. Were women missionaries “real”
missionaries? Moreover, were they “real” women? A more suitable role for
a woman should be that of a missionary’s wife or perhaps of his assistant.
These traditional attitudes lasted for a long time and were still present when
Anna began her missionary career in 1940s. These attitudes influenced the
kind of tasks a missionary should carry out:
… mission work consisted of tasks and duties that were intimately associated
with the male missionary’s sacerdotal role. To missionise became
indistinguishable from preaching the Gospel, redeeming, and baptising.
The entry of women missionaries into this arena not only challenged
definitions of missionary eligibility, but also the type of work permissible
within mission. (Sarja 1997:121; translated from the Swedish original.)
Women who asserted their position as professional missionaries challenged
the SKM concept of a clericalised mission limited solely to the ordained.
This was because the position of these women as “true” missionaries was
called into question. Instead, they were seen as missionary wives and/or
assistants (Sarja 1995:162, 2000; Furberg 1962:220). A woman missionary
who married a male missionary had to relinquish her vocational position,
which was both frustrating and disappointing (Sarja 1995:169). At the
institutional level and from the beginning, women were denied formal rights
such as participating in the election of delegates to the mission’s
representative body, as well themselves standing for election for various
offices. From about 1900, women began to gain some influence in these
matters, both in Sweden and in Norway (Nyhagen Predelli 2000; Sarja
1995, 2000).
5
 The Church of Sweden Mission was founded in 1874 (Sarja 1995:157).
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The status of women missionaries continued to be unclear unto the middle
of the twentieth century. Married women, like Anna, could be sent formally
as missionaries, but they were still primarily seen as missionaries’ wives
and they did not receive a salary as the income of their husbands was meant
to support the whole family. “That is what one can call a patriarchal attitude”,
Anna says laughing. The situation changed. When out in the mission field,
women needed to have professional work in order to qualify for a Swedish
supplementary pension.
It is not only within mission organisations that women have been
subordinated, as this is also the case with missiological research. Despite
the fact that women have achieved much important work for missions,
researchers have not paid much attention to their lives and work (Sarja
2000:67; see Claesson 1997; Sundqvist 1998:86).6 In recent years, their
efforts have been highlighted to some extent. The question has been raised
as to whether or not missions have had an emancipatory potential or a
retarding effect on women’s liberation (see Bowie et al. 1994). There are
no doubt national as well as individual differentiations.7 In the case of
Swedish women missionaries, Karin Sarja (1995, 2000, 2002) states that
we can find the full range of experiences. On the one hand, they were
released from constraining gender roles at home, while, on the other hand,
as missionaries, they were subordinate within a patriarchal organisation.
The woman, the man and the mission
Women missionaries were often professionally qualified nurses, teachers
and deaconess; Anna is no exception.8 Her parents were not wealthy, but
they saved money and were able to afford to send Anna to university, where
she studied for some years and gained a university degree. However, to
become a teacher – and that was what she really wanted – she had to take a
final diploma at a teacher training college at the university. She never had
the opportunity to do so.
6
 They constituted a numerically superior group (Sarja 1995, 2000; Nyhagen Predelli
2000:34).
7
 For a survey, see Nyhagen Predelli 2000.
8
 Those were also common professions of clergymen’s wives (Meurling 1996).
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Why, then, did she become a missionary? In contrast to many of her
colleagues, it was not the vocation, her curiosity, or the love of adventure
that were motivational factors: it was a man. She was engaged to a young
theologian, Olov, who had a clerical and missionary calling and therefore
had chosen the missionary life. He presented her with an ultimatum: if she
did not go with him to India as a missionary, he would leave her. Thus, she
was more or less, forced emotionally into a missionary life as a missionary
bride of modern times (cf. Claesson 1997:201). She told me:
When I heard about Olov’s calling to be a missionary, I thought that I
should go with him. However, it was very, very difficult. Moreover, I was
worried about something else: was I myself called or was I called because
of belonging to him or…? This also caused me anguish. / … / And then one
becomes so terribly helpless and thinks that: is this wrong or why does
God not prevent me if it is not His will, why am I not stopped? Then one
seems envious to those who move onwards with resoluteness and
determination, and thinks: “This I know, I know that I am called, I know I
shall be here”, and so on, like Olov did, for example. He did not hesitate.
He knew he was called, he knew when he was called. And myself, I did it
for his sake or…?
The vocational calling constitutes the core of the missionary life and a
central motif of the missionary stories and narratives as well (Richette 1991,
354f), a fact that is illustrated above.9 These stories reveal the relationship
between the religion and personal decisions such as choice of profession
and choice of husband/wife. Anna was not sure that she really was meant
to be a missionary at all. In contrast, Olov was convinced that the meaning
of his life was to become a missionary and, if necessary, he would have left
Anna in Sweden, because the vocational calling was more important to
him than anything else (cf. Mikaelsson 1992:302; Claesson 1997:205;
Sundqvist 1998:89). Nevertheless, it was not easy for him either. They
both left their ageing parents at home and as Anna was her parent’s only
child, it was an extremely hard decision to make. A veritable crisis in her
life was caused by the fact that both her mother and father died when she
was abroad, something that she describes as one of the traumatic experiences
of her life: she was not there when they needed her.
The consequence of Anna’s choice of “the man and the mission” was that
she never had the opportunity to complete her education, which was a serious
disappointment that she referred to several times during the interviews.
9
 For a further discussion of the life (hi)story research, see Arvidsson 1998.
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Certainly, she worked as a teacher both in Sweden and in India, but she never
gained a formal teaching diploma. This example of the subordination of a
woman to her husband highlights the subject of the mission gender system.
Letters from the Indian field
Despite her doubts, Anna was, in one sense at least, the perfect missionary:
she liked writing.10 During her periods in India, she wrote hundreds of
letters, she also wrote articles for missionary papers and she wrote a book
for a readership derived from the sewing circles at home. She discussed
with me her urge to write and said that this was perhaps the task chosen for
her by God. She wrote with the purpose of convincing herself, as well as
the friends of the mission at home, that mission service was a deserving
cause. Personally, I think that her writing also served as a kind of therapy
to her. As with other missionaries’ narratives, we can interpret Anna’s texts
as an integrated part of the ‘grand narrative of the mission’ (Claesson
1997:211). In addition, the interviews with her need to be understood in a
wider context: a worldwide web of missionary stories.
Anna and Olov went to India for the first time after their missionary sending
worship service in June 1946. Anna started her work as a teacher for Swedish
children, in a school in the mountains of South India, while Olov studied
languages. Later he went down to the plains, which at that time needed
missionary personnel. After a time Anna joined him.
The first encounter with Indian culture was problematic and Anna describes,
just like many other missionaries, her frustration when meeting local people,
with whom it was not always easy to come into contact (Olofsson 1954:12).
To some extent, this was a problem of language, also experienced by Anna
and Olov. When they had learnt the Tamil language, they found that contact
with people was much easier to establish.
Later on, Anna and Olov moved to Madurai and now Anna worked as
Olov’s assistant. She liked working together with him and joined him in
several activities. She also ran a Sunday school. For the last year of their
10
 Of course, also others apart from missionaries wrote letters that was sent to friends and
relatives at home, for example anthropologists. Margaret Mead’s (1977) book Letters from
the Field 1925–1975 has inspired me in the choice of title of this article.
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first period in India, they moved to a little town in the south, where Olov
worked as a district superintending missionary. Their home became a kind
of centre for people and Anna describes this period as “a good time”. For
the first time, she felt that her work was of importance, in particular in
helping the poor people of the neighbourhood.
The life in Pollachi
In the beginning of the 1950s, Anna and Olov went to India for a second
period, this time accompanied by their one-year-old son. They went to the
west coast and lived for five years in Pollachi, a minor town. Anna writes
in her book:
Pollachi is an ordinary rural Indian countryside town of around 40,000
inhabitants, 40 kilometres south of the county town of Coimbatore and
150 kilometres as the crow flies from the west cost. The Swedish mission
had worked here since 1906. In the beautiful church, designed by Pastor P.
Knutsson, every Sunday at 8.30 a.m. a congregation comes together,
consisting of Lutherans, Thomas Christians, Syrian Christians and members
of the Church of South India. All these denominations, except the Lutherans,
had no church buildings of their own in the town.
During this period, Olov worked as leader of evangelisation teams in the
villages in the neighbourhood and worked closely together with Indian
clergymen, teachers and evangelists. In the area, mainly casteless people
lived and many of these worked as farm workers. The main tasks for the
missionaries were to support those in need and the work was of a very
practical nature: to help families to give their children the opportunity to
continue their schooling, to help the Tamil Church with their boarding-
schools, and to help the many beggars. Anna means that laziness and begging
needed to be stopped, but she also shows compassion with poor people:
“We cannot understand what it is like to be so shockingly poor as these
people are and we cannot demand – as little as we do in the West – that a
person should behave as a saint as soon as she became Christian.”
A crucial point that the missionary stories, narratives and early
ethnographical reports about foreign cultures and peoples, all have in
common is the comparisons between “them” and “us”. The missionaries
are attracted to as well as disgusted by foreign people. “The others” are
admired and repudiated at the same time, and described in a very stereotype
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way (cf. Mikaelsson 1992:298). Therefore, many narratives emphasised
the contrasts, and local people are often negatively described as heathens,
savages or children. They are assumed to be living in a mental darkness,
longing for the Gospel and salvation although unaware of this themselves.
One of the fellow-workers of the Church of Swedish Mission:
the elementary school teacher Josef with his little daughter, from the 1950s.
(Photographer: Anders Andrén. Svenska kyrkans Missionsarkiv, Uppsala.)
Some of these preconceptions are also found in Anna’s reports, as when
she writes that one of the most important tasks is to educate people in
different ways: they must learn how to handle their food, how to read and
write, how to teach their children good manners, how to behave and sing in
church etc.
The singing is shrill and unmelodic, and the number of songs that they
know by heart is most limited. It requires a great deal of assiduous training
and teaching, before these people learn to worship in a dignified manner.
Much is dependant on the evangelists. In some parishes with zealous
teachers, improvement is rapidly noticeable, while in other places one thinks
that all admonitions and rebukes have been received by deaf ears.
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Sometimes Anna finds the Indians and their habits annoying – when Western
rationalism clashes with the local way of living – but she also describes
people tenderly and with respect. She writes in her book:
And the people! How beautiful they often are! The children and the women
have got the black eyes of the Byzantine mosaic and beautiful features, and
the carriage of a woman who carries a pitcher can resemble that of a queen.
Anna also describes the clothing or rather the lack of clothing:
Many of the poor in the society come to the village chapel, women without
blouses and uncombed, as it is the custom in many places for a decent woman
to have her hair, otherwise she might be suspected of making herself look
pretty for another man than her own husband. The children are rather naked
and their tangled hair is brown and burnt, which is so unlike the shiny black
hair of other Indian children, those who occasionally have an oil bath.
Anna never explicitly describes the Indians as belonging to a lower stage
of development, even if their mentality sometimes annoys her. Even so,
she wants to underline the importance of “the old cultures”: “We often
undervalue the old cultures with their attributes and mental acumen”, she
says and warns Westerners of being ethnocentric. However, her attitude to
the local people remains ambivalent. Nevertheless, whatever you think of
people, you must always show them your respect, she says.
The missionary fellowship
Like many other missionaries, Anna in both her written and oral accounts
describe the company of colleagues, Swedes as well as other Europeans.
When missionaries met they certainly discussed their work, but they also
tried to convince each other of the importance of the mission, that they had
done the right thing in going to the mission field. On the one hand, such
circles of colleagues served a therapeutic purpose, while on the other, it
militated against socialising with local people. Probably, the boundary
between “us” and “the others” was more clear-cut around 1900 than fifty
to sixty years later, when Anna and Olov were missionaries. They enjoyed
of course the company of colleagues but also that of middle class Indians.
This mixing no doubt reduced cultural barriers, even if the social distance
to poor people in the countryside continued to exist.
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The European missionaries constituted, irrespective of confession, a kind
of colony and this forwarded ecumenical thinking and relationships. The
Swedes also sought the company of one another, and the 6th of June was
celebrated often more exuberantly among Swedish colleagues in India than
at home. This is not unique for missionaries but rather a common trait
among people living abroad for a long time. When living away from home,
there is a tendency to be more patriotic than previously and more interested
in the traditions of one’s own country.
The celebration of Christian festivals such as Christmas and Easter has
also been important to missionaries (cf. Bromark 1998:27). On Christmas
Eve, the Swedes gathered in one of the missionary homes and welcomed
the Indians, who brought Christmas cards, flower garlands and lime fruits.
Anna and Olov used to invite their servants to tea and waited upon them,
like a kind of ‘upside-down world theme’. Sometimes they obtained
foodstuffs similar to Swedish Christmas food, but otherwise they became
influenced by English customs and, for example, baked a Christmas cake.
The accounts of Christmas and Easter exemplify that the fellowship in the
missionary group is emphasised rather than any conflicts, especially in
Anna’s written accounts. This wish to stress harmony is a common trait in
missionary reports. This does not mean that there were no conflicts – on
the contrary (see for example Sarja 1995) – rather that they did not belong
to a “untainted” missionary story (Sundqvist 1998:90).
A woman’s place
In the interviews Anna tells me, that it was not always an easy task to be a
woman in the mission field, because the work she did sometimes clashed
with attitudes emanating from the local gender system11 (Hirdman 1988)
and the guiding principles of the Mission Board. To put it another way: the
gender axis and the axis of positional power deviated from each other. That
means that positional power is something someone, a man or a woman,
11
 A gender system can be described briefly as the way gender is organized in a society
(Hirdman 1988).
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gains as an expert of a field, often a professional occupation. Yet, gender
power can only be in the possession of men (Lundgren 1989).12
According to this perspective, male missionaries have a stronger position
than their women colleagues do because the axis of gender and position
work in the same direction; they reinforce each other and give the men
authority both as men and as missionaries. As a woman, you are subordinated
in Indian society as well as in the Swedish one (to a varying extent), but as
a white educated missionary, you are generally superior to most local people.
In spite of this, many strong women missionaries have done worthwhile
work, according to Anna (cf. Nyhagen Predelli 2000).
Anna is also interested in the Indian women’s situation. During our
conversations, she describes the hard life for most women. If you are a
high caste woman, you can reach high positions in society, but if you are
low caste, you can be killed as a baby because your parents cannot afford
your duture dowry (cf. Ruthquist 1988:90; Claesson 1997: 206f). “What a
culture, where women are treated as merchandise!”, Anna exclaims.
12
 The feminist standpoint asserts that there is/has been a gender hierarchy in most know
cultures and societies, where men/masculinity are/have been superior to women/femininity
on different levels. For a further discussion, see Lundgren 1993.
Ellen Nordmark inspects the children’s washing of hair at Usilampatti, 1956.
(Photographer: H. Lärn. Svenska kyrkans Missionsarkiv, Uppsala.)
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Returning to Sweden
During the third period they were in India at the beginning of the 1960s,
Anna and her family lived in a quite large town in South India. This time,
Olov worked as a rural dean and Anna’s tasks was those of a clergyman’s
wife. Among other things, she took care of the younger missionaries and
clergymen’s wives, something that she particularly liked.
It was a problematic period, because Anna fell ill and was homesick. She
was not very strong when the family returned to Sweden in 1964.
Nevertheless, she slowly recovered. During the following years, Olov
continued his work for the Church of Sweden Mission but stationed in
Sweden, even if he made numerous journeys to Asia. Because of this, Anna
herself had to take care of the family, while Olov was abroad. Olov and
Anna kept an “open home” for future missionaries, to help them prepare
for work in the field.
In the 1970s, Olov worked as a clergyman in a little Swedish town and
from that time onwards, Anna worked as a clergyman’s wife in a more
traditional way. She occasionally worked as a teacher (Meurling 1996).
Nevertheless, contact with the Church of Sweden Mission and friendships
with other missionaries have lasted over the years.
An ambivalent attitude
A central theme in Anna’s life story is her ambition to help other people
and her dread of failing in this task. It may seem natural that the capacity
for helping other people is a crucial attribute for missionaries, but it is also
self-evident for women of Anna’s generation (she was born in 1914): it
was a part of their informal education, the duty to think of others and take
care of them (Åström 1986).
When talking about her own work, Anna is very modest and she underlines
that Olov, not herself, was the “real” missionary. The core of the missionary
work – to preach the Gospel – was his task, not hers. She, instead, worked
more unobtrusively behind the scenes. By saying this, she confirms the
idea of the missionary as being a man, which here seems logical: the
missionary life was her husband’s choice, not hers (cf. Sarja 1997:121).
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How does Anna characterise herself and her life situation? Some women
may have found the missionary role emancipating, but Anna did not. When
talking to me she often describes her role as being constrained and dominated
by Olov’s vocational calling. Her image of herself seems to be ambivalent:
on the one hand, she stresses her qualifica-tions, intellectual capacity and
sense of duty; on the other hand, she mentions her own fragility, physically
as well as mentally. This ambivalence is concealed in Anna’s written reports,
which is rational because the aim was to convince the reader of the importance
of the mission, not in the first place to write an autobiographical account.
In the interviews, Anna articulated her frustration and disappointment over
not having gained her teacher-training diploma. Nevertheless, she does not
accuse her husband; instead, she blames herself and the circumstances of
everyday life. It is – or was – self-evident to her that Olov’s vocational
calling was more important than her own wishes and ambitions. Anna’s
ambivalent attitude to her own missionary life can be interpreted in the
light of Helga Maria Hernes (1980) discussion on the ambiguous and often
contradictory messages that surround women in today’s Western world.
These messages can cause women many problems, because they do not
know what norms they should try to conform to. To put it another way: the
woman who strives to attain both power (education and profession), equality
and a family life also chooses a life loaded with conflicts (Ethelberg 1983).
The individual reactions to these conditions vary. In Anna’s case, her
adjustment to Olov’s career caused her problems as well as a measure of
freedom of action.13
How does Anna describe her marriage? Sometimes she paints a picture in
bright colours: she and Olov were happy companions in missionary service,
a common presentation in official missionary stories (cf. Nordfeldt 1988). At
other times, the colours are dark and we understand that life with “the man
and the mission” was not always so easy. She also tells me that she and the
Mission Board did not always share the same opinion as to the meaning of
the missionary life; likewise, nor did she and Olov. His clerical and missionary
calling was the prime factor in the family’s life. In other words: his gender
and positional power is obvious in Anna’s oral accounts. She brought her life
in line with these conditions, which were not only suppressive: she derived
some amount of satisfaction and freedom when teaching and writing.
13
 For a discussion of Hernes’ and Ethelberg’s approach, see Meurling 1996:232.
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The study of mission confirms what Anna has told me, namely that the
mission organisation works according to the principles of the gender system
– differentiation and hierarchism – that the historian Yvonne Hirdman (1988)
describes.14 On the one hand, men and women have been given different
roles, status, formal rights and power in the mission organisation. On the
other hand, the mission’s gender system could become integrative in the
daily work when men and women work together in the field for an interest
in common.15 There are also examples of women who worked successfully
within the patriarchal structure of the mission (see Sarja 1995; Nyhagen
Predelli 2000). It is, however, important to distinguish between a structural
level and an individual one. The male dominance existed on the former
level, but not always on the latter one.
14
 According to those principles men’s and women’s activities shall not be mixed up with
each other and the relation between men and women, male and female is a hierarchy
where man/male is understood as more worth than women/female (Hirdman 1988).
15
 This was, however, not always the case (see Sarja 1995).
Girls’ boarding-school in Usilampatti in the 1930s:
Elsa Himmelstrand with the youngest children.
(Photographer unknown. Svenska kyrkans Missionsarkiv, Uppsala.)
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What is said and what is written
Anna’s written reports from the field are perhaps not triumphal stories, but
she does try to stress the positive aspects of the missionary life. Even so,
they are more nuanced and less propagandistic than many other missionary
narratives, which probably is related to her own personality but also to the
actual historical context. In the latter part of the twentieth century, it has
not been politically correct to speak of unenlightened heathens and superior
Western missionaries. Yet, during the interviews there is no tendency to
propagandise all, rather the opposite. When talking to me Anna can allow
herself to be critical.
An obvious trait in Anna’s reports and stories is that there is a lack of a
vocational calling. Even if she is a faithful Christian, she is not sure that
she was meant to be a missionary. In spite of this, the written reports can be
labelled as missionary stories or narratives: they are distinct with a clear
message while Anna’s conversations during the interviews have a more
open structure, a common trait in a conversation. Still, there are parts that
have a fixed form that indicates that they have been retold many times, that
is to say, so-called personal narratives (Stahl 1989). One can also notice
that the Christian idiomatic usage, which is obvious in her texts, has faded
when she talks to me (cf. Mikaelsson 1992:292f).
When comparing the oral with the written accounts, the difference in time
when the stories were formulated needs to be taken into consideration.
Anna’s book, articles and letters were written during her periods of residence
in India, while the interviews took place around 25 years after her last stay
in India. This means that she interprets her missionary life in relation to her
later experiences in life. Consequently, she may have painted her life story
in brighter hues as well as darker ones (Hertzberg Johnsen 1986).
Anna’s written reports are a vindication of missionary work, while the oral
ones are much more personal. She does not have to convince me with
justificatory reasons for mission. She is able to be critical to the mission
organisation and describe the problems associated with missionary life.
Therefore, the time span involved does not necessarily mean that a process
of fulfilment has taken place. On the contrary, she does not have to be
completely loyal to the mission any more and consequently can be more
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open about the adverse sides of missionary life in India. The recounting of
her missionary stories can also serve therapeutic needs. Last but not least,
they can serve as entertainment: the missionary stories are often exciting,
funny and sometimes sad.
Anna’s oral and written reports thus differ on certain points when it comes
to form, function and content. Her written accounts describe the missionary
life, while the oral accounts include other topics (for example her life as a
clergyman’s wife in Sweden) The subjects that are dealt with orally, but
not in written form, are (not surprisingly) of a sensitive nature concerning
Anna, her family or the Mission Board. They are all linked to sad or difficult
occasions and times, such as when she left her parents to live in India and
their deaths when she was abroad. She also keeps asking herself if it was
right to bring her and Olov’s son up as a missionary child far from home
(cf. Brandström 1994; Hofgren 1988). Other subjects concern the kind of
life she wanted but was unable to achieve, for example to have completed
teacher-training education. In some cases, she even expresses a certain
criticism of the Mission Board and, implicitly, of her husband whose
missionary calling was the prime factor in the family’s life.16 She here allows
herself to express her doubts, uncertainty and troubles.
Anna’s oral and more private description of the missionary life is an
illustration of a woman’s subordination and adjustment, but it must also be
understood in relation to the particular historical and cultural contexts. The
sacrificing of her own career when marrying was common experience for
women at that time. Anna was not alone in this, but individuals react in
different ways. Obviously, Anna had different plans for her life than just
being the missionary’s assistant and wife.
The story of the mission – the mission as a story
“How can one distinguish an imagined Christmas from a remembered one?”,
Isobel Fairfax wonders in the novel Human Croquet (Atkinson 1997). The
answer is not self-evident, neither in the world of fiction nor in the world
of humanities, but the question is of great interest for scholars when
analysing autobiographies. In this regard, one can ask if Anna’s reports
16
 Anna’s private letters may have had a more personal and emotional touch and may
resemble the content of the interviews more than her written reports.
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primarily mirror her own set of values or if they can also tell us something
about actual conditions of the missionary life.
The reports mirror Anna’s values as well as the conditions of everyday life
in the mission field. The published accounts are tendentious, because they
are moulded in a generic matrix. They inform the reader of the “right”
religion and of the qualities that are desirable (capability, sense of duty,
humbleness etc.). Nonetheless, Anna tries to avoid an ethnocentric attitude
by underlining the positive traits of Indian culture. Factual knowledge about
actual conditions (the way of living, local customs and traditions) is often
said to be more reliable than information about attitudes and values
(Hertzberg Johnsen 1986). An imagined Christmas can differ from a
remembered one, but this may not necessarily be the case. They are both
constructions with a more or less factual basis. In the recesses of our
memories, some details disappear while others are accentuated, but this
seldom only produces pure fiction.
The printed as well as the oral missionary accounts express, to a varying
extent, unique and personal experiences. At the same time, they are moulded
in a cultural matrix for missionary stories, where the oral accounts are more
“loosely” structured than written ones (Marander-Eklund 2000). The former
reveal “the subjective truth of life”, where the genre criteria have faded in
favour of personal reflections (Fahlgren 1992; Mikaelsson 1992:292). The
latter ones are more clearly marked by genre conventions. The differences
between narratives should be understood not only in the light of their different
messages and functions but also in relation to the distance of time. The spirit
of the age was different when Anna told me her stories in the 1980s, when
compared with the periods she had earlier spent in the mission field, a fact
that has influenced her narration and her interpretation of the past.
Studies of mission history confirm the testimony of Anna’s reports: that
the mission gender system has two foundations: division and hierarchy
(Hirdman 1988). Men and women were allocated different roles, and had
differing influence and status in missionary service. If, like Anna, one
marries a clergyman and thus acquires the additional obligation of a
missionary role, this can be interpreted as an expression of a husband’s
right to decide. It can, however, also be interpreted as a woman’s norm-
breaking activity, despite her feelings of guilt at having to leave her ageing
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parents (whom she ought to have nursed, according to accepted gender
norms) in order to accompany the man she loved to a foreign country in the
service of God. Despite having subordinated herself to her husband,
concerning her choice of profession and style of life, she managed to acquire
some freedom of action within the framework of her missionary role, in
that she worked as a teacher and took up writing. By following some sets
of gender norms and breaking others, she has experienced a life that is both
conventional and unconventional.
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Missiology Today:
New Dimensions and Perspectives
Jan Górski
The idea of mission is always a sign of the lively and active church. At the
beginning of the Third Millennium and since the Second Vatican Council,
we have many new impulses, so that we are able to talk about a “new
spring” (RMs 86).1 The encyclical Redemptoris Missio and another
document, Tertio Millennio Adveniente, are especially important steps in
the theology of mission.2
Missiology
The missiology that began in Germany as a university discipline at the
beginning of the last century, in 1910, has always had a vague position in
the wider discipline of theology. It is not clear if missiology is a part of
systematic theology or pastoral theology. Another question is whether
missiology really is necessary. Many theological faculties do not have chairs
of missiology. Basically, the question concerns the necessity of mission. A
crisis for mission always equals a crisis for the church. Controversial issues
might also belong to missiology, exemplified by Andre Retif’s, Mission –
heute noch? (Cologne, 1968) and Lesslie Newbigin’s Wohin geht die
Mission? (Missionarische Kirche in weltlicher Welt, Frankfurt am Maine,
1966, 22). The words of Philip Neri, “Stay here, since your mission is in
Rome”, are perhaps more suitable here in Europe.3
The issue is really about mission. What is mission today? The answer to the
question “Why mission?” (RMs 11) can only be found in faith, in the reception
of God’s love. Mission is primarily an endeavour of faith, i.e. of the reception
of Christ’s love. That is more important than the sociological dimension.
1
 RMs = Redemptoris Missio.
2
 See K. Muller, ‘Die Enzyklika “Redemptoris Missio”‘, Verbum SVD, 32 (1991), 117–138.
3
 A. Retif, Mission – heute noch? Cologne, 1968, 22.
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Today’s statistics are not optimistic: only 33 per cent of Earth’s population
are Christian. The number of Catholics amounts to about 18 per cent.4
Since the Second Vatican Council, the definition of mission is as follows:
‘Mission’ is usually the special undertakings, through which the emissaries
of the gospel sent out by the church travel all over the world and safeguard
the duty to preach the gospel to the peoples or groups, which do not believe
in Christ, and to introduce the church (Ad gentes 6).
In the definition, the “big discussion” – between the school of Münster and
Louvain – dominates. Today it is also about a new language and definition
of mission. An important additional step was the Evangelii Nuntiandi.
Terminologically, this concerns evangelisation more than it does mission.
In Redemptoris Missio we find the new, important perspectives for the
mission (RMs 33): a mission in three situations – missio ad gentes, pastoral
care, and new evangelisation.
Since the Council Congress in Brussels (1970) there is a new understanding
of theology: theology is not solely the teaching about God, but about the
revealed God.5 Faith is the accentuated influence on theology. Without faith,
there is no true theology. The discussion is about the boundaries between
theory and practice, or “university theology” and “theology of life”, which
is already familiar. Missiology is not just the theory of mission, or the metho-
dology of mission, but also the theology of mission, i.e. a concern of faith.
Only from the perspective of faith is it possible to understand why the
missionary task still matters to the church and why it is so lively today.
“Mission is an issue of faith” (RMs 11). This is no human commission, but
truly the commission of God (AG 2). The same argumentation can be found
in Redemptoris Missio. This is also about the tasks and role of missiology.
Missiology with ecclesiology must be included in the Trinitarian plan of
redemption (RMs 32).
Since the time of C. Noppels, R. Fluglisters and especially F. X. Arnolds,
Catholic pastoral theology is no longer a “theology of practice”; instead,
through the ecclesiological basics, it is a realisation of the redemptory work
4
 Vademecum PMU, Roma 1995.
5
 L. Balter, Od wiary do teologii, w: Podstawy wiary. Teologia, Kolekcja Communio, 6
(1991), 18–19.
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of Jesus Christ, now and in the future.6 This establishment is very significant
for missiology, which is frequently understood as just a technique for aiding
the poor (people or missionaries), as development work, as liberation
theology, as a technique of dialogue, a technique of justice or as a highly
exotic part of theology. This romantic–exotic façade constitutes a problem
for missiology. The missionary complex of challenges is not of a transitory
nature, but for the churches they are basic for the cure of souls in every
community (RMs 83). We can read this interpretation in Redemptoris Missio,
in the chapter on “Formation” (RMs 83). Hence, we need a new language,
and we now read more about “Formation” and not just about “Work” or
“Activity”. It is only through Formation that we can properly value the
missionary theme in the living church, by an inner understanding. The
church is either missionary, or otherwise not truly a church. Accordingly,
the important discovery is the spiritual dimension of missiology.
The local churches
Already at the beginning of mission, inculturation was one of the most
central problems of the church. Although a clear definition is present only
today (RMs 52), this problem was recognized in the apostolic mission:
where are the boundaries, within which Christian faith might be
accommodated? Which cultural elements can we pick up and still remain
faithful to the gospel? Inculturation is a basic principle and method of
mission ad gentes. This principle incorporates different areas of the practice
of mission, primarily: the liturgy, the sacred music, the art, and church
law... However, inculturation also incorporates the entire theology.
Through inculturation the Church makes the Gospel incarnate in different
cultures and at the same time introduces peoples, together with their cultures,
into her own community. She transmits to them her own values, at the
same time taking the good elements that already exist in them and renewing
them from within (RMs 52).
The result of this search is the problem of contextuality. In light of the
contextual theology one can pose the question about the meaning of mission.
After the Second Vatican Council, the centre of gravity of mission and
evangelisation has shifted to the local churches. After the colonial period
6
 See J. Betz, Jedno[ teologii w wielo[ci jej dyscyplin i postaci, w: Podstawy wiary. Teologia,
Kolekcja Communio, 6 (1991), 376.
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and a central mission (European mission), came a period of pluralism in
the one church. This postulate is a prerequisite for unity. We find this model
in the New Testament (apostolic history and apostolic letters). The mission
was originally the assignment of the local church. The paragraphs 48–50
of Redemptoris Missio once again show the missionary assignment of the
local churches as a paradigm for practice. There we read that for the mission,
every community (family, parish, apostolic groups, and associations) is a
“gift of God” (RMs 49); a “gathering for mission!”7
As a result of the inculturation and contextualisation comes the role of the
“particular church” (RMs 53), as does the continental episcopal conferences
in the evangelisation of the world. The documentation of the regional
episcopal conferences (FABC, SECAM, and CELAM) is always extensive
and plays an important role for the world church. Special events include
the continental bishop synods.
The first assignment for the particular church is the evangelisation of the
world – missio ad gentes, but in different contexts: one missio in many
missionen. On the basis of the contextual dimension of missionary theology
and also of missionary practice, it is possible to construct different
missionary theological models, which are important for the preparation of
mission, for the animation and missionary formation and practice.8
We must not forget that the human being is always significant for mission:
“Go therefore to all nations” (Mt 28, 19). Missio is even more: it is an
invitation to God’s Amor fontalis (AG 2) through Jesus’ Redemptor hominis.
This, however, does not denote a theoretical human being, but a real person
living in Africa, in Asia, in America, and also in Europe. In addition, the
Pope underlines, that the geographical criterion of mission is always
important (RMs 37).
The first model is mission in the context of non-Christian religions. This
problem is especially important for Asia. “Dialogue should be conducted
and implemented with the conviction that the Church is the ordinary means
of salvation and that she alone possesses the fullness of the means of
7
 J. Schmitz, Die Weltzuwendung Gottes. Thesen zu einer Theologie der Mission, Freiburg
1971, 27.
8
 See J. Górski, Contextualizacion de la Mision ‘ad gentes’, La Paz 1995.
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salvation” (RMs 55). The second context is the encounter with the other
cultures. One central region of this problem is Africa. “The process of the
Church’s insertion into peoples’ cultures is a lengthy one” (RMs 52). The
third context is the problem of development as in the Latin American model.
“It is not the Church’s mission to work directly on the economic, technical
or political levels, or to contribute materially to development” but for “the
formation of consciences and the gradual maturing of ways of thinking and
patterns of behaviour” (RMs 58).
An important remark is that these three problems often appear together,
even though one of them may tend to dominate. These three missionary
theological models, these three examples of contextuality, have an important
bearing on the further development of mission in the world today. But the
question remains of how far inculturation may go theologically, so that the
church remains a universal hallmark of redemption: where do the boundaries
of inculturation go? This question also touches upon the relationship between
inculturation and mission, as it does upon the tension between the universal
church and local church.
The theme of the relationship to the cultures deserves a special, although
not necessarily exhaustive consideration because of the implications
originating there, both when it comes to the philosophical and theological
area. The process of encounter and coming to terms with the cultures is an
experience, which the church has lived through since the beginning of the
preaching of the gospel. The decree of Christ to the young, to go everywhere,
“to the ends of the earth” (Apt. 1, 8), to spread the truth he has revealed,
very soon put Christianity in a position, where it had to stipulate the
universality of the preaching and the obstacles arising from the differences
between cultures (FR 70).
We find guidelines in Redemptoris Missio: loyalty to the gospel and the
unity of the church (RMs 54).
The particular church is a place and way of substantiating the church, a
place of partnership, a representation of the unity of love and faith in
“communio” with all the churches in the world. And that means that the
impulse for mission ad gentes comes more from the “periphery” than from
the “centre”. That is also the challenge for missiology today, here in Europe,
to bring missiological research together with other, non-European,
theological schools. We should “encourage theologians to explore and
expound systematically the various aspects of missionary activity”
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(RMs 2).9 We must also not forget the ecumenical assignment: a common
conviction and co-operation in these fields. A good example is the
cooperation of missiologists at an ecumenical level in the International
Association for Mission Studies.10
A new missionary spring?
The missionary encyclical ends with a wonderful vision for the Tertio
millennio: “As the third millennium of the redemption draws near, God is
preparing a great springtime for Christianity, and we can already see its first
signs” (RMs 86). We could of course answer sceptically: that is no new vision.
But after the epoch, which Karl Rahner has described in terms of “of faith in
wintry times”, we are in need of a new, optimistic, and fresh theory.11
In missiology of late, we hear of the end of mission; it concerns
evangelisation more, and even still more development work. The two often
signify a projection of our European problems, especially when it comes to
faith, on missiology, certainly with the reservation that “Europe” still and
solely refers to “Western Europe”. If this dimension of the colonial period
is terminated, that also means the end of mission. Even here it is possible to
assume European complexes. Referring to this situation, a great German
missiologist, Professor Karl Muller, writes in SVD: “Today, it is almost
modern to be a pessimist”.12 Mission takes place in the former colonial
territories where English, French, or Spanish languages are used. Which
suggestions do we have for the new Central Asian countries that use the
Russian language? It is very interesting, that nearly all scholarly articles in
the periodicals NZM, Verbum SVD, Spiritus, only have post-colonial visions
in which “Asia” just refers to India, Japan etc.
It is obvious, that Africa, Asia, and Latin America need our help increasingly;
but in the sense of the transformation of customs, they need expanded co-
operation in missiology as well. In this task, the involvement of “Eastern
Europe”, and especially Poland, grows all the time. That is also a new
9
 See H. Rzepkowski, ‘Der stellenwert der Missionswissenschaft nach ‘Redemptoris
Missio’”, Verbum SVD, 33 (1992), 3–12.
10
 Nächste IAMS Kongress 21–28.01.2000 in Johannesburg.
11
 F. Kollbrunner, ‘Redemptoris Missio. Die Missionsenzyklika am Ende des
20.Jahrhunderts’, NZM, 48 (1992), 140.
12
 K. Muller, ‘Die Enzyklika‚Redemptoris Missio’, Verbum SVD, 32 (1991), s. 138.
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situation for our church, but for all of theology too. The lecture given by
Professor Hermann J. Pottmeyer in Krakow, as part of his honorary doctorate
bestowment, was very inspiring: “Theology and its assignment in relation
to post-modernism and globalisation”.
It is true that the first departure of Polish missionaries (after the Second
World War) was not possible until 1965. However only four years after
that, in 1969, the first chair of missiology was instituted. At the time, this
was the only one in the former Eastern bloc, located at the Academy of
Catholic Theology in Warsaw. Later, the theological faculty in Krakow,
going back 600 years, was allotted the missiological chair. That is an answer
to the motto of our Academy: Euntes Docente. This missionary dimension
existed at the beginning of the Krakow faculty. “When they were founded,
the universities not least constituted testimonies and centres of this
universitas christiana, which united Europe despite all its conflicts”.13 A
wholly new initiative is the theological faculty at the Schlesian University
in Katowice (2001), with a chair for missiology and ecumenism.
Since 1984, a centre for missionary formation has existed in Warsaw, where
the candidates for mission, including both clergy and laymen, are educated
for ten months. Increasing numbers of missionary publications and
periodicals are issued. Missionary and evangelisation groups have also
arisen in the local parishes. Our positive experiences are also important for
other Eastern European countries, in which the active life of the church has
not begun until recently. A special experience for me are the conferences
and lectures in countries of the former Soviet Union: the summer seminars
of missiology that have been arranged for the last five years in Poland and
other Eastern countries, and the research expeditions I have made to
Uzbekistan, Buriatia, and the Xijang province.14
Mission ad gentes are a support for our church. The experiences may be
fruitful for the “new evangelisation” of our “old continent”, as well as for
mission ad gentes, which is always significant. “The old churches should
not conduct ‘new evangelisation’ at the expense of mission ad gentes, and
13
 H. J. Pottmeyer, Die Theologie und ihr Auftrag im Zeichen von Postmoderne und
Globalisierung (Gastvortrag in Krakau, PAT 1998).
14
 See J. Górski, ‘Christianity in Uzbekistan: A New Mission’, Mission Studies, Vol. XV –
1.29.1998, s. 127-131.
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the young churches should, under the title, be better able to realize their
own identity, and not close the door on external missionaries”.15
Is missiology really necessary?
Today’s missiology has an inspiring task for all of theology and pastoral
practice. Missiology can and must help to muster all forces for the “new
evangelisation” and for the “mission ad gentes”. If one talks about Europe
as a “missionary land” today, the beginning must be here, in Europe. “But
with this concept, one should be careful. Europe is not solely a missionary
land like large parts of Asia or Africa. Because of that, one rather talks
about missionary situations”.16
We can stipulate these situations: secularisation, post-modernism, and the
dialogue with other religions (especially with Islam). There are practically
no alternatives. The “new evangelisation” is the programme of pastoral
theology. The church here in Europe must become missionary, or Europe
will not be Catholic anymore. St Paul does not exclaim, “woe unto the
pagans”, but “woe unto me, if I do not proclaim the gospel” (1 Cor 9, 16).
Our responsibility for mission ad gentes must become larger and larger. It
is the “support for the new evangelisation” and the whole pastoral theology.17
The missionary church is thus livelier. That is an impulse from missiology
to all of theology. That is the issue for missiology today, in the programme
of university theology, particularly in Germany where it started at the
beginning of the twentieth century.
The tasks are many, but priority should be given to the transmission of the
experiences of the world church to our local churches. The theological,
pastoral, and missionary initiatives of many local churches in non-European
countries always (also in publications of European theologians) receive
profound attention, for example: the role of the laity, women as carriers of
evangelisation, ecclesiastical base communities, solidarity with the poor,
new movements, ecumenical co-operation.
15
 K. Muller, ‘Die Enzyklika “Redemptoris Missio”‘, Verbum SVD, 32(1991), s. 133.
16
 H. Bettscheider, ‘Missionarische Situationen in Europa’, Verbum SVD, 38 (1997), 383.
17
 See R. Ballan, ‘The “ad gentes” Mission, a Pillar of the new evangelization’, Omnis
Terra, (Engl.) 2 (1992), 66–72.
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In the missiological programme today, we need to look for new centres of
gravity and themes that must be embraced. The words of the Pope serve as
a focal point:
The so-called return or “repatriation” of the missions into the Church’s
mission, the insertion of missiology into ecclesiology, and the integration
of both areas into the Trinitarian plan of salvation, have given a fresh impetus
to missionary activity itself, which is not considered a marginal task for
the Church but is situated at the centre of her life, as a fundamental
commitment of the whole People of God. Nevertheless, care must be taken
to avoid the risk of putting very different situations on the same level and
of reducing, or even eliminating, the Church’s mission and missionaries
ad gentes. To say that the whole Church is missionary does not preclude
the existence of a specific mission ad gentes, just as saying that all Catholics
must be missionaries not only does not exclude, but actually requires that
there be persons who have a specific vocation to be “life-long missionaries
ad gentes”. (RMs 32).
The most important task for missiology is that it must increasingly and
more intensively devotes itself to the issue of God. Mission is really the
problem of faith. Even more, the faith in Jesus Christ: “The Church’s
universal mission is born of faith in Jesus Christ, as is stated in our Trinitarian
profession of faith: ‘I believe in one Lord, Jesus Christ, the only Son of
God, eternally begotten of the Father...’” (RMs 4). From Karl Rahner derives
the well-known words: “The Christ of the future will be a mystic or he will
not be”.18 Johannes Paul II talks about “holiness”:
The universal call to holiness is closely linked to the universal call to
mission. Every member of the faithful is called to holiness and to mission.
This was the earnest desire of the Council, which hoped to be able “to
enlighten all people with the brightness of Christ, which gleams over the
face of the Church, by preaching the Gospel to every creature.” The Church’s
missionary spirituality is a journey toward holiness. (RMs 90).
The church must be prophetic. Due to new lifestyles, the whole church
must take a greater responsibility for mission. That is the meaning of
inculturation:
Cooperating in missionary activity means not just giving but also receiving.
All the particular churches, both young and old, are called to give and to
receive in the context of the universal mission, and none should be closed
to the needs of others. The Council states: “By virtue of...catholicity, the
individual parts bring their own gifts to the other parts and to the whole
18
 H. Bettscheider, op. cit., 392.
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Church, in such a way that the whole and individual parts grow greater
through the mutual communication of all and their united efforts toward
fullness in unity.... Between the different parts of the Church there are
bonds of intimate communion with regard to spiritual riches, apostolic
workers and temporal assistance.” (RMs 85).
There is a need to discover new forms of dialogues with believers of other
religions and cultures, especially with Islam:
The circumstance, that the evangelisation underway initially met the Greek
philosophy, is in no manner a suggestion, that other ways of advances were
out of the question. In our time, because the gospel now and then comes
into contact with cultural spaces, which until now have been outside
Christianity’s range, new, assignments inaugurate themselves to
inculturation. Our generation confronts similar problems, as it has to control
the church for the rest of the century (FR 72).
We should search for new forms of mission and new evangelisation:
Missionary cooperation can also involve leaders in politics, economics,
culture and journalism, as well as experts of the various international bodies.
In the modern world it is becoming increasingly difficult to determine
geographical or cultural boundaries. There is an increasing interdependence
between peoples, and this constitutes a stimulus for Christian witness and
evangelisation. (RMs 82).
New missionary forms of pastoral work: caring for Christians from other
continents, the helping of refugees, seekers of sanctuary, and marginalized
groups. “The church must also play a special role today when it comes to
the problems of justice, peace, and preservation of creation”.19 The new
documents shed light on the ecumenical dimension of the entire
missiological and missionary practice. As at the beginning of the twentieth
century, the church must also be missionary in the Third Millennium, and
thus missiology has a great new perspective, and an inspiring and refreshing
role, not as a detached theological discipline, but of significance also for
the whole of theology.
19
 H. Bettscheider, op. cit., 395.
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From “Who Cares?” to “Why Care”?
Linking a Socio-Cultural Research Project
 in Japanology to Missiology
Els-Marie Anbäcken
This article begins with a short personal presentation, in order to provide
some background to my research and its possible relevance to missiology.
After this introduction, the abstract of my Ph.D. thesis is quoted followed
by a presentation of additional results of that study. After this, I look more
closely into part of the concluding chapter of the thesis, where I discuss the
concept of honouring ones parents - from the perspective of ancient Judeo-
Christian and Confucian texts respectively: Genesis and Deuteronomy (in
the Bible) and Nihon no meicho, Great Books of Japan no. 14, which is
about Confucian values. I also quote some pages from my dissertation thesis
and this excerpt provides the basis for raising the following two questions.
Firstly, are there any inferences to be drawn from this small piece of
comparative analysis for the general analysis of post-modern society in a
worldwide context? Secondly, can missiology learn any lessons from cross-
cultural and comparative research and, if so, which ones?
A glance in the rear-view mirror
My first encounter with Japan was from the moment of birth, as the second
daughter to a Swedish missionary couple who moved to Japan in 1952, the
same year as the American occupation of Japan ended. This combined
Swedish-Japanese childhood constituted the context of my life, until we
returned to Sweden in 1970 for what I thought was a permanent relocation
for me. In 1979, I went to Japan for a four-year missionary period. To study
at the Bible seminary in Japan, with Japanese colleagues for a few months
was a good preparation for work in the Japanese context. At a personal level,
it allowed me to bring together my Japanese and Swedish identities. I was
home! I belonged here! After four years, there was a break in my plans because
of my choice of life partner – a Swede in Sweden. We married in 1983, and
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I saw this as an essentially permanent return to Sweden, but with the hope
and belief that somehow the relation to Japan could be kept alive. In the
search for an occupation - and identity - in Sweden, studies at Stockholm
University in the field of Japanology became my next challenge. Quite
undramatically, I found myself in the process of becoming a doctoral student.
My initial entrance to this field of research was rather controversial in the
1980s: by way of alternative or traditional medicine. A book on medical
anthropology caught my interest. I asked myself the question why Japanese
doctors, schooled in biomedicine, can prescribe traditional medicine (even
if they do not believe in it) so seemingly without conflict to their modern
training. Another area that interested me is the preoccupation with health,
illness and one’s body, socialised from early childhood, throughout an
individual’s life cycle. However, after two initial years spent on this focus,
I redirected my interests. As a parallel activity, I interpreted for groups of
Japanese visitors who came to learn about the Swedish welfare system,
especially about care of the aged, the home help services and the home-
like institutions. I found myself looking at the Swedish context with “one
brown and one blue eye”, I became curious about the reactions, for the
most positive ones, but also questions like “aren’t you lonesome here?”
Gradually this curiosity about Japanese and Swedish notions of care for
the elderly who have particular care needs grew stronger and I became
interested in a hermeneutic perspective. It seemed the only right choice to
change my research subject, while keeping the socio-cultural perspective
as the leitmotif, which I had from the beginning. My interest was thus
about old age care in Japan, and more specifically how values and traditional
behaviour shape people’s views of how life should best be lived in old age,
especially when frail and in need of care. I had a primary notion about,
borrowed from Helman who wrote on the medical system – or professional
sector of health care – that “it is an expression of – and to some extent a
miniature of – the values and social structure of the society from which it
arises”. He continues, “The medical system not only reflects these basic
values and ideologies, but in turn helps also to shape and maintain them”
(Helman, 1990: 65). I simply replaced “medical system” with “the system
of care for the elderly”, and thus found my research topic and framework
for my study. I returned to Japan as a research student in 1992, having been
awarded a Knut and Alice Wallenberg’s research stipend for one year’s
field study in Japan. This time, it was a return together my family: husband
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and three children, to childhood vicinities. I found myself back “on the
field”, this time for the purpose of field studies.
A summary of the study – the abstract
To summarise the thesis, I have included the abstract. This shows the focus
of the study, while simultaneously providing the necessary background to
the issues I discuss in this article.
Abstract
This dissertation is a study on Japanese eldercare in a process of change. The
perspective is the reciprocal influence, or the interaction between what I
define as culture and structure: culture in terms of norms, values, ideas,
worldview and patterns of behaviour, and structure in terms of
industrialisation, urbanisation, demography, economy, social welfare system
and policy. Agency represents both the family caregivers, i.e. the women,
mostly the daughters-in-law and spouses, and the various institutions
providing eldercare. I apply the idea that there is a dialectic process where
these two sides, culture and structure, influence each other in a way that can
also be described in terms of cultural lag. After a brief sketch of the historical
background to eldercare where the focus is on the role of the family and the
role of the social welfare sector follow four chapters presenting the result of
the field studies. Three-generation co-living, singles and couples elderly
households, elderly living at home with home help and finally elderly living
at three kinds of homes for the aged are focused on. The roles and institutions
in transition result in a variety of solutions for eldercare. The leitmotif
throughout the study is the caregivers’ and the care recipients’ experiences
and views of eldercare-especially the middle-aged women’s.
The field study took place during nine months in 1992-1993 and was followed
by yearly short visits 1994-1996. Interviews with elderly, family carers as
well as staff at homes for the aged and other special welfare institutions were
carried out. Participant observations were conducted at two homes for the
aged and in addition there were several short visits to homes for the aged and
to social welfare offices. Home help services were also studied, through
participation in the work, home visits and interviews. Two mini-surveys on
university students’ views of eldercare were carried out.
Even though Japan is experiencing far-reaching socio-cultural changes,
the results of my study indicate that the cultural grip is strong. The various
solutions that are developed give evidence of that in that they show the
mixing of traditional and innovative models for care, the three-generation
houses being one case in point, living and caring nearby, sûpû no samenai
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kyori, being another. A significant point is the role of the language-the way
these matters are spoken of. By rephrasing the traditional and value-laden
concept of filial duty, oyakôkô, as social filial duty, shakaiteki oyakôkô,
the traditional norm is kept while at the same time a radically new meaning
is grafted in: the responsibility of the public sector. “Kinstitution”,
combining care from the formal and the informal sector, is the solution
Japan appears to be settling for.
More on the results
My interest in “Who Cares?” was to understand the background of Japanese
eldercare, why and how it had come about, what it is becoming. In this
search for understanding, I found myself having to understand the whole
apparatus of care: the family and the formal system of care, social policy
and last but not least, the elderly individual. As I discovered how old notions
continued to influence present thinking, praxis and social policy, at the
same time as modernisation, urbanisation and globalisation also influence
development, I felt a need to dig deeper into norms and values and relate
this to the different roles in and of the welfare state and society. Moreover,
I think it would be worthwhile to draw parallels to the role of the Christian
church and its mission in the post-modern worldwide community.
Family ideology in transition was one of the points I made in the concluding
discussion. For example, I related my findings to that of a Japanese
sociologist, Michiko Naoi, who points out the familial changes taking place
in Japan, in terms of “the diversification of the family” (“kazoku no tayôka”,
see Naoi: 1993). Naoi describes the changes affecting the family and home,
traditionally the arena for the family as one unit, where individuals
subordinated themselves to the good of the family. Today, while the family
still plays a strong role as a basic institution in the society, and the home
harbours the family, individualism has set parallel limits to home and family
life. Naoi uses a Japanese word to describe this outsidedness of the family
(kazoku no gaibuka), since not only the husband, but also other family
members spend much time outside home. In one of the annual reports (1995:
98), a survey is quoted, showing that the family and the home have
increasingly become a place for relaxation more than the family setting for
joint responsibility (Anbäcken 1997: 266). In the conclusion I gave an
account of this and also some other explanations as to how the conjugal
family has kept its essence, in spite of changes in the law as well as living
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practice. The acknowledgement in the law since 1947 of the nuclear family
has paved the way for changes leading to diversified family lifestyles.
However, at the level of “cultural memory” (Lebra, 1979:338) and cultural
ideals, the stem family pattern with set gender roles continues although
new patterns have emerged as alternatives. Women are increasingly working
outside the home at the same time as the labour system, linked to tax and
pension systems, keep women behind the “one million yen barrier”. In she
works up to the level of 1.3 million yen per year, she is exempted from tax
and is linked to her husband’s pension scheme. I concluded that this system
thus fit well with the traditional, but now also changing, role of women as
“ryôsai kenbo”, good wives and wise mothers, and as caregivers to their
aging parents (in-law)” (p. 260). I then suggested, “a fuller answer needs to
take into consideration what I have called the cultural lag, the ideational
system” (260). Cultural lag has been defined by Ogburn (1964: 200-203)
as essentially meaning that some cultural elements change faster and some
more slowly, since the different aspects of culture are related to and
dependent on other aspects. Traditions rooted in culture are not replaced
by new aspects of social life, but keep on existing together with the new
dimensions developed in the society (Anbäcken, 1997: 11). This is also in
line with the point that Ulf Hannerz makes, along with other contemporary
anthropologists and social scientists, on the definition of culture, namely
that culture is not “timelessly present” but is in the hands of people who
maintain it or invent it (1992:16-17).
We will now look more closely into the example that this article especially
focuses on: the family seen from the perspective of norms and values rooted
in two ideational systems. Below follows a large section directly quoted
from pages 261-264 of my thesis:
The background to the family ideology (in Japan) is, as already pointed
out, basically found in the Confucian world view and in the specific
regulations for human behaviour that were derived from it. It was (and is)
a hierarchical ideology, with old above young and men above women,
creating a superior/inferior structure that runs like a leitmotif in Japanese
society. Central to this life view is filial duty. Since we are implicitly or
explicitly comparing Japan with the West, and with Sweden, it should not
be forgotten that the Christian faith and its ethics has had an obvious impact
on the Swedish as well as many other Western nations’ cultures. This has a
bearing when comparing Japanese Confucianism and Christian beliefs
concerning the matter of group-centeredness as against individual-
centeredness. In Confucianism most of the moral codes pertain to matters
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between individuals in a group, whilst the Old and the New Testament,
even though relations and solidarity are crucial themes, focus on the
importance and responsibility of the individual, even within a large family.
With two examples from the Bible I would like to show this fundamental
difference, which I think has affected the basic outlook on children’s
responsibility for their parents in Sweden and Japan.
Honour Your Father and Your Mother
The first example concerns the uniting of man and woman in matrimony,
and what I want to emphasise is one particular aspect of their new status: “a
man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and they will
become one flesh” (Genesis 2: 24). My argument is that this separation
between the parents and their married children has been an important element
in shaping a family pattern that separates the nuclear family from the extended
family, despite the fact that the extended family as well as the household
type of family is well represented in the Old as well as the New Testament
and in many Western societies well into modern times. Even so, and even
though tensions between mothers- and daughters-in-law appear to be an
almost universal phenomenon, we can see that the relation between parents
and children has developed differently, with an emphasis on individual
integrity as an ideal in the West, whilst the (stem-) family pattern of three-
generation households, which only recently has begun to break up in Japan,
has fostered a consciousness of the individual’s role within the family.
My second example stresses this even further. One of the Ten
Commandments is explicitly on the relation between children and parents:
“Honour your father and your mother ... so that you may live long and that
it may go well with you” (Deuteronomy 5: 16). This commandment, at
first, resembles the norm of filial duty, but there are some fundamental
differences. The Biblical commandment concerns an attitude more than a
detailed concrete regulation for practice, and it does not spell out that the
eldest son is responsible for the care of the parents in the manner that the
Confucian code does. If we look more deeply, we come across another
significant issue, more of a religious or theological difference. While filial
duty in the Japanese (as well as Chinese) setting includes, and not as a
peripheral but as a profound part of the norm, keeping the ancestors’ altar,
offering and praying to the deceased, this is totally absent in the Christian
and the Jewish faiths. In fact, the first commandment explicitly says that
“you shall have no other gods besides me” (ibid: 5: 7), and this excludes
any praying to the ancestors. To honour one’s parents then, is basically to
respect them, something which is compatible with the respect of the
individual. What this respect means in daily life as well as when parents
grow old and need help, has taken on forms that have undergone changes
in the western world, but the nuclear family has been given priority,
especially in Protestant countries.
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In the ethical instructions of Confucianism, in the Japanese setting, there
are numerous detailed biddings regulating interpersonal behaviour. In an
edition of collected works on Confucianism in Japan it is very clear what
is expected of the woman when she marries. First of all it is evident that
her role is not that of an individual, or even of the wife of her husband, but
that of the young wife, yome, of her husband’s family. The expected ideal
behaviour is regulated in some detail, and to summarise these, they are all
about her submissive role, for the good of the family. It explicitly says that
she must give priority to her parents-in-law before her own parents (Nihon
no meicho, Great Books on Japan, 1969: 236-241). Though these
instructions are not part of the wedding vows, the meaning of them stands
out very clearly: marriage is first and foremost a family matter, the marital
relation between the two individuals is of secondary importance. Instead
of a separation on the part of the husband from his parents-such as the
Bible instructs- everything points to the opposite, namely, that the new
wife should adjust to her husband’s parents and submit to their authority.
The objection could be made that this is according to ancient Confucianism,
and we know that the 1947 new Civil Code introduced a view that resembles
that of the Western world. Still, the purpose of drawing attention to the
fundaments in this context is to examine the roots of the values expressed
in the two outlooks on life, Christianity and Confucianism, and to see how
crucial they have been in shaping the view as well as the role of the family,
though not as isolated phenomena but in interaction with other aspects of
society that we also have focused on: industrialisation, urbanisation,
economic priorities, the role of the war, demography, to mention only the
major ones. I conclude, moreover, that to stress the family as an institution
in society, where the individuals are subordinated to the good of the whole
group, as has been the case in Japan during the twentieth century, has
supported the cultural lag (cf. Gluck, 1985: 187). Thereby it has also
supported a cultural ideal in which the female role is to be caregiver to
parents(-in-law) in their old age, according to the pattern of the three
generation stem-family. Even though the Civil Code of 1947 changed this
legally, and made the conjugal family into the legal definition of family,
the cultural ideal based on a “cultural memory” (Lebra, 1979: 338) of
Confucian ethics has to a considerable extent remained in the minds and
behaviour of people. Moreover, this has been strengthened further by the
male and female roles due to the company culture that governs the male
world. These normative patterns continue to affect family life on a daily as
well as a long-term basis and structures the labour market policies as well as
the mother-and-child relation. (Cf. Naoi, 1993: 152-154; Ômori, 1993: 100.)
Thus, even with the changes that have occurred, traditional customs of the
family, as an institution in society, have been kept, at least in a formal sense.
For example, many customs surrounding the wedding have followed traditional
patterns in a way that has helped to maintain the i.e. ideology. Marriage is
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still, in spite of the 1947 Civil Code, very much a matter between two families.
To my understanding this is a very significant point. As long as the family is
seen as an institution in the society, according to the “Meiji-ideology,” even
though other values such as the importance of the conjugal family have mingled
with it (and led also to an increase of families who do live as nuclear families
only), this system, supported by the marriage procedures, is continuously
enforcing the family as the main unit of social care.
…As the overall historical development and social change in Japan has
been inclusive in many ways, this basic unit of society, the family, and the
ideology of ie-seido have also undergone changes. When I say inclusive I
mean that through a marked internalisation process, characteristic of Japan,
Western lifestyles have only superficially overwhelmed the Japanese culture
and society. Instead these influences have, as many earlier instances, become
not only assimilated into but also transformed in the Japanese setting. Thus,
while the advocates of nihonjinron, the theory of the uniqueness of the
Japanese, eagerly point out that which is special only for Japan, I, like
many others, find the Japanese uniqueness in the ability to effect this
admixture and integration of outside influences.
Six years later and further thoughts on how to draw parallels
to the Swedish case, and others
The Japanese National Care Insurance, implemented on April 1 2000, has
led to a continuation of the changes that were seen in the 1990s, of a society
where the responsibility for the well being and care of the elderly now has
become a shared one, between the society and the family. However, from
what I can see, the cultural memory of the family as the basic institution
for the welfare of the family is alive although in the process of being
constantly recreated in order to include more individualism. The marked
change is that information on care insurance and services available has
penetrated throughout Japanese society. Moreover, since the restructuring
of the public care system for the elderly from social welfare to this insurance
model, the old stigma (since social welfare implied that the family did not
fulfil their obligations) is loosing its grip. To use services that are related to
a national insurance scheme does not have the old connotation and in
consequence, people’s attitudes and patterns of action change gradually
concerning care in one’s old age.
It would be equally meaningful, and illuminating to undertake a similar
journey back in time and look at how Swedish society and the Swedish
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Welfare State model have influenced views concerning the family and the
individual. What was the role of the Christian church in this? What impact,
for better or worse, did it have in Sweden from the seventeenth to nineteenth
centuries? The fundaments of Christian views about human being, solidarity
and equal rights for all, are also now to be found in the political creeds that
began to form Swedish welfare concepts in the 1930s. Here I am reminded
of an event three years ago. A group of social work students from a Japanese
university visited students studying social work in Sweden. One of the
Japanese students said, as she reflected on the origins of Swedish welfare,
something as follows, “it must be related to the fact that Christianity was
present in Sweden”. A quick glance at the Swedish students made me realise
that they did not seem to have made the same connection. Sometimes
comments from “outsiders” can help us see phenomena in our own society
in another perspective. This was my conclusion then, and I constantly make
use of this way of reflecting - or in other words reflexivity, a concept I will
return to shortly.
We will take a brief look at Swedish welfare as part of the history of the
Christian Church. Rosmari Eliason writes (with reference to the historian
Birgitta Odén) that “during the early Middle Ages two different systems
competed: the heathen against the Christian feudal society. In heathen
society all who were kinsfolk were also part of the care system” (p. 133).
The spread of Christianity also shaped the social and economic structures
of feudal society. A new pattern of responsibility was developed in the
Nordic countries with compassion as an ideology”. A new view on whom
one should take care of, gradually gained ground. However, until the middle
of the nineteenth century, old age care and inheritance were so closely
interwoven that it was a familial-based system, where the children mantled
the responsibility (cf. the Japanese “order” of children before spouses).
For those without house (and farm), their old age became the responsibility
of the church, which solved this by handing over this responsibility to the
parish congregation. A third of the tithes gathered by the church from
parishioners were given to those farmers who took personal responsibility
from the poor. These “poor” were thus supported - while at the same time
working on the farm where they were staying. However, with the tremendous
increase of landless and propertyless people from the end of the eighteenth
century onwards, this hitherto system could not cope so a new system of
responsibility was developed - the collective one. Foundations were started
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and churches arranged for special institutions where townspeople could
live upon paying a fee. After a while, these were taken over by the
municipalities. It is interesting to note that those who had high-ranking
positions in the cities were able to enter at subsidised prices. For the poor
people there was not much done at this time, except for some foundations
and care institutions that were strictly separated from those for the better
off. The so-called Poor Houses were established in Stockholm, while at the
countryside it was still common for the old and poor to stay for a while at
a farm and then continue to another one - or they could be sold to a poor
family. These systems were apparently not characterised by Christian
compassion, but rather were influenced by the conditions of the rich farmers
(Elisasson, 1996:133-134).
With this background, it is easy to understand the aspiration and the need
for a more humane system of old age care. We should also note that the
ratio of elderly people in the general population was comparatively high in
Sweden at this time; we reached the magical seven per cent level already in
1985, which according to the UN standards means Sweden has become an
aging society. Japan reached this level in 1970! (Anbäcken, 1997). At the
beginning of the twentieth century, the pension system and the establishment
of old age homes came to characterise old age care. These homes often
housed a mix of elderly, chronically ill and mentally ill persons. After the
Second World War, the need for a radical change in the situation of the
elderly led to an improvement of housing standards in the institutions as
well as generally in the housing market. In the future, it was predicted that
many pensioners would live in these kinds of facilities. However, after this
came the ideology of promoting living in one’s own home (Edebalk and
Lindgren, 1996: 138-143). Home help services were developed to support
this, but home-like care homes were, and are, continue to be built. Today,
the role of the family has again been emphasised, especially that of aged
spouses, but also the role of other organisations apart from the municipal
authorities. Here, both the private sector and the volunteer sector have again
become important in the Swedish welfare model. However, it is still the
law (social services law) that sets the legal guidelines, and there is no law
stipulating that children have to take care of their parents. Again, “diakoni”
the social work of the church has become highlighted - although it has
existed all along. Today, we can find church groups that support family
caregivers, which are usually the husband or wives. To conclude, we can
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see from the history of the Swedish Welfare State, that the church has played,
and is playing a role in the community, albeit rephrased and corrected, as
both societal and theological interpretations have changed over time. I argue
that the Swedish welfare model would not have become a state model in
the way it has become, had there not been a readiness for this and which
had been created by the “parish idea” and by Christian ethics. There are
many factors interwoven in processes such as these, and which, I think,
can be seen globally in the interplay of culture and structure and inspired
by different ideologies. We would do well to look in the rear-view mirror
more often, not only for social issues such as my research exemplifies, but
also apply this more widely to Christian mission work. What are cultures,
and which are our structures? How do we interact with the surrounding
community, society, and state? It is also interesting to see clear parallels
between the factors that leads to change in or of the system of care; thus,
norms and values are modified by structural factors such as demography
and economy, as the above glance in the rear-view mirror showed.
With the help of this line of thought we are able to look closer into questions
like: Who owns norms and values? What cause them to change or be
recreated? I think these questions provide a useful perspective in studying
any country, culture or society. Moreover, today with worldwide
communications, which help to spread information, news, religion and
culture across geographical borders, we need to ask how much is global?
Moreover, how much is local?
A recent book by Hydén and Hydén (2002) discusses changing family
patterns in Sweden - and with this we return to the topic of the family.
Hydén and Hydén conclude that the role of the family and the role of parents
have become split. They refer to Anthony Giddens and apply his definition
of reflexivity to their analysis of the family of today:
The family should more be seen as a reflexive project” (my translation)
and they go on to state that “the family and family life is not steered by
traditions mainly but is transformed to a project which is constantly changed
through reflexion and reformulating of what a family is and the “meaning”
of the family (my translation; Hydén and Hydén, 2002:39).
Even though family patterns change, parenthood is forever – though how
being a parent may change. Can we talk in terms of “the cultural memory
of the traditional nuclear family, based on matrimony” as we study the
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changing family in Sweden today? We can then also look at the role of the
media to highlight new ideas and ideals. Alternatively, should we rather
speak in terms of the stable marriage? Gert Sundström, professor in
gerontology at the University College of Jönköping, has for example pointed
out, that there are many “long-lived” marriages today, many “golden-
marriage couples” who have been married for fifty years or more
(Conversation in February 2003). Historians often emphasise that everything
is not only change - there is much continuity too. This perspective is to me
very relevant in research in general and in social analysis in particular. By
using the example of Japan, I think we can receive a fresh analytical
framework to this highly relevant research topic in Sweden. It would also
be useful in missiology as it could be applied to other societies and cultures.
Values pertaining to the family as well as to the individual are part of the
missionaries’ life package when they begin to live daily life in the new
culture or cultures of “the mission field”. It is of great importance to
understand the views and the practice of the individual, the family, the
kinship, the community, and the society in any setting where Christian
mission is at work.
As my thesis showed, Christian values and Confucian values share at least
one common ground concerning the importance of honouring one’s parents.
Except for the clear dividing line when it comes to who is God, and the
consequences of this, there are similarities concerning how to treat elderly
parents and elderly citizens: with honour and respect This, I argue, provides
enough common ground to begin a dialogue on living in a community, no
matter what the religion. Moreover, it is important to critically analyse our
own way of creating (or maintaining) systems of care, and relate it to Christian
theology, and not only apply this to the societies where we live as missionaries.
Perhaps we in the Western world could make use of a more family and
community-oriented view, and perhaps our individual-centred view is needed
in societies where the individual is diminished in a negative sense.
A question I have brought with me into recent research is about moral roots
and social rules. Since I find myself close to anthropology in ethnographic
methods of research, I have noted that recent anthropology does not define
culture as a package that people carry around, but as something that people
create in social interaction. What then, happens if I bring ontology into
this? My own position is that social rules are a result of moral codes, but
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also that I think there is a mutual influence between these two. Of course,
seen from another angle, that of religious tenets of faith as absolute truth, it
may complicate this position. However, I think that even absolute truth
positions are interpreted and lived out by people who form social rules
from their interpretations of these and can therefore also be studied from
the perspective of social actions. From a slightly different angle,
Hammerslay and Atkinson describe anthropological and sociological
research as often being “concerned with the way in which beliefs are
structured by social processes” (1983: 15)
Lessons to learn
From comparative cross-cultural studies, I often quote the Swedish
anthropologist Ulf Hannerz who emphasises the importance of cultural
multiplicity as an intellectual resource. To compare the cultures in and of
different societies is useful, but as Hannerz says, the most important form
of comparison is “a kind of continuous if yet implicit contrasting of one
society or a culture’s characteristics with others; as the cultures constantly
mirror each other their characteristics emerges often more clearly…other
societies are useful to think with” (my translation; Hannerz 1983: 33).
On reflexivity: comparative thinking is closely related to reflexivity. We
reflect on our own culture as we interact with others from other cultural
background - and if both parties do so, we have a good basis for
communication. In Christian mission, I think it helps us to keep a healthy
balance in dialoguing. We learn to understand what we can give up, and
what we cannot, what is fundamental and what is relative. Moreover, we
learn to both listen and talk with more humbleness – and boldness.
Reflexivity does not necessarily mean that one takes a relative stand. To be
reflexive, according to my understanding, is to mirror oneself and one’s
knowledge in the other. Perhaps I see my knowledge in another light, with
other ways of explaining – without having to abandon its fundaments. This
can be helpful when we discuss dialogue between religions. Anthony
Giddens has dealt with the concept of reflexivity as part of modernity and
he describes it in terms of the “reflexive monitoring of action” as a “chronic
character of the processes involved” (1990: 36). This way of describing
reflexivity is agreeable to me, since it describes the process I have
experienced in comparative research where the role of the researcher also
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is valued. Hammerslay and Atkinson (among others) strongly emphasise
that “we are part of the social world we study” (1983:14) and link reflexivity
to this: “All social research is founded on the human capacity for participant
observation. We act in the social world and yet are able to reflect upon
ourselves and our actions as objects in that world” (ibid: 25).
What does the researcher and the missionary have in common? Can the
missionary learn anything from the researcher’s role? To convey their
message, be it research or be it the Gospel – we need to be open and honest
about what we say and how we present it. Especially from ethnographic
fieldwork, I have learnt some lessons on this and on ethics. The researcher
is, just like the missionary, a tool him or herself. He/she is interpreting –
and needs to write openly about the interpretations of reality that he/she
does. From ethnographical fieldwork – and from my experience of
missionary life (both my parent’s and my own) I have seen the importance
of having a listening attitude and an open communication. Both the
ethnographer and the missionary share their lives with the people among
whom they live.
In research, there are ethical rules. The free will of the informant can be
expressed at any time: “I do not want to be interviewed further”.
Alternatively, “I want to rephrase myself and add something to what I said
the other day”, or in other ways showing personal integrity. Here I see
similarities to sensitive and caring Christian mission work, where the person
or people we wish to share the good news with are treated with autonomy
and respect. It is a matter of being honest and open about our intentions, be
it in the context of research or of mission.
Cross-cultural living. There ought to be much knowledge from the
experience of Christian mission, especially from the lives of many mission
workers. The article SMT has earlier published in 2002 on the grandson of
a Chinese missionary, and the eminent doctoral thesis Kinesernas Vänner
(The Friends of the Chinese) by Anna Maria Claesson (2001 at Uppsala
University, Department of Ethnology) are good examples on this. Reading
Kinesernas Vänner made me again realise that the knowledge from one’s
own cultural horizon - but also awareness of one’s own culturally coloured
preconceived opinions - is nothing that we do once and for all; it has to be
incorporated into one’s daily way of living. It is, I believe, valid for people
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in general, and for researchers as well as those engaged in Christian mission
work in particular.
Conclusion
With this article, I have reflected on my own research in relation to missiology
and I have attempted to do two things. The first is to highlight one aspect of
my doctoral thesis: the role of the family in old age care seen as a parent-and-
child, or children, oriented view or a husband-and-wife oriented perspective.
By analysing the roots of these norms, found in Confucian respectively Judeo-
Christian texts, basic differences emerged while at the same time there were
also some similarities. I then applied the same perspective that was used in
my dissertation on Japan, to a brief historical overview of the development
of old age care in Sweden to find connections between Christian norms and
the development of the welfare state.
The second concern is to link my research to three factors: 1) my own
background as being brought up in two countries, 2) the experience of two
roles: that of the missionary and of the researcher, and finally 3) the application
of the concepts of culture and reflexivity to missiology. This should not be
seen as a completely finished analysis and result, but merely as some
reflections that may be of use for further thinking – on many “fields”.
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Much of the new historical work in the field of gender has been appearing
in collections of essays which help showcase the findings of younger schol-
ars.1 Even mission history, until recently so regrettably insensitive to the
gendered way in which Christianity was both spread and appropriated, has
begun to share in this trend.2 Two unusual features are particularly wel-
come in this latest example of such scholarship.
First of all, rather than attempting comprehensive international coverage of
areas to which missionaries were sent, the focus here is on the sending
region, namely Scandinavia, which obviously gives the study added coher-
ence. Norway, as pre-eminent in mission mobilisation, looms largest, with
four chapters, Sweden has two and Denmark and Finland one each. One
can begin to build up a picture, then, of the ways in which Protestant wom-
en’s involvement in mission in the Nordic countries shared certain similari-
1
 See, for example, J. Allman, S. Geiger and N. Mukisi (eds.), Women in African Colonial
Histories (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2002), with its particu-
larly relevant and nuanced chapter by Wendy Urban-Mead, ‘Dynastic daughters: three royal
Kwena women and E.L. Price of the London Missionary Society’, pp. 48-70.
2
 See M.T. Taylor and N.C. Lutkehaus (eds.), Gendered Missions: Women and Men in Mis-
sionary Discourse and Practice (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1999). One of
the Nordic Missions contributors has a chapter in this too: L.N. Predelli and J. Miller, ‘Piety
and patriarchy: contested gender regimes in nineteenth-century evangelical missions’, pp.
67-111. The American case is well explored in D. Robert (ed.), Gospel Bearers, Gender
Barriers: Missionary Women in the Twentieth Century, American Society of Missiology
Series, No. 32 (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 2002).
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ties. Madagascar, South Africa and Japan feature as prime destinations for
Scandinavian mission overseas.
Secondly, the authors generally show a commendable grasp of women’s
position in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Scandinavian church
and society, conveying its interplay with developments in mission at home
and abroad. They wonder whether a pattern can be discerned of links be-
tween Christian missionary women and the region’s feminist movement.
As Inger Marie Okkenhaug’s helpful introduction suggests, the granting in
1904 of formal membership rights to women in the Norwegian Missionary
Society (NMS – the region’s leading mission body, a large popular move-
ment with majority female support) perhaps acted as a model or precursor
for the national extension of the vote to women nine years later, while the
female missionary associations joined the Norwegian National Council of
Women in 1910. How religion connected with feminist politics in the other
three territories is also glimpsed. The volume, Okkenhaug explains, seeks
to explore how the missionary project transformed women’s lives at home
and abroad in the way it sanctioned ‘transgressive behaviour [like preach-
ing or other public activism] as religious exceptions to gender rules’ (p. 8).
For pious motives, female missionaries liberated others as well as them-
selves from the conventional constraints of the private sphere.
Only the Danish chapter really takes us up to the 1940 of the book-title.
Having previously been viewed as an unproblematic or even outdated frame-
work for analysis, religion has new prominence in Nordic debates about
female social movements, women’s emancipation and the welfare state,
notes Hilda Christensen. She raises the intriguing general question of the
role of Lutheranism in fostering gender equality, for the Danish historian
Ostergaard has even suggested that the region’s social democratic parties
‘are the products of secularized Lutheranism rather than democratized so-
cialism’ (p. 138). On the other hand, Inger Hammar’s portrayal of Luther’s
own views of women’s limited wisdom and reduced vocation of mother-
hood evokes an unpromising heritage. Nevetheless, the early Swedish femi-
nist, Fredrika Bremer, convinced ‘that Christianity bore within it the source
of all emancipation’, challenged the status quo, using theological arguments
– arousing opposition from church and state – to offer a new view of wom-
en’s vocations. Two acolytes, through a periodical begun in 1859, likewise
(vainly) asserted that salvation in Christ should define women’s place, not
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an oriental or Pauline view of seductive female sexuality. Hammar’s admi-
rable concern is to restore an awareness of the ‘strongly Christian tone’ of
the early feminist movement, for it has long been erroneously assumed that
women’s emancipation went hand in hand with secularisation, all Swedish
clergy being ‘indiscriminately labelled as negative towards feminism’. In-
stead, the equality debate was driven by those ‘ideologically anchored’ in
precisely that religious context previously ‘labelled as hostile to emancipa-
tion’ – a Protestant message which assured women ‘that they could directly
speak to God and that God could and would speak to them’ (pp. 31-2).
Whereas Norway’s low church pietism and active laity made space for fe-
male zeal, so that two-thirds of mission society income in 1900 came via an
astonishing 4,000 female support groups, academic male theological lead-
ership was stronger in Denmark, Christensen contends, with only 55 wom-
en’s mission committees and 12 YWCA groups active by 1905. It took an
aristocratic spinster activist (discussed below) to expand female mission
mobilisation and opportunities significantly. But less well known and no
less interesting is Johanne Vahl Blauenfeldt, who tried to merge missionary
activity with women’s rights and suffrage. Her father having chaired the
Danish Missionary Society (DMS) in the 1890s, Blauenfeldt wrote and edited
mission literature for children before launching a small Christian suffrage
association (1908) – with only 1,200 members at its height – and then a
pioneering periodical (1909-13), as well as publishing a book on the topic.
Her initiatives provide a link – not generally widely forged – between two
social movements taking off simultaneously in the early twentieth century:
the campaign for the vote and the intensification of foreign mission work
among women. She, unusually, exposed female subordination in the mis-
sion community and urged women to influence public life via Christian
values, encouraging them (when illness compelled her to dissolve her own
networks) to join existing Danish women’s rights associations.
Although female mission activism was justified in terms of the special needs
of wretched heathen women whom they alone could reach with the revolu-
tionary new spiritual dignity of egalitarian Christianity, women’s autobiog-
raphies stress their independent call from God far more than their feminin-
ity or the particular needs of women and children abroad. Lisbeth Mikaelsson
has surveyed an astonishing 228 books and pamphlets from 93 male and 43
female Norwegian missionaries between 1843 and 1994, and suggests that
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the greater prominence of divine guidance and a sense of vocation in wom-
en’s (as opposed to men’s) texts serves to contest the male clerical authority
denied to them. She concludes that female self-presentation as religious
subjects prioritising an intimate, mysterious, supernatural relationship with
God can have an empowering, emancipatory effect on women, contesting
traditional gender ideas. ‘The deity is represented as the ally of independ-
ent women by pointing out missionary careers to them and confirming their
responsibility for matters outside the private household, thereby legitimat-
ing women’s gaining a voice in public space.’ (p. 50) Both housewives in
the mission field and mission supporters at home came to share in this au-
thenticating enlargement of female obligations. Criticism of mission mi-
sogyny and gender hierarchy was more sparsely voiced, but nevertheless
varied enough to ‘prevent easy denunciation of missionary feminism’ (p.
40), as in Susan Thorne’s assertion that its ‘entire edifice…actively de-
pended on the subordination of their heathen sisters’.3
The very physicality of early mission work is underlined by Karina Skeie in
the only chapter already published elsewhere.4 Chronologically, its placing
at the close of this volume seems illogical, for she captures a vital initial
period in the nineteenth century where actual building construction – of
missionary houses, churches and schools – greatly preoccupied Norwegian
men in Madagascar. They reconciled themselves to this ‘external’ labour,
deemed only indirectly part of mission, she argues, by linking the visibility
of their very material dwellings with their wives (who focused on home-
making in the most ‘Norwegian’ way possible), and prioritising in their
own thinking (though not always in their letters and publicity) the more
‘real’, more male and ‘spiritual’ work concerned with evangelism and in-
ternal, invisible religious response and development. The man’s task ‘out-
side’ the home dealt more directly with eternal issues ‘inside’ the heart, one
could say, while the missionary wife inside the home operated in a sphere
‘outside’ the central task (though Skeie concedes that the contribution of
even these early wives to actual missionising could be considerable). ‘The
more visible the task, the less important it was held to be (p. 200)’ – and
3
 S. Thorne, ‘Missionary-imperial feminism’, in M.T. Taylor and N.C. Lutkehaus (eds.),
Gendered Missions, p. 60, quoted in fn. 10 here.
4
 K.H. Skeie, ‘Building God’s kingdom: the importance of the house to 19th century Norwe-
gian missionaries in Madagascar’, in K. Middleton (ed.), Ancestors, Power and History in
Madagascar (Leiden: Brill, 1999), pp. 71-102.
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thus, for the male missionary, both ‘the lived world of the station’ and ‘the
key role of his wife in the missionizing enterprise’ were perforce made
invisible and overlooked.
Despite the reference to race in the volume title and the initial question (p.
17) about whether Nordic women’s ‘relative success in expanding the scope
of gender boundaries’ (in other words, their religious or missionary femi-
nism) built on ‘undisputed notions of racial hierarchies’, explicitly racial
issues do not feature very prominently. We learn of the male missionary
who, on daring to consider marrying a Malagasy woman, was recalled until
he was safely married to a Norwegian (p. 199). The Finnish single women
deemed insubordinate in Japan in 1913 found common cause (against Finnish
men) with Japanese male converts and female colleagues who were also
not being trusted sufficiently, Seija Jalagin tells us – an interesting echo of
the temporary alliance forged between similarly marginalised mission
women and native pastors in the USA’s Pacific Northwest, until the domi-
nance of white males diminished the church contribution of them both.5
Objecting to being defined as ‘assistants’ to the men as the true ‘missionar-
ies’, female Finns wanted credit for their long years of evangelising effort
and the freedom to follow God’s instructions as his messengers – which
they saw as including reaching out to adult women too, not merely to chil-
dren. Using religious justifications, not a political ideology of emancipa-
tion, to defend their autonomous working practices, argues Jalagin, they
were pursuing a form of feminism bound to overstep social and gender
boundaries in the name of a God-given calling. In the process, they gave a
lifetime of emotional, cultural and professional investment to Japan.
In 1920s Zululand, as male migrant labour intensified the centrality to the
nascent church of African female converts, who constituted the majority of
members, Hanna Mellemsether shows how some radical NMS men took a
feminist stance. Beyond simple pragmatic expediency or universalist lan-
guage, they argued from female emancipation back home to the need to
give Zulu women parish voting rights (1914) or more training and wider
responsibilities. We do not hear from their wives or the single women mis-
sionaries, though, and the actual Zulu women barely feature, apart from the
Bible woman proudly wearing her ‘preaching cloak’ for homestead evan-
5
 B.S. Lewis, ‘Women missionaries and the formation of native Presbyterian pastors in the
Pacific Northwest’, in D. Robert, Gospel Bearers, Gender Barriers, pp. 31-45.
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gelism (p. 167), or the model convert couple, Gunhild and Johan Biyela,
with their Norwegian names and speech, a sewing machine for the wife,
nice home and two clever children at school (p. 164). Line Predelli offers
brief but fascinating glimpses of early Malagasy women preachers like
Rasendrosa and Rastera (pp. 77-8), in joyfully welcoming whom the locals
had fortunately never heeded the forbidding words of the apostle Paul, the
controversial missionary Hanna Nygaard sardonically noted (quoted by
Mikaelsson, p. 45).
The pertinence of class comes more clearly to the fore than race, perhaps,
especially in two biographical portraits of powerful aristocratic women who
commanded, through resources of wealth and status, an independence and
freedom of action which could not be gainsaid. Christensen argues that the
influence and credibility in mission circles of the conservative, dominating
but generous Baroness Henriette Knuth held up the accession of the YWCA
to the Danish Women’s National Council until 1932, after her retirement.
Her strong religious focus – she addressed up to 200 meetings a year, call-
ing young women ‘to conversion, faith and duty, at home and abroad in the
missionary field (p. 149)’ – and wariness about social issues like female
suffrage, made it hard for the world movement to cater to a younger genera-
tion seeking co-operation with secular organisations or a more
professionalised, modernised YWCA. A gifted organiser and empire-builder,
Knuth presided over the Danish YWCA national executive 1906-29, stir-
ring up mission enthusiasm and giving in most of the close on 700 local
branches at work by 1925. This female input revitalised the expanding DMS
financially and emotionally, such that 53 single women missionaries were
at work by 1933.
The Swedish Baroness Hedwig Posse, whose long mission career in Natal
(1887-1913) Karin Sarja can document from a splendidly full set of several
hundred letters to her sister, was grateful to God for rescuing her from ‘a
passive life in high society’ (quoted p. 111). Having first dutifully taught
schoolgirls and orphans, she then founded a hospital, steamrolling the church
into employing nurses for the first time and prioritising black not white
patients. To avoid an unwelcome proposal of marriage, she returned home
briefly, subsequently building her own house to ensure her independence
(after an earlier confrontation when living with a mission family, where the
father made a female colleague nurse his wife and manage his household).
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In later life, she followed her own inclinations in missionary travel, photog-
raphy, water-colour-painting and recording Zulu songs – though her trans-
lation-work also helped provide the mission with hymns. While she refused
to speak in church services, regarding this as unbiblical, and acquiesced in
the label of ‘female mission worker’ rather than ‘missionary’ as such (a title
for men only), this ‘sophisticated, dedicated, practical, rich’ (p. 132) woman
influenced the mission’s strategic direction and could use her talents and
class resources to circumvent opposition or ignore many boundaries limit-
ing other women.
Biographical studies of Nordic missionary women are a real strength of the
whole collection, in fact, for Predelli gives us two notable vignettes from
Madagascar. Between 1870 and 1910, a time of ‘contested patriarchal gen-
der regimes’ (p. 56), the Norwegians sent seventy single women there, with
no formal authority to preach, yet sharing their faith via conversation, teach-
ing and prayers that at times came very close to preaching. Going out osten-
sibly as her brother’s housekeeper in 1870, Bertha Dahle struggled to get
the mission society to recognise her independent missionary employment
(by paying her fairly, not assuming she was still her sibling’s responsibility)
once he married and she began teaching. She threatened to leave for work
with an alternative mission; this was in fact the path finally chosen a gen-
eration later by Emma Dahl when NMS headquarters disputed her right to
teach men as well as women and feared she would ‘go crazy’ (p. 77) again
if she returned to Madagascar (she had become ill after earlier constraints
on some of her activities as a ‘Bible woman’). It seems to have been easier
to overlook indigenous (as opposed to metropolitan) female subversion of
the rule forbidding women to preach and speak in public.
Very occasionally, in individual chapters, I wanted less (though sometimes
more) quotation from original sources or more portrayal of women con-
verts (there should be scope for some oral history here); or found an Eng-
lish expression awkward or references to other scholarship inadequately
digested and integrated; or had a quibble about the order in which the chap-
ters were arranged; but on the whole, the volume merits an enthusiastic
welcome. The lively group of contributors – most of whom the author of
this review heard presenting their work in Uppsala in May 2002 – are to be
congratulated on producing such an attractive, well illustrated and accessi-
ble collection so relatively soon after the ‘innovating and inspiring’ work-
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shop in 2000 from which it evolved. Though very attentive to Nordic lan-
guage sources, the volume also shows a good grasp of the Anglo-American
literature and deserves the publicity and distribution to reach a wide reader-
ship beyond, not just within, the region. It will surely prove an asset to our
growing understanding of the gendering of the mission encounter - and,
incidentally, provides a pioneering tribute to the quality of newer female
scholarship from Scandinavia.
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Since there are comparatively few scholarly works in English on these sub-
jects, I have chosen to present five volumes which can help us gain an
excellent insight into different aspects of the topic. However, most of this
article will focus on the book by Andrei Znamenski.
Znamenski is an assistant professor of history in the Department of Hu-
manities at Alabama State University, and he approaches the subject of na-
tive – missionary encounters as a historian. He essentially raises and an-
swers three questions in his book: 1) why Orthodox missionaries to the
Dena’ina Indians in Alaska (outside Russia!) were so successful after 1867
(i.e. after Russia had sold Alaska to USA); 2) why they were almost com-
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pletely rejected by Chukchis in north-eastern Siberia; and 3) why the re-
sults were mixed in the Altai region.
The first chapter ‘Indigenous Landscapes in Siberia and Alaska’ is an ex-
ploration of the native societies that confronted Russian missionaries. The
chapter draws attention to the intimate connections of economic, social,
and spiritual life in indigenous traditional societies. Unlike in Western soci-
ety, in traditional culture these spheres could not be separated. The premise
that follows is that one cannot single out native beliefs completely and ex-
amine them per se without addressing native environment, economy, and
social life (16). The author deals with each indigenous people in a separate
section. The Dena’ina, Chukchi and Altaians approached hunting, trapping,
fishing, and other daily occupations as both economic and religious activi-
ties. The responsibility for dialogue with natural forces on behalf of the
whole community lay on shamans. Their primary role was as healers, but
that did not exhaust their duties. Not surprisingly, shamans attempted to
borrow medicine power from as many sources as possible and were gener-
ally open to innovations (p. 36), including both neighbouring bands’ beliefs
and Christianity. It might be suggested that this stance later served as a
background for a dialogue between native beliefs and Christianity.
‘Missionary Landscapes in Siberia and Alaska’ is title of the next chapter
that gives a background to the Orthodox mission in Siberia. It is remarkable
that until 1816 monks served as the only source for Russian missions (p.
51). Regular parish (so-called white) priests who were married and have
families were considered not to be qualified. To enter the wilderness of the
Russian frontier meant hardships. Russian north, Siberia and Alaska sym-
bolised the biblical desert where Jesus went through temptation and here
the Russian monks were to prove their asceticism. The severe cold and ice
replaced the extreme heat of the biblical desert; here was the testing ground
for Russian holy men.
Their missionary journeys reminded of the apostles’ journeys and their hard-
ships and perils. Here we can read for example about Father Venedict who
came on foot from European Russia to Chukchi country, the place of his
assignment. Another, Veniaminov, constructed a greater part of his image
and a career as the greatest Russian missionary through his persistent at-
tempts personally to supervise missionary activities in all distant corners of
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the Alaskan and eastern Siberian areas. His annual journeys sometimes
reached 9,000 kilometres a year (5,600 miles), using canoes, sailing-ves-
sels, reindeer sledges, and sledges drawn by dogs, and sometimes went in
snow-shoes, or simply on foot, over immense distances, everywhere Chris-
tianising the local inhabitants, erecting churches, establishing mission sta-
tions. Because of these hardships and perils and even martyrdom only the
monastic, or the so-called black, clergy was considered to be suitable for
missionaries. Later, in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when
the work of evangelisation was turned into a formalised church enterprise,
the “desert tradition” did not come to an end.
Before Peter the Great’s reign, missionary work on the Siberian and Alaskan
borderlands was in many respects a combination of individual church and
layman initiatives. The Russian state did not show much consistent interest
in the conversion of indigenous peoples of Siberia. There is a purely eco-
nomic explanation for this lack of interest. Unlike Orthodox Christians,
indigenous people of the eastern borderlands until the beginning of the twen-
tieth century carried the burden of an annual fur tribute to the governmental
treasury. The enlargement of the Christian population would have decreased
the number of tribute-paying groups (p. 55)
Peter the Great changed these conditions by allowing priests to baptise in-
digenes while retaining them in the tribute category. This practice was in-
troduced in his 1710 guidelines to Philotheus Leshchinskii (1650-1727), a
new Siberian metropolitan. Peter the Great was the first czar to issue a
specific decree about Christianisation of Siberian peoples, which sent a
number of Orthodox missionaries, primarily Jesuit-influenced Ukrainians,
to convert “savages” into loyal imperial subjects. The czar instructed
Leshchinskii to find, “burn and chop” the local peoples’ “false gods,” to
“destroy their prayer places, and replace them with chapels and holy icons.”
In December of 1714 the czar issued another regulation, which required
burning down “idols and wicked praying sites” of all indigenes in western
and central Siberia (p. 56).
The practical goal was the consolidation of all peripheral areas into a single
imperial entity. Peter the Great formally abolished the colonial status of
Siberia, turning it into a Russian province. His centralisation programme
included undermining the power and sovereignty of the Russian church,
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particularly independent monastery communities. In 1721, Peter the Great
also completely eliminated the autonomy of the Russian church, confis-
cated all its lands, and established the Holy Synod as a separate imperial
department that took full control over Russian Orthodoxy. Catherine the
Great continued and completed this programme. By the end of the eight-
eenth century, the state had totally subordinated the Russian church to the
empire. From that time, to test oneself in the “northern desert” stopped
being an individual adventure and became a regular job. The formerly spon-
taneous Orthodox missionary zeal became institutionalised and became a
part of the settlement of the eastern borderlands and native Christianisation.
The government and church demanded that native groups go through only
formal baptism, symbolising their political loyalty to the czar. A natural
result of this policy was the creation of great numbers of pseudo-Chris-
tians. Between 1702-1727, Leshchinskii formally converted forty thousand
local people, who evidently remained pseudo converts. Similarly, Joseph
Khotuntsevski, assigned to eastern Siberia, did in the Kamchatka. How-
ever, it appears that by the middle of the eighteenth century state-sponsored
missionary zeal had already subsided in both Siberia and other parts of
Russia. An imperial decree of 1740 forbade “imposition of baptism” and
even asked missionaries to rely on persuasion. During the reign of Catherine
the Great, who came to power in 1762, the government started to restrain
Russian missionaries and her official regulations such as the 1773 Edict of
Toleration not only parted with a policy of violent conversion, but also put
missionary work on a low priority list.
The Orthodox Church intensified its missionary efforts after the 1820s and
especially during the reign of Nicholas I. The state became interested in
genuine Christianisation of the Russian colonial periphery. Yet, the major
intention was not language and cultural assimilation. The church began
looking for more efficient channels such as the use of native tongues, using
the local population in missionary work, avoiding direct attacks on native
customs and traditions (p. 58). Glukharev, chief of the Altai mission, and
Veniaminov, a famous Alaska mission organiser and future metropolitan,
developed some major principles of native evangelisation. They manifested
themselves in the Missionary Instructions by Veniaminov. The missionar-
ies did not restrict their activities to spiritual enlightening but they supple-
mented it by social and economic work and even medical performances.
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Besides, two major centres for preparation of missionaries and support of
missions were founded: the Russian Missionary Society (RMS), founded
in St. Petersburg in 1865, and a missionary college founded in 1854 as a
branch of the Kazan Orthodox Academy.
Glukharev and Veniaminov, “founding fathers” of the Russian missionary
enterprise, pioneered translation of major religious texts into local languages.
In its curriculum, the Kazan Missionary Institute reserved a large place for
teaching native tongues to would-be missionaries. In the second half of the
nineteenth century, one of the professors at this college, Nikolai Ilminskii,
undertook an ambitious project of translating Russian Orthodox literature
into indigenous languages, including a number of Siberian ones. This more
sensitive approach to native cultures and rejection of Russification had of-
ficial approval but did not enjoy full support of Orthodox clergy and mis-
sionary theoreticians. In 1868-1873, Archbishop Veniamin became a vocal
critic of tolerant Christianisation and the Ilminskii System and even for-
bade the use of native language in the education of the Buryat people, among
whom he worked. Also Bishop Gurii of Samara and the Kamchatka Bishop
Martinian Murativskii fought against the Ilminskii System, since in their
view, Orthodoxy existed as the Russian faith. The Russification tendency
became noticeable in at the end of the nineteenth and in the beginning of
the twentieth century (65). As late as in 1910, during the Siberian Mission-
ary Congress, missionaries still debated whether they should use Russian
or indigenous languages for native education. The majority of clerics rec-
ognised that failures in evangelisation originated from inadequate use of
native languages. Archbishop Makarii stated that the purpose of the mis-
sion was the “enlightenment of natives with the light of Christ’s teaching
rather than Russification”.
In the next section, the reader learns about the Orthodox missionaries’ cul-
tural understanding and view of the indigenous population. Their mission-
ary narratives, in which they described the indigenes’ poor material and
social status, reflect their ideas, values, attitudes toward and perception of
the indigenous peoples, and their stereotypes. Some of them had a negative
stance and could not accommodate themselves to native cultural and physi-
cal landscapes. Others gave opposite example. Overall, it can be noted that
Orthodox priests did not make the same demands with reference to chang-
ing ways of life, as did the Protestant. It also appears that Orthodox mis-
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sionaries tolerated compromises with indigenous beliefs because of the ritu-
alistic “traditionalist” nature of Orthodoxy itself. As a result, the sudden
collision of cultures did not occur.
After these two broad introductory chapters, the author deals with each
indigenous people in a separate section. Chapter 3 deals with the process of
how Orthodoxy became Dena’inas religion (‘Orthodoxy Becomes a Native
Faith: Dena’ina Encounters with Russian Missionaries, 1849-1917’). Be-
fore the 1880s, Russian Christianity had played a marginal role in their
worldview, but under the new circumstances of social and administrative
power vacuum in the wake of the demise of Russian and indigenous struc-
tures after Alaska purchase in 1867, the Dena’ina used Orthodoxy as a con-
venient device to reinforce their identity before the advancing Protestant
culture of the white majority. By the turn of the twentieth century, the entire
Dena’ina population formally belonged to Orthodoxy. However, while they
used local chapels, brotherhoods, and Orthodox rituals for the construction
of their social structure and identity and accepted much of the Orthodox
tradition, they ignored elements not reconcilable to their own culture. For
example, many of them did not know the common prayers and “prayed in
their own way when in church” (p. 117). The Kenaitze (the Russian name
for the Dena’ina) creatively adjusted Orthodox beliefs for their own needs
and even adopted Russian church brotherhoods as part of their social and
political structures. Orthodoxy became a native church of popular Indian
Orthodoxy, within which Christian and “shamanistic” values were merged
to the point that they became inseparable (p. 105).
Chapter 4 with the title ‘Unresponsive Natives: Chukchi Dialogues with
the Russian Mission, 1840-1917’ analyses the reasons why the Chukchis
rejected the missionaries. Not many know that these “Apaches of Siberia”,
as two American writers metaphorically called them at the turn of the cen-
tury, maintained semi-independent status within the Russian empire until
1917. These indigenes, who numbered only about twelve thousand at the
close of the nineteenths century, were the only Siberian group that did not
pay obligatory tribute to the imperial authorities. They were self-sufficient
and in his interpretation of the Chukchi relationships with missionaries, the
author relies on the model of cultural and political “middle ground” (p.
139). Under these circumstances, native peoples were frequently able to
dictate their own terms of the cultural dialogue and use the middle ground
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to create a cultural space for themselves and to enjoy sovereignty. Yet, to
reduce the Chukchi’s general lack of interest in Orthodoxy to the expansion
of their reindeer economy would be simplification of the whole picture.
The other circumstances were the weak imperial presence, competition be-
tween the empire and the United States in the region, the strong positions of
the maritime Chukchi as middlemen traders, and Russian dependence on
indigenes for food supplies (p. 177). All those circumstances together in-
creasingly diminished the influence of the Christian message on the local
people, and allowed the Chukchi to maintain their beliefs.
Chapter 5 describes the half-hearted reception of Orthodoxy by the Altaians
(‘Dialogues about Spirit and Power: Altaian Natives and the Russian Or-
thodox Mission, 1828-1917’). Altai is like the “Palestine” of Inner Asia.
For centuries this small area, located at the intersection of the Russian,
Chinese, and Mongolian borders, was a place where Orthodox, Old Be-
liever, Lamaist, and shamanist traditions interacted with each other. This
makes Altai extremely attractive for scholars who research religious syn-
cretism (p.193). Unfortunately, until recently scholarship had hardly ad-
dressed this topic. The founder of the Altai Orthodox Mission was Father
Makarii Glukharev. According to the author, he has been neglected and
Western audience still hardly knows about him while everybody knows
about St. Innocent. But it was Glukharev who was the theoretician of the
missionary work, whereas St. Innocent was more of a practical worker and
administrator. Glukharev’s successors turned the propagation of the Gospel
among Altaians into a huge religious enterprise, the largest of the Russian
missions. The Altai mission relied strongly on indigenous clergy, more than
half of the mission priests were natives (p. 205). Indigenous responses to
the mission were uneven. In the northeastern areas, the response was more
positive, whereas in the southwestern it was often negative. Northeastern
Altaians were connected with the Russians by close contacts and the politi-
cal subordination to Russia added to their decision to maintain a dialogue
with Orthodoxy. Though it did not have legal and administrative tools to
impose its will on the natives, the Russian church represented a symbol of
imperial power. To be associated with this power could be helpful both for
economic and social and for psychological reasons. Missionary reports in-
dicate that “articrafts” and rituals of Orthodoxy such as icons, candles, reli-
gious ceremonies, and processions found an active response among natives
because they resembled elements of Altaian tradition.
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Unlike their northeastern fellow tribesmen, the southwestern Altaians main-
tained their traditional beliefs until about the 1890s. It was not only no-
madic life-style and lack of tight contacts with the Russians that made
pastoralists immune to the message of Orthodoxy; historically, before be-
coming Russian imperial subjects, Altaian nomads had to suffer severe re-
ligious persecutions from the Dzhungarian Federation. The latter was a typi-
cal oriental despotic state, which widely used violence to implant Lamaism
in the Altaian society by punishing and executing native shamans. The
Dzhungarian did not succeed in their attempts to crush native beliefs. Sto-
ries about resistance of shamans to Lamaism occupy a significant place in
the Altaian oral tradition. It appears that this tradition nourished among the
nomads a strong negative stance against any religious imposition. How-
ever, in 1890s travel and missionary accounts start to portray a different
picture. The sudden influx of the Russians produced a cultural shock and
resulted in a radical reshaping of the entire native life (p. 228). Altaian
shamanism experienced a crisis. Ethnohistorical studies on other indigenous
peoples show that under similar circumstances, native groups usually de-
veloped cultural responses tinged with religious revitalisation and
millenarianism. The southwestern Altaians were no exception. In July 1904
a native shepherd, Chet Cheplan, and his adopted daughter, Chugul, envi-
sioned a rider on a white horse dressed in white. This rider announced the
return to the earth of the legendary Oirot Khan, the Altai messiah, who
would free the Altaians from the power of the “white czar” and restore the
old life. This prophecy and the ensuing cult became known as Burkhanism.
According to Cheplan, the new Supreme Deity of the natives, Burkhan,
sent his messiah, Oirot Khan, to the earth to help native nomads retain their
ways and lands. The message stirred great activity in the area. Up to four
thousand native people conducted regular pilgrimages to the Tereng Valley
to hear the new prophet and learn about his message. One of the most nota-
ble aspects of the prophecy was its severe attack on shamanism. The
Burkhanists chased away shamans and burned down their drums, ritual
outfits, and skins of sacrificed animals. The speed with which the Altaians
transformed shamanic beliefs into the new religion was striking. Although
the Burkhanists apparently borrowed some concepts from Orthodox Chris-
tianity as well as from Russian schismatics (Old Believers), a significant
number of their specific rituals came from neighbouring Mongolian Lama-
ist tradition (p. 231), and even many “positive” elements of the traditional
shamanistic religion. The Altaian nomads, however, did not align them-
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selves completely with the spiritual power of this reformed cult. After its
heyday was gone and Oirot Khan failed to materialise, Burkhanism stopped
attracting overwhelming support. Some nomads switched back to shaman-
ism, which they had earlier denounced; others went further, converting to
Christianity.
In his conclusion the author states that both the nature of indigenous beliefs
and surrounding social, political, and economic circumstances shaped the
character of native-missionary dialogue in Alaska and Siberia. Methods
practised by Orthodox messengers developed within a lenient tradition
brought to life by Glukharev and Veniaminov and the native educator
Ilminskii, the founding fathers of the Russian missionary enterprise. All
three insisted on using indigenous languages and native clergy to convey
the Christian message. Ilminskii promoted education of natives in their in-
digenous languages, and Veniaminov’s Missionary Instructions, which re-
strained missionaries from Russification, received the approval of church
and secular officials.
Briefly, Znamenski is in this book interested in two things: what cultural
constructions native peoples offered in response to missionary activities and
what specific historical changes undermine the vitality of some cultural pat-
terns and give rise to others. He belongs to those who see the native-Russian
missionary encounters as a complex process of intercultural exchange. He
relies on the “ethnicity as strategy” approach that stands as a promising method
for understanding native dialogues with western culture. This approach stands
in contrast to those works that directly or indirectly try to portray missionar-
ies as either civilisers and cultural heroes or colonisers.
This book is not an attempt to write the Russian Orthodox Church mission
history. However, the rich bibliography at the end and the notes at the end
of each chapter offer reference to this kind of literature. Znamenski’s vol-
ume, tailor-made for students of Orthodoxy, late Imperial Russian history
and culture, and the anthropology of northern native peoples, is the first
work of its kind in English. It is an authoritative contribution to ethnohistory,
well grounded in anthropological literature. The book contains 3 maps and
19 photos.
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Languages in Russia 1870 and 2000
The book, Das Gebet des Herrn in den Sprachen Russlands. St. Petersburg
1870, written in German, contains the Lord’s Prayer (Our Father) from the
Gospel of Matthew 6:9-13 in the whole of 108 languages of the Russian
empire of that time.
The first part of the book, until the page 47, consists of a survey of the
languages, classified in different language groups and subgroups, like the
Altaic, Kaukasian, and other, with a short presentation and description of
each people group and language. Though the criteria for classification of
the languages can still be used today, the names for some of the peoples and
languages are antiquated. For example: Wotjak and Wotjakisch is Udmurt
today, Tscheremiss is Mari, etc, whereas the name for the Ukrainian lan-
guage reflects the official policy of Russia of that time: “Kleinrussisch”
(Minor Russian). The following pages contain the Lord’s Prayer in 108
languages. Some of the samples are taken from Prince Lucian Bonaparte’s
collection (pp 20 and 21).
To see nearly 15 different alphabets (from the Cyrillic to the Latin, Chi-
nese, Mongolian vertical, Georgian, Arabic, Greek, etc) one can imagine
what an achievement it must have been for the printing technique in 1870.
Hermann Dalton, who compiled the book, writes about the difficulties on
page 90. The book was published as a miscellany in honour of Georg
Freiherrn von Meyendorf in connection to his 25 years jubilee as the chair-
man of the St Petersburg’s Evangelical Bible Society. Because of this, Dalton
did not manage to include the Lord’s Prayer in additional 20-30 languages
from the Caucasus and Central Asia that he received afterwards (p. 91). All
of the prayers are rendered in the original alphabet but some are even tran-
scribed into Latin (like the Kumyk on p. 59) or Cyrillic alphabet (like the
Chagataic and Tajik on p. 86).
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Page 59 from Das Gebet des Herrn in den
Sprachen Russlands. St. Petersburg 1870.
In Slavic languages, the prayer is rendered in “Altslawonisch” (Old Church
Slavonic), “Slawonisch” (Church Slavonic), “Altrussisch” (Old Russian),
“Grossrussisch” (Great Russian, i.e. Russian), “Kleinrussisch” (Minor Rus-
sian, i.e. Ukrainian), “Weisrussisch” (White Russian), and in Polish, Ser-
bian, Czech and Bulgarian.
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On page 81, there are three different versions of the prayer in Swedish! The
first one renders the Lord’s Prayer text from the Bible printed in Turku
(Åbo) 1855. The other two versions are dialects from the islands Nukkö
and Runö in Estonia. The Swedish inhabitants there are described as “der
Inselschweden: Eibofolke, oder die Schweden an den Küsten Ehstlands und
auf Runö” (p. 43).
The three versions are as follows:
1) Fader wår, som äst i himlom: Helgadt warde ditt Namn. Tillkomme ditt
rike. Ske din wilje, såsom i himmelen, så och på jorden. Gif oss i dag
wårt dageliga bröd. Och förlåt oss wåra skulder, såsom ock wi förlåte
dem oss skyldige äro. Och inled oss icke i frestelse; utan fräls oss ifrån
ondo. Ty riket är ditt, och magten, och härligheten, i ewighet. Amen.
2) Dialect from Nukkö. Fader wår, sum är ude himmelen: helgat ware titt
namn, tekúme titt rike, ske tin wille såsum ude himmelen så ock uba
jorden. Wår dagliga brö gif os i-da, ock ferelåt os wåra skylder, såsum
och wi ferelåte tom os skyldige äro; ock inled os ent i frästelse; utan
fräls os från ondt, ty riket är titt å magten å härliheiten i ewiheit. Amen.
3) Dialect from Runö. Daddan won, som er e himmon! Hélit ware titt namne!
Tílkume titt rîk. Skéje wil’jan suasom é himmon sua å upa jôrdu. Gé oss
dâ uart dâgli bré. Å forluot oss uar skûldo, suasom å wi förluot teim som
oss ira skilde. Å inlej oss äte uté fristelse, utan fräls oss fruom allt šl’imt.
Rîka ér titt å machto å herrliheito e éwiheito. Amen. (p. 81).
Exactly 130 years later, two similar books appeared. The book edited by
Marianne Beerle-Moor, The Birth of Jesus Christ in 80 Languages of the
CIS, is a compilation of the birth story of Jesus as recorded in the Gospel of
Luke 2:1-20. It presents the translation of this text in 80 languages of Rus-
sia and the other countries of the former Soviet Union. However, not all
languages of this vast area are represented but “only” those into which the
Bible is being translated by the Institute for Bible Translation (p. 9). This is
one of the reasons why there are only four alphabets. The other is that many
of the languages have switched to the Cyrillic alphabet during the last cen-
tury. If Kalmyk, for example, was written with Arabic characters in 1870, it
is written with Cyrillic in 2000 (p. 113). Bashkir was written with Latin
characters, today it is written with Cyrillic (p. 97). There are many more
examples. For this reason it is interesting to compare this book with the one
from 1870 (see above).
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It is especially interesting to note that the account of Jesus’ birth is the first
literary text ever published in eleven of the languages (however, some of
the languages have had primers and grammars). In 33 languages this text is
printed for the first time, and 24 languages have never had any Bible text
printed before. The Christmas story in Greek, Church Slavonic, Russian
and English are also included.
The translations are arranged according to the classification of languages used
in the Linguistic Encyclopedic Dictionary, Moscow, Soviet Encyclopedia,
1990 (p. 10). Bibliographical references are given for the 48 texts taken from
Bibles, New Testaments and Gospels of Luke already Publisher by the Insti-
tute for Bible Translation. For each language, information is also given about
the status of the Bible translation, population of the ethnic group and the
location where the language is spoken. Many of the illustrations in the book
consist of paintings by national artists designed specially for this book. This
publication has a Russian ISBN (5-93943-004-X) and a Swedish (91-89122-
46-1), which indirectly indicates that the Institute for Bible Translation began
its work “27 years ago” (p. 9), i.e. 1973 in Stockholm.
The book edited by Anita Laakso, Ilouutinen Kaikille Kansoille (Glad Tid-
ings to all Nations, ISBN 952-9790-59-7), written in Finnish, is very simi-
lar but it includes 17 Finno-Ugric languages only. The illustrations are also
different. On pages 42-43 there is a map showing where these languages
are spoken and giving the information about the population, according to
the 1989 census. A bibliography of Bible translations into the Finno-Ugric
languages is on pages 44-46.
For those who wish to know more about Bible translations in the different
languages of Russia and other countries of the former Soviet Union, the
new work by Borislav Arapovic, Bibliography of Bible translations in the
languages of the Russian Federation, other countries in the Commonwealth
of Independent States and the Baltic States, is very helpful. The Bible was
translated comparatively late into most of the languages of the Russian
Empire and those of other Slavic Orthodox countries, partly because the
liturgy uses the Slavonic Bible translation and partly because, for various
reasons, the church hierarchy resisted translation into the vernacular.
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According to the data gathered in this bibliography, until the communists
seized power in October 1917 the whole Bible had been translated and
published in 11 languages, the New Testament on its own in 8, and sepa-
rate books of the Bible in 25, i.e. in 44 languages of the region in question
(p. 202).
By the year 2003 in 17 languages of the region the whole Bible has been
translated and published, in another 19 there is a complete New Testament,
in yet 44 more languages individual books of the Bible, and in 8 languages
portions of Bible book, making a total of 80 languages – of possibly 150 or
so languages (p. 201).
In addition to the bibliographic data, the bibliography briefly introduces
each language with a basic summary of the people, the dialects, the scripts
in use and religious adherence. The second part of the bibliography com-
prises facsimile reproductions of some title pages and textual portions of
translations in each of the languages noted in the bibliography. In order to
make this bibliography accessible to those who cannot read Russian, the
following are provided in English: the table of contents, with the English
variant of the names of the languages, and the names of the books of the
Bible in both Russian and English.
